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Photonic crystal (PC) technology offers the potential of lossless control of the prop-
agation of light at microelectronic and nanoelectronic size scales. Numerous important
physical characteristics have already been demonstrated. These phenomena include the
photonic bandgap, the superprism effect, negative refraction, and negative diffraction. In-
dividual components that have been demonstrated include waveguides, resonators, filters,
waveguide couplers, directional couplers, demultiplexers, antennas, switches, and sensors.
The integration of optimized versions of these components would produce the first truly
dense integrated photonic circuits and systems (DIPCS) that would perform functions such
as interconnection, communication, image acquisition, image processing, image recogni-
tion, A-to-D conversion, control, and bio/chem-sensing.
A variety of techniques are available to enable the fabrication of photonic crystal struc-
tures. Multi-beam-interference lithography (MBIL) is a relatively new technique which
offers many advantages over more traditional means of fabrication. Unlike the more com-
mon fabrication methods such as optical and electron-beam lithography, MBIL is a method
that can produce both two- and three-dimensional large-area photonic crystal structures for
use in the infrared and visible light regimes. While multi-beam-interference lithography
represents a promising methodology for the fabrication of PC structures, there has been
an incomplete understanding of MBIL itself. The research in this thesis focuses on pro-
viding a more complete, systematic description of MBIL in order to demonstrate its full
capabilities.
Analysis of both three- and four-beam interference is investigated and described in
terms of contrast and crystallography. The concept of a condition for primitive-lattice-
vector-direction equal contrasts is introduced in this thesis. These conditions are developed
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as nonlinear constraints when optimizing absolute contrast for producing lithographically
useful interference patterns (meaning high contrast and localized intensity extrema). By
understanding the richness of possibilities within MBIL, a number of useful interference
patterns are found that can be created in a straightforward manner. These patterns can be
both lithographically useful and structurally useful (providing interference contours that
can define wide-bandgap photonic crystals). Included within this investigation are theo-
retical calculations of band structures for photonic crystals that are fabricatable through
MBIL. The resulting calculations show that not only do most MBIL-defined structures
exhibit similar performance characteristics compared to conventionally designed photonic
crystal structures, but in some cases MBIL-defined structures show a significant increase
in bandgap size. Using the results from this analysis, a number of hexagonal photonic
crystals are fabricated using a variety of process conditions. It is shown that both rod- and
hole-type photonic crystal structures can be fabricated using processes based on both pos-
itive and negative photoresist. The “light-field” and “dark-field” interference patterns used
to define the hexagonal photonic crystal structures are quickly interchanged by the proper
adjustment of each beam’s intensity and polarization. The resulting structures, including a
large area (∼ 1 cm2, 1 × 109 lattice points) photonic crystal are imaged using a scanning
electron microscope.
Multi-beam-interference lithography provides an enabling initial step for the wafer-
scale, cost-effective integration of the impressive PC-based devices into manufacturable
DIPCS. While multi-beam-interference lithography represents a promising methodology
for the fabrication of PC structures, it lacks in the ability to produce PC-based integrated
photonic circuits. Future research will target the lack of a large-scale, cost-effective fabri-
cation methodology for photonic crystal devices. By utilizing diffractive elements, a photo-
mask will be able to combine both MBIL and conventional lithography techniques into a





Photonic crystal (PC) technology offers the potential of lossless control of the propaga-
tion of light at microelectronic and nanoelectronic size scales [1]. This technology may
produce the first truly dense integrated photonic circuits and systems (DIPCS). Numer-
ous important physical characteristics have already been demonstrated. These phenomena
include the photonic band gap [1], the superprism effect [2–4], negative refraction [5, 6],
and negative diffraction [7–9]. Individual components that have been demonstrated include
waveguides [10, 11], resonators [12–15], filters [15–17], waveguide couplers [18–21], di-
rectional couplers [22], demultiplexers [23], antennas [24], switches [25], and sensors [26].
The integration of optimized versions of these components would produce DIPCS that
would perform functions such as interconnection, communication, image acquisition, im-
age processing, image recognition, A-to-D conversion, control, and bio/chem-sensing. Fur-
ther, the resulting DIPCS would be very compact in size and could be integrated with con-
ventional microelectronics.
Despite the advantages and benefits of using PC technology in devices, there is a major
problem: the practical commercial development of PC structures has been extremely slow.
This slow development is due, to a large extent, to the lack of a manufacturing methodology
for producing integrated PC structures and devices. For these complex structures and de-
vices, there is a lack of fabrication and integration methods available that enable PC-based
optoelectronic circuits to be made in parallel over a large area. Ideally, the fabrication and
integration of optimized devices over an entire wafer are needed. These hindrances have
severely limited the pace of PC technology development.
The objective of this thesis is to develop a multi-beam-interference-based methodology
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for the fabrication of photonic crystal structures. This investigation will be an enabling step
for the integration of a multiplicity of photonic crystal devices and structures, in parallel,
across an entire wafer based on multi-beam-interference lithography (MBIL). This research
includes a full treatment of two-, three-, and four-beam interference. Contrast, translational
symmetry, and crystallography in two and three dimensions have been examined and quan-
tified within the framework of MBIL. This research has also developed a configurable,
tabletop MBIL fabrication facility with real-time monitoring. This facility allows for the
experimental verification of MBIL concepts and photonic crystal structure fabrication. Us-
ing this facility, both one-dimensional gratings and hexagonal lattice structures have been
fabricated using a variety of process conditions. This research also presents band structure
modeling and simulation through the eigenmode calculation of Maxwell’s equations. The
concept of a MBIL-based photo-mask for the wafer scale fabrication of photonic crystal
structures and devices is introduced.
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Engineered Materials
For thousands of years, engineers have strived to change and improve the properties of
naturally occurring materials. Building materials have evolved from stone to brick and
concrete. The need for stronger, lighter materials birthed bronze, iron, and steel. Now, the
focus has shifted from controlling the mechanical properties of materials to the electrical
and optical properties due in part to The Information Age.
The advent of the modern computer has had a profound impact on the scientific com-
munity. We know more about silicon than most, if not all, other elements. Even more
impressive is the fact that engineers can precisely change the electrical properties of sili-
con to fit our ever-changing needs. Historically, silicon is used for its electrical properties.
However, it is suggested that electrical-based silicon technologies are quickly approaching
the physical limitations of the material system. Paradigm shifts in software and hardware
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Figure 1.1: Classical examples of one-, two-, and three-dimensional photonic crystal struc-
tures [1].
design will be needed to continue fulfilling the goals of companies and expectations of the
consumer. One of these hardware design paradigm shifts includes bringing photons closer
to the chip. As of today, fiber-to-the-home is a real possibility, albeit at a premium price.
However, it is imperative to continue pushing optical components and communications
closer and closer to the computer, board, and chip. To fulfill this need, novel and reliable
microscale and nanoscale optical components need to be realized. Photonic crystal (PC)
technology potentially offers a technology platform to fill this need [1].
1.1.2 Photonic Crystals
In the simplest of terms, a photonic crystal is a structure periodic in one, two, or three
dimensions (see Fig. 1.1). This periodicity can have a profound effect on the optical prop-
erties of the material, similar to how the periodic potential affects the electrical properties of
semiconductors. Much of photonic crystal theory is derived from the macroscopic Maxwell
equations given in SI units as
∇ × E = −∂B
∂t
(1.1)
∇ ×H = ∂D
∂t
(1.2)
∇ ·D = 0 (1.3)
∇ ·B = 0 (1.4)
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for charge free, non-conducting materials. From these four equations, a number of com-
putational techniques have evolved to analyze photonic crystal structures and devices.
They can be categorized into frequency-domain responses, time-domain simulations, and
frequency-domain eigenproblems. It is the frequency-domain eigenproblem approach that
has brought about much of band theory. This approach is based on solving for a decoupled













As the name suggests, the problem reduces to an eigenvalue problem, resulting in the al-
lowable electromagnetic modes of the structure defined by the relative permittivity function





∇ ×H(r) . (1.6)
A particularly interesting and useful property of the time harmonic version of Maxwell’s
equations (and subsequent derivatives) is the absence of a fundamental length scale asso-
ciated with the constants. Specifically, a change in the dielectric profile by ε′r(r) = εr(r/s)
results in a magnetic field profile of H′(r) = H(r/s) and a frequency ω′ = ω/s. This means
that, given a dielectric function, the calculated eigenmode profile and corresponding eigen-
value frequency can be rescaled as the dielectric function is scaled spatially. A similar ap-
proach can be taken when the dielectric function is scaled in magnitude by ε′r(r) = εr(r)/s2.
The resulting magnetic field H(r) remains unchanged when the frequency is scaled by
ω′ = sω.
The scaling properties of Maxwell’s equations allow research to be conducted at nor-
malized frequencies and arbitrary dielectric values. The resulting theories and concepts can
be experimentally evaluated at the microwave, infrared, or visible light regimes. Of course,
the structures must be physically possible in both mechanical stability and dielectric value.
The technology needed to fabricate nanoscale structures has just recently become available.
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Figure 1.2: Band diagram for a hexagonal lattice of circular holes (εr = 1, r/a = 0.482) in
silicon (εr = 13) exhibiting a complete band gap of 19.6%.
However, an expensive support system is needed to operate and maintain such resources.
For this reason, many photonic crystal concepts have been studied and experimentally ver-
ified in the microwave [12, 27–37] and long-infrared regimes [38–41]. The photonic band
gap has been, and continues to be, the basis of photonic crystal device research. Figures
1.2 and 1.3 illustrate the band diagrams for a hexagonal lattice of circular holes and a di-
amond square lattice of spherical vacancies respectively. Both of these structures exhibit
relatively large band gaps. Figure 1.4 illustrates two experimental configurations used for
band gap calculation in the microwave and long-infrared frequency ranges. In addition
to the photonic band gap [1], other important physical effects have been demonstrated at
microwave, infrared, and telecom wavelengths. These phenomena include the superprism
effect [2–4], negative refraction [5, 6], and negative diffraction [7–9, 42]. These phenom-
ena allow for the fabrication of a multitude of photonic crystal-based devices. Individual
components that have been demonstrated include waveguides [10, 11], resonators [12–15],
5



































Figure 1.3: Band diagram for a diamond square lattice of (overlapping) spherical vacancies
(εr = 1, r/a = 0.33) in silicon (εr = 13) exhibiting a complete band gap of 28.3%.
filters [15,17], waveguide couplers [18–21], directional couplers [22], demultiplexers [23],
antennas [24], switches [25], and sensors [26].
1.1.3 Fabrication Techniques
A number of techniques are currently used to fabricate photonic crystal structures and de-
vices. In the microwave regime, structures can be constructed “by hand” by systematically
drilling into dielectric material [43], arranging dielectric rods [27] or more complicated
structures [44, 45] in a two-dimensional lattice, and stacking two-dimensionally periodic
etched wafers [29]. Of course these techniques can only be employed when the period-
icity of the lattices is on the order of millimeters. For structures and devices designed
for operation at infrared wavelengths, more advanced micro- and nano-fabrication tech-
nologies must be utilized. Two-photon polymerization is a rapid prototyping technique
used to define the polymer templates of microscale structures [46, 47]. Arbitrary two- and
6
Figure 1.4: (a) Experimental configuration for measuring the photonic band gap of the
photonic crystal slab (microwave regime) [34]. (b) Reflection characterization configu-
ration using a Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer coupled to an achromatic infrared
microscope (long-infrared regime) [40].
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three-dimensional structures can be fabricated by simply programming the control logic of
the piezoelectric stages. Focused-ion-beam (FIB) etching is yet another rapid prototyping
technique [48]. FIB differs in that the pattern is machined directly into the substrate in-
stead of a photo-reactive material. While two-photon polymerization and FIB allow for the
fabrication of a multitude of complex two- and three-dimensional structures on the same
wafer, there is little hope that these techniques could be used in a manufacturing setting.
Given the number of components on a DIPCS, the time required to define even a single
device is excessive. Self-assembly can also be used to fabricate some three-dimensional
photonic crystal structures [49–55]. These techniques require depositing an aqueous col-
loidal suspension of nanoparticle spheres on a wafer and can result in highly ordered struc-
tures. Optical lithography and e-beam lithography are used considerably more often than
the previous techniques for devices designed for operation in the long- to mid-infrared
regimes (optical lithography) [38,40,41,56] and at telecom wavelengths (e-beam lithogra-
phy) [40, 57–59]. The resulting photoresist masks are used to pattern the substrate using
a number of etching techniques including photo-electrochemical etching [38, 40, 56, 59],
reactive-ion etching [60], and inductively-coupled plasma etching [41, 61]. A relatively
new technique for defining the photoresist mask and polymer templates used to construct
photonic crystal structures uses the interference of light called multi-beam-interference
lithography (MBIL) [62–68]. By interfering two or more coherent beams of light, periodic
interference patterns can be created and used to expose and define photosensitive materials
for use as etching masks or templates.
Many useful photonic crystal devices for telecom wavelengths have been fabricated us-
ing e-beam lithography (EBL). The resolution and rapid prototyping capabilities of EBL
make it an ideal candidate for testing small-area DIPCS. However, like many of the fab-
rication techniques described above, there are aspects of the technology that do not lend
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Processing Wafer scale 2D/3D
“By hand” construction Microwave Yes Slow N/A Both
Self-assembly IR/Vis No Slow Yes 3D
Focused ion beam IR/Vis Yes Slow No Both
Two-photon
polymerization IR/Vis Yes Slow No Both
Conventional lithography Long-mid IR Yes Fast Yes 2D
E-beam lithography IR/Vis Yes Slow No 2D
MBIL IR/Vis No Fast Yes Both
themselves well to a manufacturing setting. E-beam lithography, like two-photon polymer-
ization and focused ion-beam etching, is capable of creating very complex devices. Pro-
cess times, however, are excessive and fabricating large-area DIPCS is not feasible. Self-
assembly and MBIL are capable of highly ordered, large-area structures, but are limited to
a single type of structure per process flow. Three-dimensional integrated designs make the
most common lithographic techniques obsolete. For photonic crystal-based DIPCS to be-
come a reality, a methodology is needed that will enable large-area/wafer-scale fabrication,
have the capability to multiplex different devices in a single process flow, require relatively
simple process recipes, and have the ability to define both two- and three-dimensional
structures.
Of these methods, summarized in Table 1.1, only MBIL is applicable to two- and three-
dimensional photonic crystals, requires a relatively simple process recipe, and is wafer-
scale compatible. A significant drawback of MBIL is its inability to produce integrated
photonic circuits containing a multiplicity of photonic crystal devices. This is in part due
to the limited research in the area of device fabrication based on MBIL. In fact, there is
an incomplete fundamental understanding of MBIL itself. The methodology presented in
this thesis directly addresses the incomplete understanding of MBIL and will introduce a
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methodology which will enable MBIL to produce integrated devices based on a photo-mask
concept.
1.1.4 Multi-Beam Interference
The fabrication of two-dimensional photonic crystal structures by MBIL was demonstrated
in 1997 by Berger [63, 64] and three-dimensional photonic crystal structures were demon-
strated in 2000 by Campbell [65]. These resulting structures are illustrated in Fig. 1.5. The
three-dimensional interference patterns used to define these structures have been modeled
as plane wave interference [69–72]. While the form of the model differs in the literature,
the resulting intensity distribution of N interfering plane waves can be given in the most










EiE jei j cos((k j − ki) · r + φi − φ j)
 (1.7)
where a single plane wave is described as
Ei(r, t) = Ei cos (ωt − ki · r + φi) êi . (1.8)
Specific configurations of wavevectors have been presented that will produce all 14
three-dimensional Bravais lattices through the interference of four noncoplanar beams [70,
71]. These are given by defining the basis vectors, given in Fig. 1.6, of these lattices by
a = a · (1, 0, 0) (1.9)
b = b · (cos γ, sin γ, 0) (1.10)
c = c · (cos β, (cosα − cos β cos γ)/ sin γ, δ) (1.11)
where
δ = [sin2 β − (cosα − cos β cos γ)2/ sin2 γ]1/2 . (1.12)
The solutions for the four recording wavevectors and the recording wavelength are given
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Figure 1.5: (a) Gallium arsenide sample etched by reactive ion etching through a photore-
sist which was exposed to the irradiance pattern of Fig. 2 in [63]. The good verticality of
the etching process shows that deeper holes can easily be realized. (b) Polymeric photonic
crystal generated by exposure of a 10-µm film of photoresist to the interference pattern.
The top surface is a (111) plane; the film has been fractured along the (111) cleavage
planes [65].
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Figure 1.6: Orientation of basis vectors used to define translation symmetry of a lattice.
by








































λ = 2abcδ2[a2b2 + b2c2 sin4 α csc4 γ + a2c2 sin4 β csc4 γ + 2abc csc2 γ
× (a cosα sin2 β + b cos β sin2 α + c cos γ sin2 α sin2 β csc2 γ)]− 12 .
(1.20)
From these equations, specific configurations of recording wavevectors for all 5 two-dimensional
and 14 three-dimensional Bravais lattices can be calculated.
This procedure guarantees the translational symmetry of the interference pattern but
fails to consider the infinite number of sets of basis vectors and the impact on the contrast
and crystallography of the interference pattern. The absolute contrast and quality of the
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periodic motifs that make up the interference pattern are highly dependent on the polar-
izations and intensities of the individual beams. To ensure that the resultant pattern as a
whole is a “good” quality interference pattern, Cai [69,71] introduced a concept of uniform
contrast defined by two simple ideas: (1) the contrast of the interference terms should be as
nearly uniform as possible and (2) the contrast of the whole should be as great as possible.
For both three- and four-beam interference, constraints on the intensities and polarizations
of the individual beams are given to satisfy this concept of uniform contrast. However,
there is an incomplete understanding of the concept of uniform contrast. A basic and in-
correct assumption has been made about the form of Eq. 1.7 in terms of the coefficients of
the resulting spatial cosines. In the literature, these are most often assumed to be equal and
positive. If this assumption is not taken, a more thorough and complete understanding of
multi-beam interference is possible.
1.1.5 Multi-Beam-Interference Lithography
A number of different photonic crystal structures have been fabricated through multi-beam
interference. The first method (and currently the most common) used to perform MBIL in-
volves splitting a single laser beam into multiple beams using beamsplitters [63–67,73,74].
The resulting beams are directed onto a sample plane at appropriate incident angles. The
previous method assumes a single exposure. This results in one-dimensional interfer-
ence patterns requiring at least two beams, two-dimensional interference patterns requiring
at least three beams, and three-dimensional interference patterns requiring at least four
beams. Less complex experimental configurations are required if multiple exposures are
utilized [75, 76]. Table-top beam splitting can be completely eliminated by using specially
designed prisms [77], multiple diffractive elements [78], or phase-masks [79–83].
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1.2 Research Objectives
Given the previous research conducted in the areas of photonic crystal technology and
multi-beam-interference lithography, MBIL is a promising methodology to enable the fab-
rication and integration of a multiplicity of photonic crystal structures and devices, in par-
allel, across an entire wafer. However, for this methodology to be successful, multi-beam
interference must be understood completely. Previous research has not yet uncovered the
richness of its capabilities. The main objective of this research is to examine both three-
and four-beam interference and its applicability to fabricating two- and three-dimensional
photonic crystal structures.
The main contributions of this research are given below.
1. A general expression for the multi-beam interference of N monochromatic plane
waves is derived and given. This is provided as a foundation for subsequent analysis
and aims to address inconsistencies in the literature.
2. The concept of a condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts is
introduced and the appropriate nomenclature given. This condition provides a non-
linear constraint for maximizing absolute contrast which results in a lithographically
useful interference pattern.
3. A detailed analysis of three-beam interference is presented.
4. All conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts in three-beam in-
terference are given and described. Additionally, for each condition, the subordinate
condition for unity absolute contrast is given.
5. The extent of the types of crystallographic space groups that can be generated with
three-beam interference is completely described.
6. A detailed analysis of four-beam interference is also presented.
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7. All conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts in four-beam in-
terference are given and described. Additionally, for each condition, the subordinate
condition for unity absolute contrast is given.
8. Band gap maps are calculated for square and hexagonal lattices of circular holes/rods.
9. Band structures are calculated for square and hexagonal lattices of circular holes/rods
that exhibit the largest band gaps.
10. Band gap maps are calculated for square and hexagonal lattices defined by three-
beam interference. These are compared and contrasted to the circular cases.
11. Band structures are calculated for square and hexagonal lattices defined by three-
beam interference that exhibit the largest band gaps. These are compared and con-
trasted to the circular cases.
12. Band gap maps are calculated for simple cubic, face-centered cubic, and body-centered
cubic lattices of spherical masses/vacancies.
13. Band structures are calculated for simple cubic, face-centered cubic, and body-centered
cubic lattices of spherical masses/vacancies that exhibit the largest band gaps.
14. Band gap maps are calculated for simple cubic, face-centered cubic, and body-centered
cubic lattices defined by four-beam interference. These are compared and contrasted
to the spherical cases.
15. Band structures are calculated for simple cubic, face-centered cubic, and body-centered
cubic lattices defined by four-beam interference that exhibit the largest band gaps.
These are compared and contrasted to the spherical cases.
16. A fabrication configuration for multi-beam interference is designed and constructed.
This design includes a real-time monitoring capability to allow for stability analysis
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and a straightforward verification of theoretical concepts without the need for pro-
cessing samples.
17. The fabrication configuration is used to fabricate a number of hexagonal photonic
crystals. This fabrication includes processing for both positive and negative resists.
The resulting SEMs are presented.
1.3 Thesis Overview
The research objectives discussed in the previous section are rigorously examined in sub-
sequent chapters.
Chapter 2 provides a solid and complete foundation for describing the interference of
any number of monochromatic plane waves. The resulting expression is used as a basis
for the analysis of both three- and four-beam interference within this thesis. Chapter 2
also provides an in depth description of three-beam interference in terms of contrast and
crystallography. The concept and nomenclature for conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-
direction equal contrasts are introduced as a more correct and complete description for
nonlinear conditions that can be satisfied to produce lithographically useful interference
patterns. Subordinate conditions for unity absolute contrast are also described in detail.
Chapter 3 provides an in depth description of four-beam interference. This treatment
follows similarly to that in Chapter 2. This chapter describes four-beam interference in
terms of contrast and the appropriate conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal
contrasts are introduced. Similarly, subordinate conditions for unity absolute contrast are
also described in detail. Three different lattices are used as examples. They are the simple
cubic, the face-centered cubic, and the body-centered cubic lattices. Specific examples
for each lattice are described for each condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal
contrasts.
Chapter 4 introduces modeling techniques for photonic crystals. Some conventions are
described to minimize confusion within this thesis and the literature and the techniques
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used to calculate the band structures in this thesis are described. This chapter focuses
on comparing the band structures and resulting maximum band gaps of two-dimensional
lattices of circular rods or holes to those lattice defined by three-beam interference. Both
hexagonal and square lattices are examined. Band gap maps are calculated for both square
and hexagonal lattices. Lattices of interest (those producing maximum band gaps) are
discussed more thoroughly.
Chapter 5 focuses on comparing the band structures and resulting maximum band gaps
of three-dimensional lattices of spherical masses or vacancies to those lattices defined by
four-beam interference. This treatment follows similarly of that in Chapter 4. Three lat-
tices are examined for each condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts.
They are the simple cubic, the face-centered cubic, and the body-centered cubic lattices.
Unlike the two-dimensional cases presented in Chapter 4, there does not exist many struc-
tures that exhibit complete band gaps. Those that are found, though, are described in detail.
Chapter 6 describes the fabrication procedures used in this thesis to define two-dimensional
photonic crystals through multi-beam interference. The design and construction of a three-
beam interference configuration is described. A real-time monitoring capability is included
and described for stability analysis and provides a straightforward method for verifying
theoretical concepts without fabrication. This chapter also provides extensive alignment
procedures and design plots for the hexagonal and square lattices. A number of hexag-
onal lattices are fabricated by defining both negative and positive resist. The fabrication
procedures and recipes used are described.
Chapter 7 summarizes the research presented in this thesis. Potential areas of continued
research are discussed.
Included within this thesis are four appendices. Appendix A provides the methods
used to solve for the optimized plane wave parameters given each condition for primitive-
lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts in both three- and four-beam interference. Using
the method of Lagrangian multipliers, two formulations of the Lagrangian functions for
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each condition are discussed and given. The appendix aims to provide a foundation for the
method used to optimize contrast and an explanation for utilizing an enhanced formulation
which resulted in more efficient calculations.
Appendix B provides program listings that can be used to replicate the band structure
calculations in this thesis. These are provided as a tool for understanding the methods used
to model these structures using the MIT Photonic Bands software.
Appendix C provides the complete set of band gap maps for the three-dimensional
structures discussed in this thesis. While the main focus is on those structures that exhibit
complete band gaps, these calculations are critical to understanding the behavior of the sim-
ple cubic, the face-centered cubic, and the body-centered cubic lattices under the different
conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts.





The analysis and modeling of multi-beam interference presented in this thesis is based upon
plane wave interference. In this chapter, a systematic approach to modeling three-beam
interference is presented. First, an accurate and extensive description of general multi-beam
interference is given. This is done to address discrepancies in the literature and to provide
a unified solid foundation for the subsequent analysis. In terms of three-beam interference,
the analysis will be focused on linearly polarized light. A complete description of three-
beam interference will be given in terms of contrast, absolute contrast, and crystallography.
Specific solutions are given for a number of cases by presenting the optimized plane wave
wave parameters and illustrations of the resulting interference patterns.
2.1 Multi-Beam Interference
To understand how parameters such as polarization and electric field amplitude affect the
resulting interference patterns, an expression for the intensity distribution is needed. First,
an expression for the interference of N linearly polarized, monochromatic plane waves is
developed. The real electric field, Ei, of the ith plane wave is represented in terms of its
complex vector phasor, Ei, angular frequency, ω, initial phase, φi, and polarization vector,
êi, as
Ei(r, t) = Re [Ei(r) exp( jωt)] (2.1)
where its complex vector phasor is
Ei(r) = Ei exp
[− j(ki · r − φi)] êi (2.2)
such that the resulting real field is expressed as
Ei(r, t) = Ei cos (ωt − ki · r + φi) êi . (2.3)
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The time average intensity distribution for a single monochromatic plane wave, Ii, is related
to the square of the electric field. This intensity is expressed as










For the interference of two linearly polarized, monochromatic plane waves, the total com-
plex electric field phasor is
ET (r) = E1(r) + E2(r) (2.5)
such that the total real field is
ET (r, t) = E1(r, t) + E2(r, t)
= E1 cos (ωt − k1 · r + φ1) ê1 + E2 cos (ωt − k2 · r + φ2) ê2 .
(2.6)
The time average intensity distribution for the interference pattern, IT , is related to the
square of the total electric field as
IT (r) = 〈ET (r, t) · ET (r, t)〉
= 〈E1(r, t) · E1(r, t) + E2(r, t) · E2(r, t) + 2E1(r, t) · E2(r, t)〉
= I1(r) + I2(r) + 2J12(r)
(2.7)
where the interference term, J12, is defined as








E1E2e12 cos((k2 − k1) · r + φ1 − φ2)
(2.8)
and the polarization efficiency factor, e12, is defined as
e12 = ê1 · ê2. (2.9)
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For the interference of N linearly polarized, monochromatic plane waves, the time average
intensity distribution is expressed as [84, 85]




Ei(r, t) · Ei(r, t) +
N∑
j>i




















EiE jei j cos((k j − ki) · r + φi − φ j)
 .
(2.10)
Equation (2.10) represents the three-dimensional interference pattern of N linearly po-
larized, monochromatic plane waves. Proper selection of wavevectors (ki), polarization
vectors (êi), and electric field amplitudes (Ei) can produce interference patterns with a
wide range of contrast and group symmetries. Generally, these should be chosen such that
the configuration produces a high-quality interference pattern.
2.2 Three-Beam Interference
In general, the interference of three linearly polarized plane waves will produce an interfer-
ence pattern invariant in the z direction when the periodicity exists in the xy plane. Primitive
basis vectors (a and b) in the xy plane define the translational symmetry of the interference
pattern. The reciprocal lattice vectors (A and B) are expressed as
A = 2π
b × ẑ
a · b × ẑ
B = 2π
ẑ × a
a · b × ẑ .
(2.11)
For three-beam interference, the three recording wavevectors are found by finding the cir-





|A|2 (B × ẑ) + |B|2 (ẑ × A)
A · B × ẑ . (2.12)
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The projections of the recording wavevectors on the xy plane are then defined as vectors
from the circumcenter to each vertex such that
k1,xy = −P (2.13)
k2,xy = A − P (2.14)
k3,xy = B − P . (2.15)
The z component of the individual wavevectors is adjusted accordingly such that
|ki| = nko (2.16)
where ko = 2π/λ and n is the index of refraction of the recording medium. In general, the













where γ is the angle between a and b. The significance of Eq. (2.17) must be fully un-
derstood. A given two-dimensional lattice has an infinite number of sets of primitive basis
vectors that can define the translation symmetry of the lattice. Given the methodology
above, two different sets of primitive basis vectors that define the same translational sym-
metry will not provide an identical set of recording wavevectors. While the translational
symmetry of the interference patterns will be identical, the locations of other symmetry el-
ements will differ. Thus, given the methodology above, the choice of a and b corresponds
not only to a particular translational symmetry of the final interference pattern, but also to
other symmetry elements and their locations within a primitive unit cell.
Equation (2.10) is rewritten for the three-beam case. Without losing a general sense of
the intensity contours of the interference pattern, the initial phases of the interfering beams
are set to zero (φi = 0) if no two interfering wavevectors are equal. With this assumption,
Eq. (2.10) reduces to
IT = I0
[
















and the spatial wavevector is
Gi j = ki − k j . (2.21)
It should be noted that there is a fundamental relationship between the desired reciprocal
lattice vectors and the spatial wavevectors Gi j’s. A and B correspond to G21 and G31,
respectively, while G32 is a dependent reciprocal lattice vector, defined as (G31 − G21) or
(B − A).
If φi = 0, the lattice points are defined at the origin (r = 0) and all equivalent points in
the two-dimensional periodic interference pattern. In general, the lattice points are defined
at
p = −g12(G31 × ẑ) + g13(ẑ ×G21)
G21 · (G31 × ẑ) , (2.22)
where
gi j = φi − φ j , (2.23)
and all equivalent points in the three-dimensional periodic interference pattern.
2.3 Contrast
Of the seventeen plane symmetry groups, five of these can be realized through the interfer-
ence of three linearly polarized plane waves [72]. These are the p2, pmm, cmm, p4m, and
p6m plane symmetry groups. Here we analyze each of the five plane symmetry groups and
discuss how contrast affects the overall quality of the interference pattern produced.
Absolute contrast (Vabs) is a function of the intensity extrema in an intensity distribution






where Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum intensities, respectively. Two equiva-
lent primitive unit cell representations are used in this section: 1) the conventional primitive
unit cell defined by a and b and 2) the Wigner-Seitz proximity primitive unit cell whose
sides are perpendicular bisectors of the shortest lattice vectors. The boundaries of the con-
ventional unit cell and the Wigner-Seitz proximity unit cell will be shown in the subsequent
figures as dashed and dotted lines, respectively. The latter are centered at r = 0. All of the
xy plane can be filled by either unit cell with translations by integer combinations of the
primitive basis vectors. Each primitive unit cell contains all of the information about the
interference pattern. Consistent with the previous assumption that φi = 0, an intensity max-
imum or minimum occurs at the r = 0 lattice point (and consequently at all lattice points
throughout the interference pattern).
The quality of the interference pattern can be improved by applying and optimizing
one of two conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts [84, 85]. High-
quality patterns will have high absolute contrast and exhibit equal contrasts in multiple
lattice-vector directions. This results in localized areas of intensity extrema at the lattice
points. This is important for two reasons: 1) in lithography, photoresist more readily delin-
eates patterns in response to high-contrast intensity distributions and 2) the resulting inten-
sity distribution will have equal modulation of intensity in multiple basis vector directions
through each lattice point. In a fabricated structure defined by three-beam interference, this
produces isolated, oval rods (or cavities) at lattice points instead of a continuous structure
(or continuous void) between lattice points.
The nonlinear constraints applied during the optimization determine the locations of
symmetry elements within the unit cell of the periodic interference pattern. Lithograph-
ically speaking, these determine the shape of the intensity contours that will define the
final structures. Within three-beam interference, there is one set of nonlinear constraints
that has been applied during the optimization process and is referred to in the literature as
the uniform contrast condition [69, 84]. These lithographically useful interference patterns
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are produced by choosing the plane wave parameters such that all three interference coeffi-
cients Vi j are equal. Mathematically, the resulting interference patterns have equal contrasts
in the two primitive lattice vector directions (a, b) from each lattice point. If the assump-
tion about including all three interference coefficients is relaxed, a more fundamental and
complete understanding of multi-beam interference is possible, while still achieving equal
contrasts in more than one primitive lattice vector direction. That is, all three interference
coefficients do not have to be equal and positive. Avoiding the previously ambiguous ter-
minology of uniform contrast [69, 71, 84], a more descriptive nomenclature is introduced
here: namely, condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts.
In actuality, multiple conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts
for multi-beam-interference lithography exist including the three-beam interference case
treated in this section. For two-dimensionally periodic interference patterns produced
through three-beam interference, there are three spatial cosines as described by Eq. (2.18).
However, only two are required to produce two-dimensional periodicity. Consequently,
two conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts exist. Based on the
present research, a symbolic designation C(m)n is introduced to differentiate between the
various conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts. The quantity n is
the total number of interfering beams and m the number of nonzero interference coefficients
(number of interfering-beam pairs). Consequently, the resulting non-zero interference co-
efficients Vi j of Eq. (2.18) are denoted by V
(m)
n similarly. In our previously published work
for three-beam interference [84], a second uniform contrast condition was introduced along
with the original uniform contrast condition. However, given the new nomenclature and
symbolic designation introduced in this work, a more complete description is denoted by
C(3)3 and C
(2)
3 for the first and second uniform contrast conditions, respectively, for three-
beam interference [84].
Considering our previous work [84] and work that is presented here, it is important to
note the relationships between the interference coefficient V (m)n and the absolute contrast
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Vabs. This indicates that configurations of wavevectors and polarizations can result in inter-
ference coefficients that are positive or negative. The physical meaning of this statement
is as follows: if a configuration satisfies a condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction
equal contrasts and results in a positive interference coefficient, V (m)n > 0, volumes of high
electric field intensity surround the lattice points. Similarly, if a configuration satisfies
a condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts and results in a negative
interference coefficient, V (m)n < 0, volumes of low electric field intensity surround the lat-
tice points. However, regardless of the sign or magnitude of the interference coefficient,
V (m)n , determined by the polarization states and amplitudes of the recording beams, the in-
tensity contours will be identical (but differing in intensity value) provided the recording
wavevectors remain unchanged. Consequently, another superscript can be added to the
given symbolic designation to describe more accurately the interference pattern resulting
in ±C(m)n where ± denotes either a positive or negative interference coefficient. This concept
of positive and negative interference coefficients enables the pairing of the interference pat-
tern with positive and negative photoresists in a manner analogous to pairing positive and
negative photoresist with light- and dark-field masks in conventional lithography. Given
a particular lithographic process chemistry, a designer has the ability to choose between
these “light-field” and “dark-field” interference patterns.
2.3.1 Condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts C(3)3
The first condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts (C(3)3 ) is satisfied
by choosing the plane wave properties such that the three interference coefficients (Vi j) in
Eq. (2.18) are equal [71]. The interference coefficient (V (3)3 ) is defined as
V (3)3 = V12 = V13 = V23 [Condition C
(3)
3 ] . (2.25)
This condition of equal contrasts guarantees that at each lattice point, an equal modulation
of intensity occurs in three lattice directions (a, b, and a + b). It also dictates that the other,
opposite intensity extrema will lie at 2a/3 + b/3 and a/3 + 2b/3 from each lattice point.
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This corresponds to the centroids of three lattice points defined by two sets of vectors: the
first being a and a + b and the second being b and a + b. For three-beam-interference,
constraints on the electric field amplitudes, Ei, as a function of the polarization states, êi,


















A relationship between the interference coefficient (V (3)3 ) and the absolute contrast (Vabs)




4/V (3)3 + 3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (2.29)
In summary, C(3)3 is defined as follows [84, 85]:
The first condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts is sat-
isfied when the parameters of the three recording beams are chosen such that
all three interference coefficients (Vi j) are equal. This results in an interference
pattern in which 1) from each lattice point, there is equal modulation of inten-
sity in the a, b, and a + b directions, and 2) in each primitive unit cell there is
one intensity maxima (minima) located at the lattice point and two equivalent
intensity minima (maxima) at 2a/3+b/3 and a/3+2b/3 from the lattice point.
2.3.1.1 Subordinate condition for unity absolute contrast for +C(3)3
While this equal contrasts condition guarantees equal modulation of intensity in specific lat-
tice directions, maximization of the absolute contrast in Eq. (2.29) is a separate operation.
This corresponds to either the maximization or minimization of the interference coefficient
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(V (3)3 ). From Eq. (2.29), solutions with values of V
(3)
3 = 2/3 or −1/3 for C(3)3 result in unity
absolute contrast (Vabs = 1, Imin = 0); however this may not always be achievable given an
arbitrary arrangement of wavevectors. An optimal solution is one that maximizes absolute
contrast, while satisfying one of the two conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction
equal contrasts. This ensures that the interference pattern produced can easily be imaged
in a photosensitive material. In general, this process of maximizing the contrast can be per-
formed through constrained nonlinear optimization. As derived above, absolute contrast
(Vabs) is related to the interference coefficient V
(3)
3 when the C
(3)
3 condition for primitive-
lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts is satisfied. Maximization or minimization of the
interference coefficient will in turn maximize absolute contrast. Modern personal comput-
ers are able to perform this optimization in a few seconds. Detailed information regarding
the approach used to determine these optimized parameters is described in Appendix A.
Finding an optimal solution that satisfies C(3)3 is more involved than for C
(2)
3 , because
two fundamentally different types of interference patterns exist that result from satisfying
C(3)3 . These two cases can be identified by the sign of the interference coefficient (V
(3)
3 )
from Eq. (2.28). If a solution is found such that the sign of V (3)3 is positive, maximum
intensity extrema will be located at the lattice points. Conversely, if a solution is found
such that the sign of V (3)3 is negative, minimum intensity extrema will be located at the
lattice points. Considering all possible solutions to Eq. (2.28) for optimal values of the
interference coefficient (V (3)3 = 2/3 or −1/3) subject to the allowed values of the efficiency
terms (ei j), given by the inequalities


















only two sets of solutions to obtain unity absolute contrast exist. For V (3)3 = 2/3, unity abso-
lute contrast occurs when the solution satisfies the following (corresponding to 4 solutions:
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all signs are positive or two signs are negative):
e12 = ±1 (2.33)
e13 = ±1 (2.34)
e23 = ±1 . (2.35)
This results in electric field amplitudes of
E2 = ±E1 (2.36)
E3 = ±E1 . (2.37)
This solution describes an impractical configuration for three-beam interference in which
all recording wavevectors are coplanar and is not necessarily experimentally achievable.
Thus, in general, an optimization must be performed to solve for a solution that maximizes
absolute contrast for V (3)3 > 0.
2.3.1.2 Subordinate condition for unity absolute contrast for −C(3)3
For V (3)3 = −1/3, unity absolute contrast occurs when the solution satisfies the following
(corresponding to 4 solutions: all signs are negative or two signs are positive):
e12 = ±12 (2.38)
e13 = ±12 (2.39)
e23 = ±12 . (2.40)
This results in electric field amplitudes of
E2 = ±E1 (2.41)
E3 = ±E1 . (2.42)
The physical representation of Eqs. (2.38)-(2.40) implies that all three of the polarization
vectors are coplanar and make equal angles (120◦) with each other [or any combination of
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Figure 2.1: Orientation of polarizations for the subordinate condition for unity absolute
contrast [or any combination of the polarization vectors (êi) where one, multiple, or all are
inverted (−êi)] for −C(3)3 where V (3)3 = −1/3.
the polarization vectors (êi) where one, multiple, or all are inverted (−êi)]. The orientation
of the resulting polarization vectors described in Eqs. (2.38)-(2.40) is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
In general, solutions of this form in which unity absolute contrast is achieved (Vabs = 1),
while satisfying C(3)3 for V
(3)
3 = −1/3 always exist. This can be proven using the following
approach. In an arbitrary case, k1 and k2 represent two of the three recording wavevectors.
All combinations of polarizations, ê1 and ê2, such that e12 = 1/2 can be found. For each
combination, a third polarization vector, ê3, can be calculated such that e13 = e23 = 1/2.
These calculated polarization vectors, for ê3, will trace out a line in three-dimensional space
such that the polarization space of any third recording wavevector will include at least two
points on this line, each corresponding to a solution that satisfies C(3)3 and unity absolute
contrast is achieved.
2.3.2 Condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts C(2)3
The second condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts (C(2)3 ) is satis-
fied by choosing the plane wave properties such that two of the interference coefficients in
Eq. (2.18) are equal and the third is zero. For example,
V (2)3 = V12 = V13, V23 = 0 [Condition C
(2)
3 ] . (2.43)
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This condition of equal contrasts guarantees that at each lattice point, an equal modulation
of intensity occurs in two primitive lattice directions (a and b). It also dictates that the other,
opposite intensity extrema will lie at a/2 + b/2 from each lattice point. This corresponds
to the centroid of a parallelogram defined by the set of vectors a and b. For three-beam-
interference, constraints on the polarization states, êi, and electric field amplitudes, Ei,
for this condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts to be satisfied exist.
The constraints are




















A relationship between the interference coefficient (V (2)3 ) and the absolute contrast (Vabs)




Given a configuration of polarizations that satisfy Eqs. (2.44) and (2.45), the absolute con-
trast [or interference coefficient in Eq. (2.46)] is maximized by setting the electric field
















In summary, C(2)3 is defined as follows [84, 85]:
The second condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts is
satisfied when the parameters of the three recording beams are chosen such
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that two interference coefficients (Vi j) are equal and the third is zero. With
V23 = 0, this results in an interference pattern in which 1) from each lattice
point, there is equal modulation of intensity in the a and b directions, and 2) in
each primitive unit cell there is one intensity maxima (minima) located at the
lattice point and one intensity minima (maxima) at a/2 + b/2 from the lattice
point.
It should be noted that C(2)3 can be applied with two other sets of constraints. While it
was arbitrarily chosen to set V23 = 0, either of the other two interference coefficients can
be set to zero. However, the description for the locations of the other intensity extrema
and directions of equal modulation of intensity will differ. In the discussions following,
references to C(2)3 will assume the derivation above.
2.3.2.1 Subordinate condition for unity absolute contrast for C(2)3
Finding an optimal solution that satisfies C(2)3 is performed similarly. Considering all pos-
sible solutions to Eq. (2.49) for optimal values of the interference coefficient (V (2)3 = ±1/2)
subject to the allowed values of the efficiency terms (ei j), given by the inequality





only one set of solutions to obtain unity absolute contrast exists. This occurs when the











e23 = 0 . (2.53)












Figure 2.2: Orientation of polarizations for the subordinate condition for unity absolute
contrast [or any combination of the polarization vectors (êi) where one, multiple, or all are
inverted (−êi)] for C(2)3 where V (2)3 = 1/2.
The physical representation of Eq. (2.51) implies that all three of the polarization vec-
tors are coplanar, such that ê2 and ê3 are orthogonal and ê1 bisects the other two [or any
combination of the polarization vectors (êi) where one, multiple, or all are inverted (−êi)].
The orientation of the resulting polarization vectors described in Eq. (2.51) is illustrated
in Fig. 2.2. In general, solutions of this form in which unity absolute contrast is achieved




3 = ±1/2 always exist. This can be proven using a
similar methodology to that above.
Finding solutions that exhibit unity absolute contrast (Vabs = 1, Imin = 0) that satisfy
C(3)3 (with V
(3)
3 < 0) or C
(2)
3 rely on total destructive interference. This ensures that at
some points in space, IT = 0. However, this occurs for only one of two fundamentally
different interference patterns when maximizing absolute contrast, while satisfying C(3)3 .
The sign of V (2)3 does not distinguish between different types of interference patterns for
C(2)3 because the contours of the motifs around intensity maxima and minima are identical
for V (2)3 interference patterns. Given a bias intensity value of Ib (where Imin ≤ Ib ≤ Imax),
these two identical surfaces are described as
Imax − Ib = I(r)
Imin + Ib = I(r + a/2 + b/2)
(2.56)
Two interference patterns with coefficients of V (2)3 and −V (2)3 are identical when either is
translated by a/2 + b/2. The sign of V (2)3 does, however, determine whether an intensity
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maxima (V (2)3 > 0) or minima (V
(2)
3 < 0) is located at a lattice point (r = 0). This distinction
based upon the sign of the interference coefficient is similar to the use of dark and light
field masks in conventional lithography. The choice of one type of interference pattern
over another (or the use of dark or light field masks) will depend upon process parameters.
However, maximizing absolute contrast for C(3)3 with V
(3)
3 > 0 is more complicated and
explicit solutions can only be expressed in a few situations of higher-order symmetry.
2.4 Crystallography in Three-Beam Interference
2.4.1 Plane Symmetry Group p2
The p2 plane symmetry group is obtained from general three-beam-interference. This plane
group is characterized as having four unique points of 2-fold symmetry, as shown in Fig.
2.3. This figure also illustrates the symmetry elements and their general locations for each
of the seventeen plane groups [71]. Of these, the interference patterns of three linearly
polarized plane waves can exhibit the symmetry in five of these plane groups, while an
additional four are possible if elliptical polarization is utilized [72]. Figure 2.3 can be used
to identify the symmetry elements present in any two-dimensional interference pattern.
Higher-order symmetry groups will emerge as relationships between primitive basis
vectors and interference coefficients vary. The values of contrast for interference patterns
with this symmetry range from 0 to 1, depending on the constraints applied. However,
both conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts can be applied and
absolute contrast maximized to obtain unity absolute contrast (Vabs = 1), provided sets of
constraints are not satisfied for higher-order plane groups. Contrast for interference patterns
with higher-order symmetries will be discussed in more detail later.
2.4.2 Plane Symmetry Group pmm
The pmm symmetry group is the next higher symmetry plane group obtainable with three-
beam interference. This plane group is characterized as having four unique reflection axes
and four unique points of 2-fold symmetry, as shown in Fig. 2.3. This plane symmetry
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Figure 2.3: Seventeen plane groups. Illustration shows locations of symmetry elements
for each plane group [86]. Unit cell outlines correspond to conventional primitive unit cells
illustrated in subsequent figures as dashed lines.
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group is realized when plane wave parameters are chosen such that they satisfy one of
three sets of constraints:
1. V23 = 0 (e23 = 0) and a · b = 0
2. V12 = 0 (e12 = 0) and a · (a + b) = 0
3. V13 = 0 (e13 = 0) and b · (a + b) = 0 .
When one of these sets of constraints is satisfied, only two of the three interference terms
are present in Eq. (2.18) and the corresponding spatial wavevectors (Gi j) are orthogonal.
Ensuring that Vi j = 0 is not the only constraint for C
(2)
3 . However, this symmetry can still
exist when C(2)3 is satisfied until parameters satisfy constraints for the p4m plane symmetry
group, which arises when C(2)3 is satisfied and a set of primitive basis vectors (a and b, a and
a + b, or a + b and b) are equal in magnitude. Typical interference patterns exhibiting pmm
plane group symmetry can be seen in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5 along with the corresponding
design parameters.
The interference patterns illustrated in this section are constructed such that a full range
of intensity contours can be observed. Overlayed on these contour plots are normalized,
semi-transparent gray-scale images of the interference patterns. These images, however,
are to illustrate locations of intensity extrema and not an indication of actual absolute con-
trast.
The situations in both figures begin with an identical set of basis vectors and identi-
cal polarization unit vectors. Figure 2.4 satisfies C(2)3 , while Fig. 2.5 does not satisfy any
condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts. Since C(2)3 is satisfied and
absolute contrast is maximized in Fig. 2.4, it exhibits unity absolute contrast (Vabs = 1) with
an interference coefficient V (2)3 = 1/2. Figure 2.5 does not satisfy a condition for primitive-
lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts and has an absolute contrast of Vabs = 0.585. For
the pmm plane group, absolute contrast can vary from 0 to 1, depending upon the cho-





Figure 2.4: Design parameters and associated interference pattern exhibiting pmm plane
group symmetry. C(2)3 has been applied and absolute contrast maximized resulting in unity
absolute contrast (Vabs = 1), with zero intensity at intensity nulls. The conventional primi-





Figure 2.5: Design parameters and associated interference pattern exhibiting pmm plane
group symmetry. No condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts has
been applied. The conventional primitive unit cell (dashed line) and the Wigner-Seitz prox-
imity unit cell (dotted line) are shown.
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maximized, unity absolute contrast (Vabs = 1) can always be achieved.
2.4.3 Plane Symmetry Group cmm
The cmm symmetry group (along with the pmm plane symmetry group) is the next higher
symmetry group after p2. This plane group is characterized as having two unique reflection
axes, two unique glide reflection axes, and four unique points of 2-fold symmetry, as shown
in Fig. 2.3. This plane symmetry group is realized when plane wave parameters are chosen
such that they satisfy one of three sets of constraints:
1. V12 = V13 and |a| = |b|
2. V13 = V23 and |a| = |a + b|
3. V12 = V23 and |b| = |a + b| .
When one of these sets of constraints is satisfied, all three interference terms may be
present. Two of the three corresponding spatial wavevectors (Gi j) will be equal in mag-
nitude, while the third (if present) will be an exterior bisector of the previous two. This
symmetry will still exist when both conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal
contrasts are applied until parameters satisfy constraints for either the p4m or p6m plane
symmetry groups. The p6m plane group will emerge when C(3)3 is satisfied and a set of
primitive basis vectors (a and b) make an angle of 120◦ with each other. The p4m plane
group will emerge when C(2)3 is satisfied and a set of primitive basis vectors (a and b, a
and a + b, or a + b and b) make an angle of 90◦ with each other. Typical interference
patterns with cmm plane group symmetry are illustrated in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 along with the
corresponding design parameters.
The design in Fig. 2.6 satisfies C(3)3 , while Fig. 2.7 satisfies C
(2)
3 . Figure 2.6 illustrates
one of the two fundamentally different interference patterns possible with the application
of C(3)3 , exhibiting peaks of intensity at lattice points. It has an absolute contrast (Vabs) of





Figure 2.6: Design parameters and associated interference pattern exhibiting cmm plane
group symmetry. This design results in one of two fundamentally different interference
patterns when C(3)3 is satisfied, possessing intensity peaks at lattice points. The conventional







Figure 2.7: Design parameters and associated interference pattern exhibiting cmm plane
group symmetry. C(2)3 has been applied and absolute contrast maximized resulting in unity
absolute contrast (Vabs = 1), with zero intensity at intensity nulls. The conventional primi-
tive unit cell (dashed line) and the Wigner-Seitz proximity unit cell (dotted line) are shown.
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of interference pattern, for V (3)3 > 0. However, if we allow V
(3)
3 < 0, a solution such that
unity absolute contrast (Vabs = 1) is achieved exists. Figure 2.7 illustrates a design with
unity absolute contrast (Vabs = 1) and an interference coefficient V
(2)
3 = 1/2. Like the pmm
plane group, absolute contrast can vary from 0 to 1, depending upon the chosen plane wave
parameters. However, when C(3)3 (for V
(3)
3 < 0) and C
(2)
3 can be applied, unity absolute
contrast (Vabs = 1) can always be achieved.
2.4.4 Plane Symmetry Group p4m
The p4m plane symmetry group is the next higher symmetry group after cmm and pmm.
This plane group is characterized as having six unique reflection axes, two unique glide
reflection axes, two 4-fold symmetry points, and two 2-fold symmetry points, as shown in
Fig. 2.3. This plane symmetry group is realized when plane wave parameters are chosen
such that they satisfy one of three sets of constraints:
1. V12 = V13, V23 = 0, |a| = |b|, and a · b = 0
2. V13 = V23, V12 = 0, |a| = |a + b|, and a · (a + b) = 0
3. V12 = V23, V13 = 0, |a + b| = |b|, and (a + b) · b = 0 .
When one of these sets of constraints is satisfied, only two of the three interference terms
are present in Eq. (2.18) and the corresponding spatial wavevectors (Gi j) are orthogonal and
equal in magnitude. This plane group can emerge only if C(2)3 has been applied. Therefore,
designs that satisfy the conditions above can always be optimized and exhibit unity absolute
contrast (Vabs = 1). A typical interference pattern with p4m plane group symmetry is
illustrated in Fig. 2.8 along with the corresponding design parameters. Figure 2.8 illustrates
a design that results in unity absolute contrast (Vabs = 1) and an interference coefficient





Figure 2.8: Design parameters and associated interference pattern exhibiting p4m plane
group symmetry. C(2)3 has been applied and absolute contrast maximized resulting in unity
absolute contrast (Vabs = 1), with zero-intensity at intensity nulls. The conventional primi-
tive unit cell (dashed line) and the Wigner-Seitz proximity unit cell (dotted line) are shown.
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2.4.5 Plane Symmetry Group p6m
The p6m plane symmetry group is the highest symmetry group possible with three-beam-
interference lithography. This plane group is characterized as having six unique reflection
axes, three 2-fold symmetry points, three 3-fold symmetry points, and one 6-fold symmetry
point, as shown in Fig. 2.3. This plane symmetry group can only be realized when plane
wave parameters are chosen such that they satisfy the following set of constraints:
• V12 = V13 = V23, |a| = |b|, and a · b = −0.5 .
When this set of constraints is satisfied, all three interference terms are present in Eq. (2.18)
and the corresponding spatial wavevectors (Gi j) are equal in magnitude. One will bisect the
other two, which make an angle of 120◦ with each other. This plane group can emerge only
if C(3)3 has been applied. Therefore, designs that satisfy the conditions above can always be
optimized and exhibit unity absolute contrast (Vabs = 1). A typical interference pattern with
p6m plane group symmetry is illustrated in Fig. 2.9 along with the corresponding design
parameters. Figure 2.9 illustrates a design that results in unity absolute contrast (Vabs = 1)
and an interference coefficient V (3)3 = −1/3.
The design in Fig. 2.9 illustrates one of the two fundamentally different interference
patterns possible when C(3)3 is satisfied. In this particular case, intensity minima are located
at the lattice points. Again, another design such that intensity maxima are located at the
lattice points exists. Particularly for this hexagonal lattice design, it is important to have
a full understanding of the range of contrast possible. As discussed before, if we allow
V (3)3 < 0, unity absolute contrast is possible (Vabs = 1, V
(3)
3 = −1/3), resulting in intensity
minima at lattice points. However, it may be desirable for intensity maxima to be located
at these points. Figure 2.10 illustrates the maximum contrast for the p6m plane group, for
V (3)3 > 0, as a function of the zenith angle of the recording wavevectors (ki). Figure 2.10
indicates that the lowest optimized absolute contrast available to designers is 0.6, for V (3)3 >






Figure 2.9: Design parameters and associated interference pattern exhibiting p6m plane
group symmetry. This design results in one of two fundamentally different interference
patterns when C(3)3 is satisfied, possessing intensity nulls at lattice points. Polarization unit
vectors are coplanar (xy plane) and 120◦ apart from each other. The conventional primitive
unit cell (dashed line) and the Wigner-Seitz proximity unit cell (dotted line) are shown.
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Figure 2.10: Plot of maximum contrast obtainable for an interference pattern exhibiting
p6m plane group symmetry as a function of wavevector zenith angle when the +C(3)3 con-
dition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts is satisfied and optimized. The
minimum occurs for Vabs = 0.6 at θ = tan−1
√
2 ≈ 54.7◦ or when all three recording
wavevectors are orthogonal. The minimum shown, in actuality, is the global minimum for
all configurations of three wavevectors. Configuration of wavevectors is illustrated in Fig.
2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Wavevector configuration required for hexagonal lattice interference pattern
with p6m plane group symmetry. C(3)3 must be satisfied.
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possessing a zenith angle θ = tan−1
√
2 ≈ 54.7◦. In fact, this is the lowest optimized
absolute contrast for all configurations of recording wavevectors when C(3)3 is satisfied and
absolute contrast is maximized for V (3)3 > 0. This can be demonstrated through a nonlinear
minimization algorithm to search for the configuration of recording wavevectors resulting
in the lowest maximum absolute contrast.
2.5 Summary
The relationships between the sets of constraints that result in the various plane groups dis-
cussed above can be determined when these constraints are viewed together. Figure 2.12
illustrates these relationships. As more restrictions are placed upon the primitive basis vec-
tors (a and b) and interference coefficients (Vi j), higher plane group symmetries emerge.
In general, the interference of three arbitrary linear polarized plane waves will produce p2
symmetry. Figure 2.12 summarizes all the sets of constraints required to produce the other
four plane symmetry groups and the relationships between them. This present methodol-
ogy results in, at most, three sets of constraints (in terms of a, b, and Vi j) for each plane
group. While single sets of constraints would result if the constraints were in terms of
the spatial lattice vectors (Gi j) and interference coefficients (Vi j), an intuitive understand-
ing about the basis vectors (a and b) and recording vectors (ki) would be more difficult to
grasp. Moreover, the present methodology clearly demonstrates the opportunity for inter-
ference patterns with equivalent translational symmetries to exhibit different plane group
symmetries.
Applying one of the two conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal con-
trasts and maximizing absolute contrast is a procedure to ensure that the designed interfer-
ence pattern most accurately represents the translational symmetry of the desired lattice and
results in a high-quality, lithographically useful interference pattern. A second condition for
primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts was introduced and a complete descrip-







Figure 2.12: Flow chart illustrating relationships between conditions required for each
of the five plane symmetry groups to exist in three-beam interference. In general, p2
plane group symmetry occurs for general three-beam interference. As more restrictions
are placed upon the primitive basis vectors (a and b) and interference coefficients (Vi j),
higher plane group symmetries emerge.
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always be achieved when either of the two conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction
equal contrasts are applied and absolute contrast is maximized. This is very important to
the success of holographic or lithographic processes. However, this can only be achieved
for C(3)3 for V
(3)
3 < 0, when intensity minima are located at lattice points. Finally, the lowest
contrast available to designers when C(3)3 is satisfied and absolute contrast is maximized for
V (3)3 > 0 is Vabs = 0.6. This occurs when all three recording wavevectors are orthogonal to
each other.
Adjustment of beam intensities and polarizations have a significant impact on the con-
trast and plane symmetry of three-beam-interference patterns. However, proper tuning of





The analysis and modeling of multi-beam interference presented in this thesis is based upon
plane wave interference. In this chapter, a systematic approach to modeling four-beam in-
terference is presented. In terms of four-beam interference, the analysis will be focused on
linearly polarized light. A complete description of four-beam interference will be given in
terms of contrast and absolute contrast. Specific solutions are given for three cases by pre-
senting the optimized plane wave parameters and illustrations of the resulting interference
patterns. These include the simple cubic, face-centered cubic, and body-centered cubic
lattices.
3.1 Four-Beam Interference
In general, the interference of four linearly polarized, monochromatic planes waves will
produce a three-dimensional, periodic interference pattern. The primitive basis vectors a,
b, and c are used to define the translational symmetry of the desired interference pattern.
The corresponding reciprocal lattice vectors A, B, and C are expressed as
A = 2π
b × c
a · b × c
B = 2π
c × a
a · b × c
C = 2π
a × b
a · b × c .
(3.1)
A set of four wavevectors that will produce an interference pattern with the translational
symmetry given by a, b, and c is found by locating the circumcenter (P) of a pyramid




|A|2(B × C) + |B|2(C × A) + |C|2(A × B)
A · B × C . (3.2)
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The four recording wavevectors are then given by
k1 = −P (3.3)
k2 = A − P (3.4)
k3 = B − P (3.5)
k4 = C − P . (3.6)
Unlike the three-beam case [84], the choice of the primitive basis vectors determines the
wavelength required to produce the desired interference pattern. The recording wavelength
needed has a magnitude of λ = 2π/|P|. Given this methodology, it is clear that different sets
of primitive basis vectors that define the same translational symmetry will produce different
sets of recording wavevectors. While the translation symmetry of each will be identical,
the locations of symmetry elements and stationary points within the interference pattern
will differ.
Equation (2.10) is rewritten in the case of four-beam interference as
IT = I0
[
1 + V12 cos(G21 · r) + V13 cos(G31 · r)
+ V14 cos(G41 · r) + V23 cos(G32 · r)
















and Gi j = ki−k j. The expression results in a DC intensity term and six spatial cosines cor-
responding to the six interfering-beam pairs. It should be noted that there is a fundamental
relationship between the desired reciprocal lattice vectors and the spatial cosine wavevec-
tors. G21, G31, and G41 are equal to A, B, and C respectively while G32, G42, and G43 are
equal to (B − A), (C − A), and (C − B) respectively.
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If φi = 0, lattice points are defined at the origin (r = 0) and all equivalent points in the
three-dimensional periodic interference pattern. In general, the lattice points are defined at
p = −g12(G31 ×G41) + g13(G41 ×G21) + g14(G21 ×G31)
G21 · (G31 ×G41) , (3.10)
where
gi j = φi − φ j , (3.11)
and all equivalent points in the three dimensional periodic interference pattern.
In the present work, three lattices are treated; simple cubic, face-centered cubic, and
body-centered cubic. Using the above methodology, the required recording wavevectors
are calculated for the desired translational symmetry given by its primitive lattice vectors.
Table 3.1 summarizes the primitive lattice vectors and the calculated wavevectors. The
recording wavevector term ko is defined as ko = 2π/λ = |P|.
3.2 Contrast
Proper selection of the recording wavevectors, ki, has been shown to produce interference
patterns with the translational symmetry of all fourteen Bravais lattices [70]. The useful-
ness of an interference pattern for lithography can be improved by systematically selecting
the plane wave parameters of the recording beams. This is done most often through non-
linear optimization by maximizing the absolute contrast of the interference pattern where





The nonlinear constraints applied during the optimization determine the locations of sym-
metry elements, intensity extrema, and saddle points within the unit cell of the periodic
interference pattern. Lithographically speaking, these determine the shape of the intensity
contours that will define the final structures. Within four-beam interference, as in three-





























































































































































































































the optimization process and is referred to in the literature as the uniform contrast condi-
tion [71, 87]. These lithographically useful interference patterns are produced by choosing
the plane wave parameters such that all six interference coefficients Vi j are equal. Math-
ematically, the resulting interference patterns have equal contrasts in the three primitive
lattice vector directions (a, b, c) from each lattice point. If the assumption about including
all six interference coefficients is relaxed, a more fundamental and complete understanding
of multi-beam interference is possible while still achieving equal contrasts in more than
one primitive lattice vector direction. That is, all six interference coefficients do not have
to be equal and positive. Avoiding the previously ambiguous terminology of uniform con-
trast [69, 71, 84], a more descriptive nomenclature is also used here: namely, condition for
primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts.
In actuality, there exist multiple conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal
contrasts for multi-beam-interference lithography including the four-beam interference
case treated in this section [87, 88]. For three-dimensionally periodic interference pat-
terns produced through four-beam interference, there are six spatial cosines as described
by Eq. (3.7). However, only three are required to produce three-dimensional periodicity.
Consequently, there exists four conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal con-
trasts. Based on the present research, a symbolic designation C(m)n is introduced to differen-
tiate between the various conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts.
The quantity n is the total number of interfering beams and m the number of nonzero inter-
ference coefficients (number of interfering-beam-pairs).
Considering our previous work [84] and work that is presented here, it is important to
note the relationships between the interference coefficient V (m)n and the absolute contrast
Vabs. This suggests that configurations of wavevectors and polarizations can result in inter-
ference coefficients that are positive or negative. The physical meaning of this statement
is as follows: If a configuration satisfies a condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction
equal contrasts and results in a positive interference coefficient, V (m)n > 0, volumes of high
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electric field intensity surround the lattice points. Similarly, if a configuration satisfies
a condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts and results in a negative
interference coefficient, V (m)n < 0, volumes of low electric field intensity surround the lat-
tice points. However, regardless of the sign or magnitude of the interference coefficient,
V (m)n , determined by the polarization states and amplitudes of the recording beams, the in-
tensity contours will be identical (but differing in intensity value) provided the recording
wavevectors remain unchanged. Consequently, another superscript can be added to the
given symbolic designation to describe more accurately the interference pattern resulting
in ±C(m)n where ± denotes either a positive or negative interference coefficient. This concept
of positive and negative interference coefficients enables the pairing of the interference pat-
tern with positive and negative photoresists in a manner analogous to pairing positive and
negative photoresist with light- and dark-field masks in conventional lithography. Given
a particular lithographic process chemistry, a designer has the ability to choose between
these “light-field” and “dark-field” interference patterns.
For each lattice, a nonlinear optimization for maximizing absolute contrast is used here
to determine the plane wave parameters while satisfying the nonlinear constraints given
by each condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts. While subordi-
nate conditions for unity absolute contrast (Vabs = 1 with Imin = 0) are discussed, these
subordinate conditions cannot always be satisfied. However, the nonlinear optimization
nevertheless produces solutions that maximize the absolute contrast given a particular con-
figuration of recording wavevectors. Detailed information regarding the approach used to
determine these optimized parameters is described in Appendix A.
3.2.1 Condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts C(6)4
The previously discussed uniform contrast condition within four-beam interference [71,87]
corresponds to a symbolic designation of C(6)4 . Each of the six interference coefficients (cor-
responding to an interfering-beam-pair) contributes to the modulation of intensity within
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the interference pattern as
V (6)4 = V12 = V13 = V14 = V23 = V24 = V34 [Condition C
(6)
4 ] . (3.13)
Applying this condition leads to the following set of constraints on the polarizations and
amplitudes of the recording beams [71]:



















Once these constraints are satisfied, the interference coefficient is written in terms of the















When C(6)4 is satisfied, one set of global intensity extrema (maxima or minima) are
located at the lattice points (vertices of the primitive unit cell with the origin at r = 0)
and the other set of global intensity extrema (minima or maxima) are located at the face
centers of the primitive unit cell (r = a/2 + b/2, r = a/2 + c/2, r = b/2 + c/2). Additional
stationary points (saddle points) occur at the body center (r = a/2 + b/2 + c/2) and edge
centers (r = a/2, r = b/2, r = c/2) of the primitive unit cell. Given the locations of the




1/V (6)4 + 2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (3.19)
3.2.1.1 Subordinate condition for unity absolute contrast for −C(6)4
There also exist two subordinate conditions for unity absolute contrast (Vabs = 1 with Imin =
0) for C(6)4 . Considering Eq. (3.19), unity absolute contrast occurs when the interference
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Figure 3.1: Orientation of polarizations for the subordinate condition for unity absolute
contrast [or any combination of the polarization vectors (êi) where one, multiple, or all are
inverted (−êi)] for −C(6)4 where V (6)4 = −1/3. α = cos−1(−1/3) ≈ 109.47◦
coefficient V (6)4 equals −1/6 or 1/2. In order for V (6)4 = −1/6, an example of −C(6)4 , the
additional constraints on the polarizations are
ei j = e12 = e13 = e14 = e23 = e24 = e34 = −1/3 (3.20)
(∼ 109.47◦ between polarization vectors) or one of an additional 15 orientations of the po-
larization vectors which are obtained by inverting (−êi) any single, any pair, any triplet,
or all of the polarization vectors. The orientation of the resulting polarization vectors
described in Eq. (3.20) (which define the vertices of a regular tetrahedron) is illustrated
in Fig. 3.1. For Fig. 3.1 and subsequent illustrations of the subordinate conditions for
unity absolute contrast, the orientations of the polarizations are fixed relative to each other.
However, the set of polarization vectors, as a whole, may have any arbitrary rotational
orientation relative to the origin. In these illustrations, the specific orientation of the set
of polarizations are chosen symmetrically with respect to the Cartesian axes for ease of
visualization.
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3.2.1.2 Subordinate condition for unity absolute contrast for +C(6)4
In order for V (6)4 = 1/2, an example of
+C(6)4 , the additional constraints on the polarizations
are
ei j = e12 = e13 = e14 = e23 = e24 = e34 = 1 (3.21)
(parallel polarization vectors) or one of an additional 15 orientations of the polarization
vectors which are obtained by inverting (−êi) any single, any pair, any triplet, or all of the
polarization vectors. This constraint indicates that the recording wavevectors are coplanar
and polarizations are collinear. In this case, the resulting interference pattern will be invari-
ant in at least one direction, i.e. exhibit only two-dimensional periodicity. Thus, optimizing
the orientations of polarizations for wavevectors that exhibit three-dimensional periodicity
will result in an absolute contrast Vabs < 1 while satisfying +C
(6)
4 .
A nonlinear optimization to maximize absolute contrast is used to determine the plane
wave parameters. Solutions for both −C(6)4 and
+C(6)4 are summarized in Tables 3.2 and 3.3
respectively. Intensity contours for each of these solutions are also illustrated in Fig. 3.2
with volumes of higher intensity being enclosed.
3.2.2 Condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts C(5)4
A second condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts (C(5)4 ) occurs when
five of the six interference coefficients (corresponding to interfering-beam-pairs) contribute
to the modulation of intensity within the interference pattern as
V (5)4 = V12 = V13 = V14 = V23 = V24, V34 = 0 [Condition C
(5)
4 ] . (3.22)
Applying this condition leads to the following set of constraints on the polarizations and
amplitudes of the recording beams:
e13e24 = e14e23 (3.23)
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Figure 3.2: Intensity contours for interference patterns with body-centered cubic, face-
centered cubic, and simple cubic periodicity that satisfy the +C(6)4 (upper) and
−C(6)4 (lower)
conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts.



















Once these constraints are satisfied, the interference coefficient is written in terms of the















When C(5)4 is satisfied, one set of global intensity extrema (maxima or minima) are
located at the lattice points (vertices of the primitive unit cell with the origin at r = 0) and
the other set of global intensity extrema (minima or maxima) are located at a face center of
the primitive unit cell (r = b/2 + c/2). Additional stationary points (saddle points) occur at
r = a/2 + b/4 + 3c/4, r = a/2 + 3b/4 + c/4, the edge centers (r = a/2, r = b/2, r = c/2),
the body center (r = a/2 + b/2 + c/2) and the rest of the face centers (r = a/2 + b/2,
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Orientation of polarizations for the subordinate conditions for unity absolute
contrast [or any combination of the polarization vectors (êi) where one, multiple, or all
are inverted (−êi)] for (a) +C(5)4 where V (5)4 = 1/3 and (b) −C(5)4 where V (5)4 = −1/3 and
α = cos−1(−1/3) ≈ 109.47◦.
r = a/2 + c/2) of the primitive unit cell. Given the locations of the intensity extrema, the




1/V (5)4 + 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (3.29)
3.2.2.1 Subordinate condition for unity absolute contrast for −C(5)4
There also exist two subordinate conditions for unity absolute contrast (Vabs = 1 with Imin =
0) for C(5)4 . Considering Eq. (3.29), unity absolute contrast occurs when the interference
coefficient V (5)4 equals −1/6 or 1/3. In order for V (5)4 = −1/6, an example of −C(5)4 , the
additional constraints on the polarizations are
e12 = −1/3 (3.30)
e13 = e14 = e23 = e24 = −1/
√
6 (3.31)
(109.47◦ or 114.09◦ between polarization vectors) or one of an additional 15 orientations
of the polarization vectors which are obtained by inverting (−êi) any single, any pair, any
triplet, or all of the polarization vectors. The orientation of the resulting polarization vectors
described in Eqs. (3.30) and (3.31) is illustrated in Fig. 3.3(a).
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Cubic BCCFCC
Figure 3.4: Intensity contours for interference patterns with body-centered cubic, face-
centered cubic, and simple cubic periodicity that satisfy the +C(5)4 (upper) and
−C(5)4 (lower)
conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts.
3.2.2.2 Subordinate condition for unity absolute contrast for +C(5)4
In order for V (5)4 = 1/3, an example of
+C(5)4 , the additional constraints on the polarizations
are
e12 = 1 (3.32)
e13 = e14 = e23 = e24 = 1/
√
2 (3.33)
(0◦ or 45◦ between polarization vectors) or one of an additional 15 orientations of the polar-
ization vectors which are obtained by inverting (−êi) any single, any pair, any triplet, or all
of the polarization vectors. This constraint indicates that all six polarizations are coplanar
with ê3 and ê4 orthogonal and ê1 and ê2 collinear, bisecting ê3 and ê4. The orientation of the
resulting polarization vectors described in Eqs. (3.32) and (3.33) is illustrated in Fig. 3.3(b).
A nonlinear optimization to maximize absolute contrast is used to determine the plane
wave parameters. Solutions for both −C(5)4 and
+C(5)4 are summarized in Tables 3.4 and 3.5
respectively. Intensity contours for each of these solutions are also illustrated in Fig. 3.4
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3.2.3 Condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts C(4)4
A third condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts (C(4)4 ) occurs when
four of the six interference coefficients (corresponding to interfering-beam-pairs) contribute
to the modulation of intensity within the interference pattern as
V (4)4 = V12 = V13 = V14 = V23, V24 = V34 = 0 [Condition C
(4)
4 ] . (3.34)
Applying this condition leads to the following set of constraints on the polarizations and
amplitudes of the recording beams:
e24 = e34 = 0 (3.35)



















Once these constraints are satisfied, the interference coefficient is written in terms of the















When C(4)4 is satisfied, one set of global intensity extrema (maxima or minima) are
located at the lattice points (vertices of the primitive unit cell with the origin at r = 0)
and the other set of global intensity extrema (minima or maxima) are located at r = a/3 +
2b/3 + c/2 and r = 2a/3 + b/3 + c/2. Additional stationary points (saddle points) occur at
the edge centers (r = a/2, r = b/2, r = c/2), body center (r = a/2 + b/2 + c/2) and face
centers (r = a/2 + b/2, r = a/2 + c/2, r = b/2 + c/2) of the primitive unit cell, and also
at r = a/3 + 2b/3 and r = 2a/3 + b/3. Given the locations of the intensity extrema, the








Figure 3.5: Orientation of polarizations for the subordinate conditions for unity absolute
contrast [or any combination of the polarization vectors (êi) where one, multiple, or all




3.2.3.1 Subordinate condition for unity absolute contrast for −C(4)4
There also exist two subordinate conditions for unity absolute contrast (Vabs = 1 with Imin =
0) for C(4)4 . Considering Eq. (3.40), unity absolute contrast occurs when the interference
coefficient V (4)4 equals −1/4 or 2/5. In order for V (4)4 = −1/4, an example of −C(4)4 , the
additional constraints on the polarizations are






e23 = −1/2 (3.43)
(114.09◦, 125.26◦, or 120◦ between polarization vectors) or one of an additional 15 orienta-
tions of the polarization vectors which are obtained by inverting (−êi) any single, any pair,
any triplet, or all of the polarization vectors. The orientation of the resulting polarization
vectors described in Eqs. (3.41)-(3.43) is illustrated in Fig. 3.5(a).
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3.2.3.2 Subordinate condition for unity absolute contrast for +C(4)4
In order for V (4)4 = 2/5, an example of
+C(4)4 , the additional constraints on the polarizations
are
e12 = e13 = e14 = 1/
√
2 (3.44)
e23 = 1 (3.45)
(45◦ or 0◦ between polarization vectors) or one of an additional 15 orientations of the
polarization vectors which are obtained by inverting (−êi) any single, any pair, any triplet,
or all of the polarization vectors. This constraint indicates that all six polarizations are
coplanar with ê4 orthogonal to ê2 and ê3 (which are collinear) and ê1 bisecting ê2 and ê4.
The orientation of the resulting polarization vectors described in Eqs. (3.44) and (3.45) is
illustrated in Fig. 3.5(b).
A nonlinear optimization to maximize absolute contrast is used to determine the plane
wave parameters. Solutions for both −C(4)4 and
+C(4)4 are summarized in Tables 3.6 and
Table 3.7 respectively. Intensity contours for each of these solutions are also illustrated in
Fig. 3.6 with volumes of higher intensity being enclosed.
3.2.4 Condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts C(3)4
The fourth, and final, condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts (C(3)4 )
occurs when three of the six interference coefficients (corresponding to interfering-beam-
pairs) contribute to the modulation of intensity within the interference pattern as
V (3)4 = V12 = V13 = V14, V23 = V24 = V34 = 0 [Condition C
(3)
4 ] . (3.46)
Applying this condition leads to the following set of constraints on the polarizations and
amplitudes of the recording beams:
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Figure 3.6: Intensity contours for interference patterns with body-centered cubic, face-
centered cubic, and simple cubic periodicity that satisfy the +C(4)4 (upper) and
−C(4)4 (lower)
conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts.













Once these constraints are satisfied, the interference coefficient is written in terms of the















When C(3)4 is satisfied, one set of global intensity extrema (maxima or minima) are
located at the lattice points (vertices of the primitive unit cell with the origin at r = 0) and
the other set of global intensity extrema (minima or maxima) are located at the body center
of the primitive unit cell (r = a/2 + b/2 + c/2). Additional stationary points (saddle points)
occur at the edge centers (r = a/2, r = b/2, r = c/2) and the face centers (r = a/2 + b/2,
r = a/2 + c/2, r = b/2 + c/2) of the primitive unit cell. Given the locations of the intensity





Given a configuration of polarizations that satisfy Eqs. (3.47)-(3.49), the absolute contrast





























Generally speaking, there is no difference in interference patterns satisfying −C(3)4 and
+C(3)4 in that the contours around intensity maxima and minima are identical (differing only
in intensity value). This particular condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal
contrasts in three dimensions is very similar to the condition for primitive-lattice-vector-
direction equal contrasts in two dimensions designated as C(2)3 (previously called the second
uniform contrast condition in two dimensions) in this regard [84]. Given a bias intensity
value of Ib (where Imin ≤ Ib ≤ Imax), these two identical surfaces are described as
Imax − Ib = I(r)
Imin + Ib = I(r + a/2 + b/2 + c/2)
(3.54)
While the interference coefficient V (3)4 of a specific solution that satisfies C
(3)
4 will be posi-
tive or negative, this metric simply describes whether interference maxima or minima are
located at lattice points (r = 0 and all equivalent points in the periodic interference pat-
tern). Two interference patterns with coefficients of V (3)4 and −V (3)4 are identical when either
is translated by a/2 + b/2 + c/2.
3.2.4.1 Subordinate condition for unity absolute contrast for C(3)4
There exists one subordinate condition for unity absolute contrast (Vabs = 1 with Imin =
0) for C(3)4 . Considering Eq. (3.51), unity absolute contrast occurs when the interference
coefficient V (3)4 equals −1/3 or 1/3. The additional constraints on the polarizations are




Figure 3.7: Orientation of polarizations for the subordinate conditions for unity absolute
contrast [or any combination of the polarization vectors (êi) where one, multiple, or all are
inverted (−êi)] for C(3)4 where V (3)4 = ±1/3 and α = cos−1(
√
3/3) ≈ 54.74◦.
(54.74◦ between polarization vectors) or one of an additional 15 orientations of the polar-
ization vectors which are obtained by inverting (−êi) any single, any pair, any triplet, or all
of the polarization vectors. The orientation of the resulting polarization vectors described
in Eq. (3.55) is illustrated in Fig. 3.7.
A nonlinear optimization to maximize absolute contrast is used to determine the plane
wave parameters. Solutions for C(3)4 are summarized in Table 3.8. Intensity contours for
each of these solutions are also illustrated in Fig. 3.8 with volumes of higher intensity being
enclosed.
3.3 Summary
Optimized solutions for three different lattices with all four different conditions for primitive-
lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts in three dimensions exhibiting the maximum pos-
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Figure 3.8: Intensity contours for interference patterns with body-centered cubic, face-
centered cubic, and simple cubic periodicity that satisfy the C(3)4 condition for primitive-
lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts.
guidelines for determining lithographic process parameters, and enable choosing between
processes based on positive-tone or negative-tone photoresists. The lithographic process
will be easier to implement and will provide greater processing latitude when an interfer-
ence pattern with the largest absolute contrast is used.
From the quantitative descriptions of the conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction
equal contrasts and the illustrations of the intensity contours for the three lattices, a more
qualitative description of the resultant interference patterns can be given. For the C(6)4 and
C(3)4 , there is equal contrast in each of the primitive lattice directions (a, b, and c) from
each lattice point. For C(5)4 , there is equal contrast in two of the primitive lattice directions
(a and c) from each lattice point. For C(4)4 , there is equal contrast in two of the primitive
lattice directions (a and b) from each lattice point. For the three lattices treated, there are
significant differences in the absolute contrast of the optimized solutions between each con-
dition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts and between the distinct +C(m)n
and −C(m)n solutions. For the simple cubic lattice, the optimized absolute contrast ranges
from 0.5 when satisfying +C(6)4 to unity absolute contrast when satisfying
−C(6)4 . For the
face-centered cubic lattice, the optimized absolute contrast ranges from 0.2599 when sat-
isfying −C(6)4 to unity absolute contrast when satisfying
+C(5)4 . For the body-centered cubic
lattice, the optimized absolute contrast ranges from 0.5 when satisfying +C(6)4 to unity ab-
solute contrast when satisfying −C(6)4 . This paper has presented four different conditions
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in the case of four-beam interference that will result in lithographically useful interference
patterns suitable for lithographic processing. It also serves as a basis for determining and
describing these interference patterns in terms of the crystallographic space groups which
determine the symmetry of the patterns.
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CHAPTER 4
THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL
PHOTONIC CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
4.1 Structure Modeling and Simulation
To analyze and design photonic crystal structures, it is often necessary to calculate a struc-
ture’s supported electromagnetic modes. This allows for the calculation of metrics such
as photonic band gap and other dispersion relationships. This is usually accomplished by













The problem reduces to an eigenvalue problem, resulting in the allowable electromagnetic
modes of the structure. There exists both commercial and open-source software avail-
able for computational photonics. A free software package has been developed and main-
tained by Steven G. Johnson at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology along with the
Joannopoulos Ab Initio Physics group. This software is called MIT Photonic-Bands. It
computes fully-vectorial eigenmodes of Maxwell’s equations with periodic boundary con-
ditions by preconditioned conjugate-gradient minimization of the block Rayleigh quotient
in a plane wave basis [89]. Included in the software package are utilities for extracting
band structures and mode fields including a Scheme-based scriptable interface (Guile). All
of the band structures and band structure related calculations in this thesis were performed
using this software package. More information on the algorithms used to calculate the
eigenmodes of periodic structures is available in the literature and will not be a focus in
this thesis. However, proper attention must be paid to how these problems are configured
within the software. Included in Appendix B are the Guile scripts that were used with the
MIT Photonic-Bands software to calculate the band structures of all the structures in this
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Figure 4.1: In two-dimensional photonic crystal structures invariant in the z direction, the
TE mode is defined when the electric field is confined in the xy plane (the magnetic field is
z direction). The TM mode is defined when the magnetic field is confined in the xy plane
(the electric field is z direction).
thesis. The included scripts are given as a guide to correctly set up the software and not
intended to recreate all of the illustrations within this thesis. Some of the plots here are the
culmination of modeling hundreds of different structures, while the included scripts are in-
tended to model just a single structure. Appropriately written Bash scripts are used to loop
through variables of interest and parse the resulting output files to produce the illustrations
presented here.
4.2 Conventions
It is appropriate to discuss some important conventions and definitions that will be used in
this research. In dealing with two-dimensional photonic crystals invariant in the z direction,
it is convenient to consider two distinct polarizations: TE and TM. In this research, the TE
polarization is defined when the electric field is confined in the xy plane (the magnetic
field is in the z direction). TM polarization is defined when the magnetic field is confined
in the xy plane (the electric field is in the z direction). This convention is illustrated in
Fig. 4.1. While this is the most common convention used in the literature, others exist. For
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instance, in the commercially available software package BandSOLVE [90], the definition
is reversed.
A commonly used metric to measure the size of a photonic band gap is the gap-midgap
ratio, commonly referred to as the band gap (as a percentage). This is defined as





∆ω = Min[ωi+1(k)] − Max[ωi(k)] (4.3)
and
ωmid = (Min[ωi+1(k)] + Max[ωi(k)])/2 (4.4)
and ωmid is the mid-gap frequency for a band gap between the i and i + 1 bands. This nor-
malized and dimensionless metric is a more useful comparison between different structures
due to the scalability of Maxwell’s equations.
4.3 Modeling Two-Dimensional Lattices of Circular Rods/Holes
It is essential to understand how the performance of photonic crystal structures fabricated
through multi-beam-interference lithography compares to other similar structures that are
conventionally fabricated [85, 91]. Often times, square or hexagonal lattices of circular
holes or rods are fabricated in silicon substrates. By solving for the allowable electro-
magnetic modes in these structures, band gap maps can be created to gain insight on the
performance of these structures. Figure 4.2 illustrates a band gap map for a square lattice
of circular silicon rods in air. A band gap map highlights areas of normalized frequency
where a band gap arises as a function of some design parameter. In this case, an obvious
choice is the normalized radius of the circular silicon rods. Similarly, a band gap map can
be calculated for a square lattice of air holes in silicon. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Both
band gap maps show large areas of TM band gap, however only the square lattice of circular
holes shows a significant TE band gap. Within these band gap maps are particular struc-
tures of interest, more specifically those that exhibit the largest TE, TM and complete band
80



















Figure 4.2: Band gap map for a square lattice of circular silicon (εr = 13) rods in air
(εr = 1). Band gaps exist for TE (3.86%, r/a = 0.37) and TM (41.08%, r/a = 0.18) where
vertical dashed lines indicate the corresponding normalized radii. Horizontal lines indicate
the extent of the maximum band gap. Note that a complete band gap does not exist. The
vertical dotted line indicates the normalized radius for the touching case.





















Figure 4.3: Band gap map for a square lattice of circular air (εr = 1) holes in silicon
(εr = 13). Band gaps exist for TE (17.08%, r/a = 0.44), TM (39.61%, r/a = 0.55)
and complete (4.80%, r/a = 0.49) where vertical dashed lines indicate the corresponding
normalized radii. Horizontal lines indicate the extent of the maximum band gap. The











Square Lattice of Circular Rods (r/a=0.368) TE Gap 3.86%
Γ X M Γ
Figure 4.4: Band structure of a square lattice of circular rods corresponding to the largest
TE band gap in Fig. 4.2.
gaps. The normalized radii at which these occur are indicated by dashed lines. Another
radius of interest is the touching case, indicated by a dotted line. It is at this point where
the circular holes or rods begin to overlap. The resulting structures and band structures for
these lattices of interest are illustrated in Figs. 4.4 to 4.8.
The following lists the maximum band gap sizes, the corresponding normalized radii,
r/a, and area fill factors, F, (percentage of silicon per unit cell) for the specific structures
of interest. From the previously mentioned band gap maps, a square lattice of circular
rods and holes has a maximum TE band gap size of 3.86% (r/a = 0.368, F = 42.6%)
and 17.08% (r/a = 0.444, F = 38.1%) respectively. A square lattice of circular rods and
holes has a maximum TM band gap size of 41.08% (r/a = 0.184, F = 10.7%) and 39.61%
(r/a = 0.553, F = 10.7%) respectively. A square lattice of circular holes can exhibit a
complete band gap with a maximum of 4.80% (r/a = 0.494, F = 23.2%).











Square Lattice of Circular Rods (r/a=0.184) TM Gap 41.1%
Γ X M Γ
Figure 4.5: Band structure of a square lattice of circular rods corresponding to the largest
TM band gap in Fig. 4.2.
Square Lattice of Circular Holes (r/a=0.444) TE Gap 17.1%










Figure 4.6: Band structure of a square lattice of circular holes corresponding to the largest
TE band gap in Fig. 4.3.
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Square Lattice of Circular Holes (r/a=0.553) TM Gap 39.6%










Figure 4.7: Band structure of a square lattice of circular holes corresponding to the largest









Square Lattice of Circular Holes (r/a=0.494) Gap 4.80%
Γ X M Γ
Figure 4.8: Band structure of a square lattice of circular holes corresponding to the largest
complete band gap in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.9: Band gap map for a hexagonal lattice of circular silicon (εr = 13) rods in air
(εr = 1). Band gaps exist for TE (14.39%, r/a = 0.35) and TM (50.38%, r/a = 0.17) where
vertical dashed lines indicate the corresponding normalized radii. Horizontal lines indicate
the extent of the maximum band gap. Note that there is no complete band gap. The vertical
dotted line indicates the normalized radius for the touching case.
TM band gap for the square lattices of circular rods and holes in Figs. 4.5 and 4.7 respec-
tively. Not only are the area fill factors relatively small and nearly identical, but the band
gap sizes differ by less than 1.5%. In fact, both of the resulting structures are comprised
of little high dielectric material and could be described as being comprised of a lattice of
rods (circular in Fig. 4.5 and rhombic-like in Fig. 4.7). What results are two very similar
band diagrams, even though one is described as being a square lattice of circular rods and
the other a square lattice of circular (yet overlapping) holes.
Similar calculations are performed for hexagonal lattices of circular rods or holes.
These are shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 respectively. In these cases, a hexagonal lattice
of silicon rods in air possesses larger areas of TM band gap than TE. However, the hexag-
onal lattice of air holes in silicon is just the opposite and has the only significant complete
band gap within the lattices of circular holes or rods. As in the square lattice case, these
band gap maps contain particular structures of interest, more specifically those that exhibit
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Figure 4.10: Band gap map for a hexagonal lattice of circular air (εr = 1) holes in silicon
(εr = 13). Band gaps exist for TE (52.93%, r/a = 0.43), TM (23.37%, r/a = 0.5) and
complete (19.55%, r/a = 0.48) where vertical dashed lines indicate the corresponding
normalized radii. Horizontal lines indicate the extent of the maximum band gap. Note that
the touching case occurs at the same radius as the case for the maximum TM band gap at
r/a = 0.5.
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Figure 4.11: Band structure of a hexagonal lattice of circular rods corresponding to the
largest TE band gap in Fig. 4.9.
the largest TE, TM and complete band gaps. The resulting structures and band structures
for these lattices of interest are illustrated in Figs. 4.11 to 4.15.
The following lists the maximum band gap sizes, the corresponding normalized radii,
r/a, and area fill factors, F, (percentage of silicon per unit cell) for the specific structures
of interest. From the previously mentioned band gap maps, a hexagonal lattice of circular
rods and holes has a maximum TE band gap size of 14.39% (r/a = 0.346, F = 43.4%) and
52.93% (r/a = 0.429, F = 33.1%) respectively. A hexagonal lattice of circular rods and
holes has a maximum TM band gap size of 50.38% (r/a = 0.170, F = 10.5%) and 23.37%
(r/a = 0.500, F = 9.1%) respectively. A hexagonal lattice of circular holes can exhibit a
complete band gap with a maximum of 19.55% (r/a = 0.482, F = 15.6%).
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Figure 4.12: Band structure of a hexagonal lattice of circular rods corresponding to the
largest TM band gap in Fig. 4.9.
Γ M K Γ










Figure 4.13: Band structure of a hexagonal lattice of circular holes corresponding to the
largest TE band gap in Fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.14: Band structure of a hexagonal lattice of circular holes corresponding to the
largest TM band gap in Fig. 4.10.
Hexagonal Lattice of Circular Holes (r/a=0.482) Gap 19.6%










Figure 4.15: Band structure of a hexagonal lattice of circular holes corresponding to the
largest complete band gap in Fig. 4.10.
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4.4 Modeling Two-Dimensional Lattices Defined by Three-Beam-Interference
Lithography
Given the performance of the lattices of circular rods or holes, it is necessary to compare
and contrast the performance of similar structures defined by MBIL. To fabricate struc-
tures similar to a square lattice of circular rods or holes, a three-beam interference pattern
defining a square lattice with p4m plane group symmetry is required (described in Chapter
2). The resulting structure will possess the same symmetry as the square lattice of circular
rods or holes. Additionally, given the intensity contours of this type of interference pattern,
both circular rod- and hole-type structures can be fabricated using the same interference
pattern by adjusting the exposure dosage in the lithographic recipe. This is possible since
the intensity contours around the peaks and nulls within the intensity distribution of this
type of interference pattern (C(2)3 ) are identical (as described in Section 2.3.2.1).
Band gap maps, similar to those presented in the previous section, are calculated for
lattices defined by MBIL as well. However, the design parameter for these structures
is the normalized intensity value (Inrm) of the interference pattern. Given a multi-beam-
interference intensity distribution IT (r) from Eq. 2.10, Inrm is related to an intensity value I
by
Inrm =
I − Min[IT (r)]
Max[IT (r)] − Min[IT (r)] . (4.5)
Inrm, ranging from 0 to 1, specifies an intensity contour that is identical given a specific
type of interference pattern (±C(m)n ) regardless of the how the interference pattern was pro-
duced. The modeling of band structures of MBIL-defined photonic crystal structures are
performed in terms of this normalized intensity value. In reality, the resulting structures de-
pend upon the particular type of resist used and the method for transferring the photoresist
mask into the substrate. However, for generality in subsequent plots, the normalized inten-
sity value corresponds to a normalized intensity contour. The structure is defined as being
bound by this contour encompassing larger normalized intensity values. For example, a
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structure defined as being a rod, the contour encompassing larger normalized intensity val-
ues will define the high index dielectric while the smaller normalized intensity values will
define the low index dielectric. For a structure defined as being a hole, the contour en-
compassing larger normalized intensity values will define the low index dielectric while
the smaller normalized intensity values will define the high index dielectric. Figure 4.16(a)
illustrates the band gap map for an MBIL-defined square lattice structure where the design
parameter is the normalized intensity value. Values of normalized intensity greater than 0.5
most closely resemble circular rods while those less than 0.5 most closely resemble circular
holes.
The portion of the band gap map for values of normalized intensity greater than 0.5
(left side of plot), behave similarly to that of Fig. 4.2 for a square lattice of circular rods.
There are three large areas of TM band gap and no TE band gap. This result indicates that
MBIL introduces little, if any, negative effects on the performance of a square lattice of
rods. However, hole fabrication through MBIL is not promising even though the smaller
area of TE band gap is present. In fact Fig. 4.2, the band gap map for a square lattice
of circular rods, indicates that relatively small rod diameters (r/a ≈ 0.2) are needed to
maximize band gap size. Interference patterns exhibiting p4m plane group symmetry as
seen in Fig. 4.16(b) contain contours that remain close to circular at these normalized radii.
However, Fig. 4.3, the band gap map for a square lattice of circular holes, indicates that
much larger radius holes (r/a > 0.5) are required to maximize bandgap. This is physically
impossible given the contours of an interference pattern with p4m symmetry illustrated in
Fig. 4.16(b).
These band gap maps contain particular structures of interest, more specifically those
that exhibit the largest TE, TM and complete band gaps. The resulting structures and band
structures for these lattices of interest are illustrated in Figs. 4.17 to 4.21.
The following lists the maximum band gap sizes, the corresponding normalized inten-













Figure 4.16: (a) Band gap map for MBIL-defined square lattice of rods where silicon
(εr = 13) structures defined by intensity contours of interference pattern in air (εr = 1). For
Inrm > 0.5, a square lattice of rods exists and Inrm < 0.5, a square lattice of holes exists.
Band gaps exist for a square lattice of rods for TE (16.22%, Inrm = 0.5), TM (41.06%,
Inrm = 0.84), and complete (5.66%, Inrm = 0.5) and for a square lattice of holes for TE
(16.22%, Inrm = 0.5), TM (5.77%, Inrm = 0.5), and complete (5.66%, Inrm = 0.5) where
vertical dashed lines indicate the corresponding normalized radii. Horizontal lines indicate
the extent of the maximum band gap. Note that some of the radii for the maximum band
gaps are identical. (b) Normalized intensity contour for an interference pattern for square
lattice with C(2)3 satisfied and p4m plane group symmetry. Note that contours for normalized










Square Lattice of Ideally Circular Rods (Inrm=0.500) TE Gap 16.2%
Γ X M Γ
Figure 4.17: Band structure of a square lattice of MBIL-defined rods corresponding to the
largest TE band gap in Fig. 4.16.
Square Lattice of MBIL defined Rods (Inrm=0.845) TM Gap 41.1%










Figure 4.18: Band structure of a square lattice of MBIL-defined rods corresponding to the










Square Lattice of MBIL defined Holes (Inrm=0.500) TE Gap 16.2%
Γ X M Γ
Figure 4.19: Band structure of a square lattice of MBIL-defined holes corresponding to
the largest TE band gap in Fig. 4.16.
Square Lattice of MBIL defined Holes (Inrm=0.500)    TM Gap 5.77%








Figure 4.20: Band structure of a square lattice of MBIL-defined holes corresponding to













Square Lattice of MBIL defined Holes/Rods (Inrm=0.5)     Gap 5.66%
Γ X M Γ
Figure 4.21: Band structure of a square lattice of MBIL-defined rods/holes corresponding
to the largest complete band gap in Fig. 4.16.
of interest. From the previously mentioned band gap maps, a square lattice of rods and
holes defined by multi-beam-interference lithography has a maximum TE band gap size of
16.22% (Inrm = 0.500, F = 50.0%) and 16.22% (Inrm = 0.500, F = 50.0%) respectively. A
square lattice of rods and holes defined by multi-beam-interference lithography has a max-
imum TM band gap size of 41.06% (Inrm = 0.845, F = 10.8%) and 5.77% (Inrm = 0.500,
F = 50.0%) respectively. A square lattice of circular holes or rods can exhibit a complete
band gap with a maximum of 5.66% (Inrm = 0.494, F = 50.0%).
To fabricate structures similar to a hexagonal lattice of circular rods or holes, a three-
beam interference pattern possessing p6m plane group symmetry will be required. Unlike
the interference patterns exhibiting p4m plane group symmetry, a single interference pat-
tern cannot be used to fabricate both types of structures. Again, the design parameter when
using MBIL to fabricate these structures is the normalized intensity value of the interfer-
ence pattern. In reality, the resulting structures depend upon the particular type of resist
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used and the method for transferring the photoresist mask into the substrate. In Fig. 4.22,
the normalized intensity value corresponds to the intensity contours that bound higher nor-
malized intensity values that will define the structure to be fabricated.
Figures 4.22(a) and 4.23(a) illustrate the band gap maps for the MBIL-defined hexag-
onal lattices of rods and holes respectively where the design parameter is the normalized
intensity value. The band gap maps for MBIL-defined hexagonal lattices in Figs. 4.22 and
4.23 exhibit similar band gap maps when compared to the hexagonal lattices of circular
rods and holes in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10. Figure 4.22 closely resembles Fig. 4.9 with three large
areas of TM band gap and two smaller ares of TE band gap. This is not a surprise given
that Fig. 4.9 indicates that optimized areas of band gap require relatively small normalized
radii. Similarly, Fig. 4.23 closely resembles Fig. 4.10 with a large area of TM band gap, a
smaller area of TE band gap, and an area of complete band gap.
These band gap maps contain particular structures of interest, more specifically those
that exhibit the largest TE, TM and complete band gaps. The resulting structures and band
structures for these lattices of interest are illustrated in Figs. 4.24 to 4.28.
The following lists the maximum band gap sizes, the corresponding normalized inten-
sity values and area fill factors (percentage of silicon per unit cell) for the specific structures
of interest. From the previously mentioned band gap maps, a hexagonal lattice of rods and
holes defined by multi-beam-interference lithography has a maximum TE band gap size
of 14.37% (Inrm = 0.282, F = 45.2%) and 50.60% (Inrm = 0.156, F = 36.8%) respec-
tively. A hexagonal lattice of rods and holes defined by multi-beam-interference lithogra-
phy has a maximum TM band gap size of 50.38% (Inrm = 0.768, F = 12.7%) and 30.62%
(Inrm = 0.067, F = 12.7%) respectively. A hexagonal lattice of circular holes can exhibit a











Figure 4.22: (a) Band gap map for MBIL-defined hexagonal lattice of rods where silicon
(εr = 13) structures defined by intensity contours of interference pattern in air (εr = 1).
Band gaps exist for TE (14.37%, Inrm = 0.28) and TM (50.38%, Inrm = 0.77) where verti-
cal dashed lines indicate the corresponding normalized radii. Horizontal lines indicate the
extent of the maximum band gap. Note that a complete band gap does not exist. (b) Nor-
malized intensity contour for interference pattern for hexagonal lattice with +C(3)3 satisfied












Figure 4.23: (a) Band gap map for MBIL-defined hexagonal lattice of holes where air
(εr = 1) structures defined by intensity contours of interference pattern in silicon (εr = 13).
Band gaps exist for TE (50.60%, Inrm = 0.16), TM (30.62%, Inrm = 0.07), and complete
(19.31%, Inrm = 0.11) where vertical dashed lines indicate the corresponding normalized
radii. Horizontal lines indicate the extent of the maximum band gap. (b) Normalized
intensity contour for interference pattern for hexagonal lattice with +C(3)3 satisfied and p6m
plane group symmetry.
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Hexagonal Lattice of MBIL defined Rods (Inrm=0.282)      TE Gap 14.4%










Figure 4.24: Band structure of a hexagonal lattice of MBIL-defined rods corresponding to
the largest TE band gap in Fig. 4.22.
Hexagonal Lattice of MBIL defined Rods (Inrm=0.768)     TM Gap 50.4%










Figure 4.25: Band structure of a hexagonal lattice of MBIL-defined rods corresponding to
the largest TM band gap in Fig. 4.22.
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Hexagonal Lattice of MBIL defined Holes (Inrm=0.156)      TE Gap 50.6%










Figure 4.26: Band structure of a hexagonal lattice of MBIL-defined holes corresponding
to the largest TE band gap in Fig. 4.23.
Hexagonal Lattice of MBIL defined Holes (Inrm=0.067)     TM Gap 30.6%










Figure 4.27: Band structure of a hexagonal lattice of MBIL-defined holes corresponding
to the largest TM band gap in Fig. 4.23.
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Hexagonal Lattice of MBIL defined Holes (Inrm=0.482)      Gap 19.3%









Figure 4.28: Band structure of a hexagonal lattice of MBIL-defined holes corresponding
to the largest complete band gap in Fig. 4.23.
4.5 Summary
The maximum possible TE, TM and complete band gaps of the structures analyzed in this
chapter are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Additionally the corresponding area fill
factors, normalized radii or normalized intensity value, and mid-gap frequency are given in
Tables 4.3-4.8.
There is no significant reduction in the size of the TE band gaps of lattices of circular
holes or rods when compared to similar structures fabricated via multi-beam-interference
Table 4.1: Maximum Band Gap Sizes for the Square Lattice Photonic Crystal
Maximum Band Gap Size
Circular Holes Circular Rods MBIL Holes MBIL Rods
TE 17.08% 3.86% 16.22% 16.22%
TM 39.61% 41.08% 5.77% 41.06%
Complete 4.80% - 5.66% 5.66%
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Table 4.2: Maximum Band Gap Sizes for the Hexagonal Lattice Photonic Crystal
Maximum Band Gap Size
Circular Holes Circular Rods MBIL Holes MBIL Rods
TE 52.93% 14.39% 50.60% 14.37%
TM 23.37% 50.38% 30.62% 50.38%
Complete 19.55% - 19.31% -
Table 4.3: Corresponding Fill Factors for the Square Lattice Photonic Crystal Structures
with the Largest Band Gaps
Area Fill Factors
Circular Holes Circular Rods MBIL Holes MBIL Rods
TE 38.1% 42.6% 50% 50%
TM 10.7% 10.7% 50% 10.8%
Complete 23.2% - 50% 50%
Table 4.4: Corresponding Fill Factors for the Hexagonal Lattice Photonic Crystal Struc-
tures with the Largest Band Gaps
Area Fill Factors
Circular Holes Circular Rods MBIL Holes MBIL Rods
TE 33.1% 43.4% 36.8% 45.2%
TM 9.1% 10.5% 12.7% 12.7%
Complete 15.6% - 24.3% -
Table 4.5: Corresponding Normalized Radii/Intensity Values for the Square Lattice Pho-
tonic Crystal Structures with the Largest Band Gaps
Normalized Radius Normalized Intensity Value
Circular Holes Circular Rods MBIL Holes MBIL Rods
TE 0.444 0.368 0.5 0.5
TM 0.553 0.184 0.5 0.845
Complete 0.494 - 0.5 0.5
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Table 4.6: Corresponding Normalized Radii/Intensity Values for the Hexagonal Lattice
Photonic Crystal Structures with the Largest Band Gaps
Normalized Radius Normalized Intensity Value
Circular Holes Circular Rods MBIL Holes MBIL Rods
TE 0.429 0.346 0.156 0.282
TM 0.500 0.170 0.067 0.768
Complete 0.482 - 0.111 -
Table 4.7: Corresponding Normalized Mid Gap Frequencies for the Square Lattice Pho-
tonic Crystal Structures with the Largest Band Gaps
Normalized Mid Gap Frequency
Circular Holes Circular Rods MBIL Holes MBIL Rods
TE 0.429 0.519 0.362 0.362
TM 0.357 0.356 0.210 0.355
Complete 0.474 - 0.349 0.349
Table 4.8: Corresponding Normalized Mid Gap Frequencies for the Hexagonal Lattice
Photonic Crystal Structures with the Largest Band Gaps
Normalized Mid Gap Frequency
Circular Holes Circular Rods MBIL Holes MBIL Rods
TE 0.356 0.318 0.338 0.312
TM 0.550 0.388 0.506 0.388
Complete 0.484 - 0.417 -
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lithography. Overall, this is no more than a 5% reduction in band gap size. In fact, the band
gap of a square lattice of rods defined via multi-beam interference is 320% larger (from
3.86% to 16.22%) compared to the band gap of the square lattice of circular rods. There
is, however, a significant reduction in the size of the TM band gap of a MBIL-defined
square lattice of holes compared to the square lattice circular holes, 39.61% and 5.77%
respectively. A square lattice interference pattern with p4m symmetry cannot replicate the
larger radii that is required for the large band gaps. There is a significant improvement with
an MBIL-defined hexagonal lattice of holes compared to the hexagonal lattice of circular
holes, 30.62% to 23.37% respectively.
It has been noted that the MBIL-defined structures more closely resemble the circular
structures when a relatively small normalized intensity value is used. This is because at
these values, the intensity contours approach the circular case. There are four specific cases
when the structures with the maximum band gap for the lattices with circular holes or rods
have relatively small normalized radii. The corresponding MBIL-defined lattices exhibit
nearly identical band gap sizes, area fill factors, and normalized mid gap frequencies. This
occurs for the square lattice of rods (TM), hexagonal lattice of rods (TE and TM), and the
hexagonal lattice of holes (TE).
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CHAPTER 5
THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL
PHOTONIC CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
5.1 Structure Modeling and Simulation
The calculation of band structures of three-dimensional photonic crystals is performed sim-
ilarly to those in two-dimensions. This is again accomplished by solving the vector equa-













There exists both commercial and open-source software available for computational pho-
tonics. A free software package has been developed and maintained by Steven G. John-
son at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology along with the Joannopoulos Ab Initio
Physics group. This software is called MIT Photonic-Bands. It computes fully-vectorial
eigenmodes of Maxwell’s equations with periodic boundary conditions by preconditioned
conjugate-gradient minimization of the block Rayleigh quotient in a plane wave basis [89].
Included in the software package are utilities for extracting band structures and mode fields
including a Scheme-based scriptable interface (Guile). All of the band structures and band
structure related calculations in this thesis were performed using this software package.
More information on the algorithms used to calculate the eigenmodes of periodic struc-
tures is available in the literature and will not be a focus in this thesis. However, proper
attention must be paid to how these problems are configured within the software. Included
in Appendix B are the Guile scripts that were used with the MIT Photonic-Bands software
to calculate the band structures of all the structures in this thesis. The included scripts are
given as a guide to set up correctly the software and not intended to recreate all of the
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illustrations within this thesis. Some of the plots here are the culmination of modeling hun-
dreds of different structures, while the included scripts are intended to model just a single
structure. Appropriately written Bash scripts are used to loop through variables of interest
and parse the resulting output files to produce the illustrations presented here.
5.2 Conventions
Band gap maps, similar to those presented in Chapter 4, are presented for three-dimensional
structures here. However, due to the limited number of structures that exhibit a complete
gap, the band gap maps presented in this chapter are constructed differently. The band
difference ratio, Ωi for the ith band is plotted against the independent variable (normalized





Thus, a band gap map is composed of a maximum of N − 1 plots where N is the maximum
number of bands calculated for each k-point. The band difference ratio equals the band
gap size when Ωi > 0. Thus, given a band gap map for these three-dimensional structures,
particular cases of interest are those that exhibit Ωi > 0.
Band gap maps for the face-centered cubic, body-centered cubic, and simple cubic
lattices of spherical masses or vacancies are presented here. For these cases, the design
parameter is the normalized radius (r/a) where a is the length of the cubic supercell edge
and not the primitive unit cell. If a is the length of the cubic supercell edge and ap is the
length of the conventional primitive unit cell edge, then the ratio between the two for the
three lattices are as follows:
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All normalized values used in the configuration files and the resulting calculations are writ-
ten in terms of the cubic supercell edge length a. This means that the basis vectors that de-
scribe the translation symmetry of the lattices are in terms of a (not unity) and all k-points
for which modes are calculated are in terms of 2π/a. The configuration files included in
Appendix B follow this convention.
5.3 Complete Band Gaps in Three Dimensions
In one- and two-dimensions, it is straightforward to design and fabricate structures with
complete one- and two-dimensional photonic band gaps in the visible and infrared regimes.
In one-dimension, semi-infinite multilayer films or Bragg mirrors are fabricated and com-
monly used in a number of devices. One of the most common structures that utilize Bragg
mirrors is the VCSEL (vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser). In a VCSEL, a quantum
well (or quantum wells) is grown between two parallel Bragg mirrors. The Bragg mir-
rors provide the feedback mechanism for the lasing action. VCSEL’s, and subsequently
the one-dimensional photonic crystal structure, can be fabricated for wavelengths in both
the visible and infrared regimes depending on the composition of the active region and the
structure of the Bragg mirrors.
As shown in Chapter 4, both square and hexagonal lattices of circular holes and rods can
exhibit relatively large band gaps in silicon. These types of two-dimensional lattices can
be fabricated using a number of commonly used techniques (see Chapter 1). However in
three-dimensions, there are relatively few known structures that exhibit a complete bandgap
and fewer that have been realized experimentally in the visible and/or infrared regimes.
The first structure found to have a complete photonic band gap is the face-centered cubic
(FCC) lattice of vacancies or masses [92]. Band gap maps for these two structures with a
dielectric constants of εr = 13 and εr = 1 are illustrated in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. The FCC
lattice of dielectric masses in air exhibits a maximum band gap size of 13.9% while the
FCC lattice of vacancies in a dielectric exhibits a maximum band gap size of 28.3%. Both
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Figure 5.1: Band gap map for diamond cubic lattice of spherical masses. Indicated on the
plot is the case with the maximum band gap (r/a = 0.235, Ω2 = 13.9%). The horizontal
dashed line indicates the band gap threshold where values of the band difference ratio above
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Figure 5.2: Band gap map for diamond cubic lattice of spherical vacancies. Indicated on
the plot is the case with the maximum band gap (r/a = 0.330, Ω2 = 28.3%). The horizontal
dashed line indicates the band gap threshold where values of the band difference ratio above
this line equate to the band gap size. The vertical dashed line indicates the close touching
case.
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Diamond Lattice of Spherical Balls (r/a=0.235)    13.9%
Figure 5.3: Band structure of a diamond cubic lattice of spherical masses corresponding
to the largest band gap in Fig. 5.1 (Ω2 = 13.9%, r/a = 0.235, F = 42.3%). Included are
a cubic supercell and a slice through the diagonal of the cubic supercell on a [110] plane.
The irreducible Brillouin zone is illustrated in Appendix D.
of these cases occur for radii greater than the close-touching case, i.e. the spherical masses
or vacancies overlap as seen in the slices through the cubic supercell within the figures. The
band structures for these cases are illustrated in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. Subset within each of
these figures is a cubic supercell and a slice through the supercell on a [110] plane. These
are included to aid in visualizing the modeled structure and emphasize the overlapping
spherical masses and vacancies.
The first experimentally realized three-dimensional photonic crystal with a complete
band gap was the Yablonovite structure [93] illustrated in Fig. 5.5(a). However, this struc-
ture was first fabricated on the centimeter scale before the micron scale required for oper-
ation in the infrared regime. The first photonic crystal to be fabricated on the micron scale
was the woodpile structure proposed in 1994 [94, 95] and first fabricated in 1998 [96].
The structure, illustrated in Fig. 5.5(b), possesses a stop band between 10-14.5 µm of
∼ 12dB per unit cell. Although there exists a number of structures that both theoreti-



































Diamond Lattice of Spherical Holes (r/a=0.33)    28.3%
Figure 5.4: Band structure of a diamond cubic lattice of spherical vacancies corresponding
to the largest band gap in Fig. 5.2 (Ω2 = 28.3%, r/a = 0.330, F = 17.2%). Included are
a cubic supercell and a slice through the diagonal of the cubic supercell on a [110] plane.
The irreducible Brillouin zone is illustrated in Appendix D.
structures in a straightforward manner. The following sections investigate two types of
three-dimensional lattices: lattices of spherical masses and vacancies and lattices of MBIL-
defined symmetrically-deformed spheroidal mass and vacancies. The face-centered cubic,
body-centered cubic, and simple cubic lattices are analyzed and structures that exhibit com-
plete band gaps are investigated.
5.4 Modeling Three-Dimensional Lattices of Spherical Masses/Vacan-
cies
The face-centered cubic, body-centered cubic, and simple cubic lattices of spherical masses
or vacancies are modeled in this section. While not all of the structures discussed here are
experimentally straightforward, these and the band gap maps for the diamond cubic lattice
presented in the previous section will provide a point of comparison for the MBIL-defined
structures [91]. Table 5.1 lists the six types of lattices that have been modeled and indicates










Figure 5.5: (a) The Yablonovite [93] (right) was the experimentally realized photonic
crystal structure fabricated on the centimeter scale. (left) It is fabricated by systematically
drilling three holes per lattice point in a hexagonal pattern and results in FCC periodicity.
(b) The woodpile structure [94–96] was the first micron scale photonic crystal structure
experimentally realized.
Table 5.1: Presence of a Complete Band Gap for FCC, BCC, and Cubic Lattices of Spher-
ical Masses (εr = 13) or Vacancies (εr = 1)
Spherical Masses Spherical Vacancies
FCC No Yes
BCC No Yes
Simple Cubic No Yes
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Figure 5.6: Band gap map for BCC lattice of spherical vacancies. Indicated on the plot is
the case with the maximum band gap (r/a = 0.460, Ω6 = 1.6%). The horizontal dashed
line indicates the band gap threshold where values of the band difference ratio above this
line equate to the band gap size. The vertical dashed line indicates the close touching case.
(εr = 13) and air (εr = 1), each exhibits a complete band gap with a lattice of spherical
vacancies. The corresponding band gap maps for these lattices and the band structures for
the cases with the maximum band gap size are illustrated in Figs. 5.6 to 5.11. The band
gap maps for the remaining lattices of spherical masses still provide valuable information
and are included in Appendix C.
The following lists the maximum band gap sizes and the corresponding normalized
radii (r/a) and volume fill factors (F, percentage of silicon per unit cell) for the specific
structures of interest. From the previously mentioned band gap maps, a body-centered
cubic lattice of spherical vacancies has a complete band gap of 1.56% (r/a = 0.460, F =
20.1%), a face-centered cubic lattice of spherical vacancies has a complete band gap of
5.95% (r/a = 0.360, F = 22.2%), and a simple cubic lattice of spherical vacancies has a
complete band gap of 7.29% (r/a = 0.605, F = 19.0%).
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BCC Lattice of Spherical Holes (r/a=0.46)    1.6%
Figure 5.7: Band structure of a BCC lattice of spherical vacancies corresponding to the
largest band gap in Fig. 5.6 (Ω6 = 1.6%, r/a = 0.460, F = 20.1%). Included are a cubic
supercell and a slice through the diagonal of the cubic supercell on a [110] plane. The
irreducible Brillouin zone is illustrated in Appendix D.





































Figure 5.8: Band gap map for FCC lattice of spherical vacancies. Indicated on the plot is
the case with the maximum band gap (r/a = 0.360, Ω8 = 6.0%). The horizontal dashed
line indicates the band gap threshold where values of the band difference ratio above this
line equate to the band gap size. The vertical dashed line indicates the close touching case.
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FCC Lattice of Spherical Holes (r/a=0.36)    6.0%
Figure 5.9: Band structure of a FCC lattice of spherical vacancies corresponding to the
largest band gap in Fig. 5.8. (Ω8 = 6.0%, r/a = 0.360, F = 22.2%). Included are a cubic
supercell and a slice through the diagonal of the cubic supercell on a [110] plane. The
irreducible Brillouin zone is illustrated in Appendix D.





































Figure 5.10: Band gap map for cubic lattice of spherical vacancies. Indicated on the plot
is the case with the maximum band gap (r/a = 0.605, Ω5 = 7.3%). The horizontal dashed
line indicates the band gap threshold where values of the band difference ratio above this































Cubic Lattice of Spherical Holes (r/a=0.605)    7.3%
Figure 5.11: Band structure of a cubic lattice of spherical vacancies corresponding to the
largest band gap in Fig. 5.10 (Ω5 = 7.3%, r/a = 0.605, F = 19.0%). Included are a cubic
supercell and a slice through the diagonal of the cubic supercell on a [110] plane. The
irreducible Brillouin zone is illustrated in Appendix D.
5.5 Modeling Three-Dimensional Lattices Defined by Four-Beam-Interference
Lithography
In two dimensions, modeling was restricted to MBIL-defined structures that possessed the
same plane group symmetry as the lattice of comparison. For instance, the hexagonal lattice
of circular rods or holes has p6m plane group symmetry. A C(3)3 interference pattern with
hexagonal translation symmetry has the same plane group symmetry, and thus was the best
candidate for comparison. The square lattice of circular rods or holes had p4m plane group
symmetry as does a C(2)3 interference pattern with square translation symmetry. Again, this
was the best candidate for comparison. In three-dimensions, three lattices are analyzed. Of
these, the MBIL-defined (C(3)4 ) simple cubic lattice has the same group symmetry as the
simple cubic lattice of spherical masses or vacancies and the MBIL-defined (C(6)4 ) body-
centered cubic lattice has the same group symmetry as the body-centered cubic lattice of
spherical masses or vacancies. For this reason, each lattice (of masses or vacancies) is
modeled with each type of condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts
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Table 5.2: Presence of a Complete Band Gap for MBIL-Defined Lattices of MBIL-Defined









Masses No No No
Yes
Vacancies No No No
BCC
Masses No No No
No
Vacancies No No No
Simple Cubic
Masses No No No
Yes
Vacancies No No No
in order to develop a clear understanding of which MBIL-defined structures exhibit a com-
plete band gap. These simulations result in 24 band gap maps. Each band gap map is
plotted against the normalized intensity value for the given condition for primitive-lattice-
vector-direction equal contrasts. For the band gap maps of both masses and vacancies, a
+C(m)n interference pattern is used to defined the structures. A lattice of masses is defined
such that the high index dielectric (εr = 13) is encompassed by larger normalized inten-
sity values with air (εr = 1) everywhere else. A lattice of vacancies is defined such that air
(εr = 1) is encompassed by larger normalized intensity values with the high index dielectric
(εr = 13) everywhere else. Table 5.2 summarizes the presence of a complete band gap map
for each case. Note that the column for the C(3)4 type interference patterns are not separated
into masses and vacancies. From Chapter 3, it was shown that the contour lines for the
normalized intensity values of Inrm and 1− Inrm are identical. A single C(3)4 interference pat-
tern can generate both spheroidal masses or vacancies depending on the process conditions.
Thus band gap maps for both lattices of masses and vacancies based on C(3)4 interference
patterns provide identical information (mirrored upon themselves).
Of the 24 cases, only two possess a complete band gap: the MBIL-defined simple
cubic lattice of spheroidal masses defined by a C(3)4 interference pattern and the MBIL-
defined face-centered cubic lattice of spheroidal masses defined by a C(3)4 interference pat-
tern. Qualitatively, these structures are described as masses because the fill factors are
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Figure 5.12: Band gap map for cubic lattice of masses defined via MBIL satisfying C(3)4
(Inrm = 0.640, Ω5 = 12.6%). The horizontal dashed line indicates the band gap threshold
where values of the band difference ratio above this line equate to the band gap size.
less than 50%. The corresponding band gap maps and band diagrams are illustrated in
Figs. 5.12 to 5.15.
Since a MBIL-defined FCC lattice does not have the same group symmetry as an FCC
lattice of spherical masses or vacancies, special attention must be paid to the first irreducible
Brillouin zone [97]. The first Brillouin zone must be reduced by the symmetries within the
structure. Appendix D illustrates all of the Brillouin zones of the structures modeled in this
thesis including the FCC lattice defined by a C(3)4 interference pattern.
5.6 Summary
The maximum possible complete band gaps of the structures analyzed in this chapter are
summarized in Table 5.3. Additionally the corresponding fill factors, normalized radii or
normalized intensity value, and mid-gap frequency are given in Tables 5.4-5.6.
Unlike the two-dimensional cases presented in this thesis, the MBIL-defined structures
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Figure 5.13: Band structure of a cubic lattice defined via MBIL satisfying C(3)4 correspond-
ing to the largest band gap in Fig. 5.12 (Ω5 = 12.6%, Inrm = 0.640, F = 25.9%). Included
are a cubic supercell. The irreducible Brillouin zone is illustrated in Appendix D.
































Figure 5.14: Band gap map for FCC lattice of masses defined via MBIL satisfying C(3)4
(Inrm = 0.570, Ω2 = 5.1%). The horizontal dashed line indicates the band gap threshold
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Figure 5.15: Band structure of a fcc lattice defined via MBIL satisfying C(3)4 corresponding
to the largest band gap in Fig. 5.14 (Ω2 = 5.1%, Inrm = 0.570, F = 37.8%). Included are a
cubic supercell. The irreducible Brillouin zone is illustrated in Appendix D.
Table 5.3: Maximum Band Gap Sizes for Three-Dimensional Photonic Crystal Structures
Maximum Band Gap Size
Spherical Spherical MBIL-Defined MBIL-Defined
Masses Vacancies Masses Vacancies
Face-centered cubic - 5.95% 5.10% -
Body-centered cubic - 1.56% - -
Simple Cubic - 7.29% 12.6% -
Table 5.4: Corresponding Fill Factors for the Three-Dimensional Photonic Crystal Struc-
tures with the Largest Band Gaps
Fill Factor
Spherical Spherical MBIL-Defined MBIL-Defined
Masses Vacancies Masses Vacancies
Face-centered cubic - 22.2% 37.8% -
Body-centered cubic - 20.1% - -
Simple Cubic - 19.0% 25.9% -
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Table 5.5: Corresponding Normalized Radii/Intensity Values for the Three-Dimensional
Photonic Crystal Structures with the Largest Band Gaps
Normalized Radii Normalized Intensity Value
Spherical Spherical MBIL-Defined MBIL-Defined
Masses Vacancies Masses Vacancies
Face-centered cubic - 0.360 0.570 -
Body-centered cubic - 0.460 - -
Simple Cubic - 0.605 0.640 -
Table 5.6: Corresponding Normalized Mid Gap Frequencies for the Three-Dimensional
Photonic Crystal Structures with the Largest Band Gaps
Normalized Mid Gap Frequency
Spherical Spherical MBIL-Defined MBIL-Defined
Masses Vacancies Masses Vacancies
Face-centered cubic - 0.773 0.440 -
Body-centered cubic - 0.643 - -
Simple Cubic - 0.470 0.419 -
that exhibit the maximum band gap size do not resemble those lattices composed of spher-
ical masses or vacancies that exhibit the maximum band gap size. While a body-centered
cubic lattice of spherical vacancies can posses a band gap (albeit a small one of 1.56%),
the corresponding MBIL-defined structures do not possess a band gap. The fact that the
MBIL-defined cubic lattice defined by a C(3)4 interference pattern has the same group sym-
metry as the cubic lattice of spherical vacancies which possesses a band gap (7.29%), it
is expected that the corresponding MBIL-defined structure will as well. Interestingly, an
increase of ∼ 73% in band gap size was found from 7.29% to 12.6%. Qualitatively, though,
the MBIL-defined structure was composed of masses. However, the fill factors indicate that
the structures are mostly air. This can be explained by the fact that the cubic lattice of spher-
ical vacancies overlap, i.e. the normalized radius is greater than the close-touching radius.
As mentioned before, structures defined by the C(3)4 interference patterns can be defined as
being masses or vacancies depending upon the interference pattern being utilized.
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CHAPTER 6
FABRICATION OF PHOTONIC CRYSTAL STRUCTURES VIA
MULTI-BEAM-INTERFERENCE LITHOGRAPHY
The photonic crystal structures presented here were fabricated at the Georgia Institute of
Technology using a combination of resources in the Optics Laboratory and the Micro-
electronic Research Center cleanroom. The following fabrication methodology results in a
straightforward experimental configuration and fabrication procedures for fabricating these
structures.
6.1 Ultraviolet-Based Lithography
From a chemistry standpoint, using an ultraviolet-based process source is advantageous due
to the availability of UV-based lithographic materials. While some groups have fabricated
photonic crystal structures using visible light laser sources [67, 77, 81], these processes
require unconventional photoresist formulations to enhance absorption in the visible part
of the spectrum. Even with this enhancement, relatively large exposure doses are still
required. This approach was tested experimentally using a Spectra Physics BeamLok 2025
Argon Ion laser providing a 514.5 nm laser source and Microchem’s SU-8 2005 photoresist
modified with Spectra Group Limited’s H-Nu 535 line of photoinitiators. It is concluded
that the additional time required to prepare custom photoresists and the demanding stability
requirements due to extended exposure times make the process impractical. Instead, in
this research, a Spectra Physics BeamLok 2065-5S Argon Ion laser with etalon and etalon
controller provides stable, single frequency operation at 363.8 nm with frequency jitter of
< 10 MHz for < 1 sec and < 20 MHz for < 2 min for fabrication. Given a value of 20 MHz
jitter in frequency and exposure times of well under 2 minutes, one can expect a change
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in recording wavelength over the exposure time of no more than ∆λ = 4.41 × 10−6 nm.
For a hexagonal lattice with a lattice constant of 1.5 λ or 545.7 nm, the lattice constant of
the interference pattern is expected to change by no more than 1.3 × 10−6 %. In order for
one period of the interference pattern to be completely washed out during an exposure, the
sample area would have to be over 40 meters in diameter. The wavelength instability in
this configuration is clearly not a limiting factor.
Many photoresists designed for operation at 365 nm (mercury i-line) exist due to the
microelectronics industry. Existing lithography recipes are easily adapted to this technique
by replacing resist exposure via a mask aligner tool with resist exposure by the multi-beam-
interference lithography configuration described in this thesis.
6.2 Three-Beam-Interference Configuration
Literature has focused little on the details of recording configurations for MBIL and more
on the resulting structures. More complicated designs such as those using single refractive
or diffractive elements [77,83] are described but are limited to single specific structures. A
facility to perform general multi-beam interference was designed, tested, and constructed
in this research [85, 98]. Designs for two-, and three-beam interference are presented.
Particular attention is focused on phase front quality, reduction of unwanted reflections,
stability, and design versatility (in terms of wavevector configuration and individual beam
intensity and polarization state). Appropriate optical substrates and coatings for use at the
recording wavelength are required.
The optimized solutions of MBIL designs require a fabrication configuration which
provides complete control over the intensity and polarization of each beam. This is accom-
plished with a variable-ratio beamsplitter with output linear polarization direction control
for each recording beam. Each consists of three half-wave plates and a polarizing beam-
splitter cube (each designed to operate at 363.8 nm). The non-birefringent beamsplitter
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consists of two precision right-angle prisms cemented together. The four faces are antire-
flection coated with a multilayer dielectric coating to minimize reflections within the optical
configuration. The hypotenuse of one of the prisms is coated with a multilayer dielectric
polarizing beamsplitter coating. This coating reflects S-polarized light (vertical to table)
while transmitting P-polarized light (horizontal to table). Ghost beams are eliminated by
using a cube beamsplitter as opposed to a slab beamsplitter. The half-wave plates rotate
the plane of polarization of the input beam eliminating the need to physically manipulate
the laser. The plane of polarization is essentially reflected about the plane of the crystalline
optic axis normal to the surface of the half-wave plate. Operation of these polarization
optics are illustrated in Fig. 6.1(a) and 6.1(b) including the corresponding Jones matrices.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the configuration of a single variable-ratio beamsplitter with output
linear polarization direction control. Similarly, the Jones matrices for the input linear beam
and both output beams are given for completeness.
Given a linearly polarized input beam, the intensities and polarizations of the two out-
put beams are adjusted by placing a half-wave plate in the path of the input and the two
output beams of the beamsplitter. The half-wave plate at the input rotates the linearly polar-
ized light, thereby allowing control over the intensity of each output beam. An additional
half-wave plate is placed in the path of each of the two linearly polarized output beams,
thereby allowing control over the direction of the linear polarization of each beam. In a
multi-beam-interference configuration, a half-wave plate in the path of an output beam of
one variable-ratio beamsplitter with output linear polarization direction control is used as
the half-wave plate in the path of an input beam in another variable-ratio beamsplitter with
output linear polarization direction control. Additional mirrors are used to steer the beams
in the appropriate directions. Figure 6.3 illustrates the configuration used in this research.
The heights above the optical table of the optics that compose both variable-ratio beam-
splitters with output linear polarization direction control and mirrors M1, M2 and M3 are






Figure 6.1: (a) Operation of a polarizing beamsplitter including Jones matrices for each
output beam. P-polarized (horizontal to table) light passes through while S-polarized (ver-
tical to table) is reflected at the interface. Extinction ratios can exceed 100:1. (b) Operation
of half-wave plate including Jones matrix. Given linearly polarized input light, the plane






Figure 6.2: Illustration of a single variable-ratio beamsplitter with output linear polariza-
tion direction control using one polarizing beamsplitter and three half-wave plates. The






















































Figure 6.3: Three-beam-interference configuration. Each recording beam is controlled in
direction and polarization.
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Figure 6.4: Photograph of operating three-beam interference configuration in room 260
in the Microelectronic Research Center. Three beam converge onto sample plane where
an objective and CCD camera is present for real-time monitoring of the interference pat-
tern. Inset is an image of the interference pattern captured using the real-time monitoring
capability.
upon the sample plane of beams 1 and 3, respectively. The out-of-plane beam steerer BS
in the path of beam 2 is composed of two mirrors. The first is set at the height of the pre-
viously mentioned optics and adjusted such that the beam is reflected perpendicularly to
the optical table. The second is set at a variable height and oriented accordingly to control
the incident angle of beam 2 upon the sample plane. A photograph is included in Fig. 6.4
illustrating the configuration of the optics and the paths of the three recording beams. The
photograph shows the orientation of the optics to direct the beams toward the sample plane.
With this configuration, there are a number of exposure options available. They include
the following:
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1. Single exposure, two-beam interference (one-dimensional photonic crystals)
2. Single exposure, three-beam interference (one- and two-dimensional photonic crys-
tals)
3. Multiple exposure, two-beam interference (two- and three-dimensional photonic crys-
tals)
4. Multiple exposure, three-beam interference (two- and three-dimensional photonic
crystals)
An additional dependent variable-ratio beamsplitter with output linear polarization direc-
tion control can be incorporated in the configuration in Fig. 6.3 to add a fourth interfering
beam. This allows for single exposure, four-beam interference for three-dimensional pho-
tonic crystals.
6.3 Real-Time Monitoring of Interference Patterns
The facility also includes the ability to monitor the interference pattern in real-time. It
has been reported that a microscope objective can be used to record the intensity pattern
resulting from multi-beam interference by placing photosensitive film directly after the
objective for pattern magnification [63]. With advances in digital image capture devices,
real-time monitoring of the “magnified” pattern is possible. This real-time monitoring
system is invaluable in terms of stability analysis, confirmation of translational symmetry,
confirmation of group symmetry, and general concept verification.
The interference pattern within the sample plane is also monitored in real time. The
interference pattern is magnified (using a microscope objective), and the image is captured
using a cooled 3.2 Megapixel Olympus Q-Color3 Imaging System digital CCD camera.
Both the microscope objective and CCD camera are present in Fig. 6.4. A Newport mi-
croscope objective lens with a 0.85 NA and 2.9-mm focal length (60x) provides sufficient
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magnification and a large enough acceptance angle for the designs considered in this the-
sis. The objective is placed at the sample plane such that the interfering beams enter at the
front lens assembly. The camera is placed after the mounting threads some distance away
such that the CCD array is illuminated by all three recording beams. Using this method,
designs are easily verified. Interference patterns are monitored in real-time, and the ef-
fects of changing the polarization of each individual beam are observed instantly without
fabrication. This method is used to verify the theories and the designs before beginning
the more time-consuming fabrication process. It should be noted and understood that the
interference pattern imaged using the CCD camera is different than the interference pattern
produced at the sample plane. The microscope objective changes the relative orientation of
both the recording wavevectors and the polarizations that are used to create the interference
pattern on the CCD array. However, for the designs considered in this thesis, the real-time
monitoring still provides useful information. One, the type of lattice (one-dimensional
grating, two-dimensional square lattice, or two-dimensional hexagonal lattice) does not
change during imaging. Two, a correctly configured multi-beam-interference experiment
will still result in an image with high contrast. Three, many of the configurations described
in this thesis optimized for photoresist exposure are also optimized for real-time monitor-
ing. This includes the one-dimensional grating design and the two-dimensional hexagonal
lattice with p6m plane group symmetry defined using a −C(3)3 interference pattern.
6.4 Alignment procedures
Given the general configuration for multi-beam interference illustrated in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4,
it is worthwhile to construct design plots that illustrate the relationships between critical
experimental configuration parameters and the lattice constant of the resulting photonic
crystal. They show the extent of photonic crystals which can be fabricated given the cur-
rent MBIL configuration and provide guidelines for an initial alignment of the configura-
tion. Highlighted within each of these plots are areas of experimental feasibility. These
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emphasize areas that are experimentally feasible given the physical constraints of the en-
vironment: size of opto-mechanics, size of optics table, etc. It has been determined that
there are five critical experimental configuration parameters. These are the perpendicular
distance from the optic axis (z axis) to mirrors M2 and M3 (yM), the distance along the
optic axis from mirror M2 and M3 to the sample plane (zsp), the distance along the optic
axis from mirror M2 and M3 to the beam-steerer pair BS (zBS ), the perpendicular distance
above the plane containing the input laser beam and normal to the x axis to the top mirror of
the beam-steerer pair BS (xBS ), and the perpendicular distance above the plane containing
the input laser beam to sample plane spot (xsp). These critical experimental configuration
parameters are labeled in Fig. 6.5. An additional parameter of interest is the incident angle
of the recording beams on the sample plane, θair. This parameter will be needed in or-
der to calculate the optimized plane wave parameters to produce a lithographically useful
interference pattern.
6.4.1 Alignment for One-Dimensional Grating
Three different photonic crystal structures are experimentally evaluated in this thesis: a one-
dimensional grating, a two-dimensional square lattice, and a two-dimensional hexagonal
lattice. Each photonic crystal structure has associated with it a number of design plots.
For a one-dimensional grating, beam 2 is blocked and thus xBS and zBS are irrelevant. A
restriction on xsp of xsp = 0 is made such that beam 1 and beam 3 are parallel to the optics
table. For the one-dimensional grating case, only two critical experimental configuration
parameters are of interest: yM and zsp. The relationship between these two parameters and











and illustrated in Fig. 6.6. The configuration is aligned for a grating period of 1.18 a/λ
or 430 nm with yM = 16.51 cm and zsp = 35.36 cm. The intensities of beams 1 and 3
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Figure 6.5: Three-beam-interference configuration. Critical experimental configuration
parameters are illustrated.
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Figure 6.6: Design plot for aligning the recording beams needed to create a two-
dimensional hexagonal interference pattern. The relationship between the critical exper-
imental configuration parameters yM, zsp and a is illustrated. Highlighted is the area of
experimental feasibility. The design used in this research is marked with a dot on the plot.
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are adjusted to be equal by adjusting HWP1 and HWP3, and the polarizations are oriented
vertically, in the x direction, (as described in Sec. 6.2) for maximum contrast by adjusting
HWP2 and HWP4.
The alignment procedure and resulting interference pattern are verified using the real-
time monitoring system. The microscope objective is placed at the sample plane and the
CCD camera captures the magnified interference pattern illustrated in Fig. 6.7(a). The
image captured is very high in contrast and extremely stable. This verifies that three-beam
interference configuration functions properly for beams 1 and 3.
Figure 6.7(b) is a plot of a single row of pixel values for the magnified interference
pattern in Fig. 6.7(a). Ideally, the intensity along the dotted line in Fig. 6.7(a) is a sinusoid
of the form a cos(2π/T x + φ). However, due to imperfect states of polarization and the
finite extent of the pixels on the CCD array, there is a DC component in the experimental
data. The pixel values fit extremely well to a sinusoidal curve with a DC component.
6.4.2 Alignment for Two-Dimensional Hexagonal Lattice
For a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice, all five critical experimental configuration param-
eters are relevant. However, a restriction is placed upon zBS . This is done because a is a
function of yM, xBS , and zBS . Since this four-dimensional relationship is difficult to visual-
ize, the polarization optics and beam steerer are placed as close as possible and the resulting
value of zBS is used for the design plots included here. Given a value of zBS = 7.62 cm, the




















zsp − zBS (6.6)
and illustrated in Figs. 6.8 - 6.10. Highlighted within each of these plots are areas of
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Figure 6.7: (a) Captured image of magnified one-dimensional interference pattern. (b) Plot
of pixel values for approximately 17 periods (dashed line in part (a)) and fitted sinusoidal
curve in the form a cos(2πx/T + φ) + c where a = 0.4986, T = 8.984, φ = 0.34, and
c = 0.7579 with an R-square value of 0.93 and a RMSE of 6.092%. Note that saturated
pixels in (a) are excluded in the curve fitting analysis in (b).
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Figure 6.8: Design plot for aligning the recording beams needed to create a two-
dimensional hexagonal interference pattern. The relationship between the critical exper-
imental configuration parameters yM, zsp, and a is illustrated. Highlighted is the area of
experimental feasibility. The design used in this research is marked with a dot on the plot.
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Figure 6.9: Design plot for aligning the recording beams needed to create a two-
dimensional hexagonal interference pattern. The relationship between the critical exper-
imental configuration parameters yM and xsp is illustrated. Highlighted is the area of exper-
imental feasibility. The design used in this research is marked with a dot on the plot.
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Figure 6.10: Design plot for aligning the recording beams needed to create a two-
dimensional hexagonal interference pattern. The relationship between the critical exper-
imental configuration parameters yM, xBS , and a is illustrated. Highlighted is the area of
experimental feasibility. The design used in this research is marked with a dot on the plot.
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experimental feasibility for the specific configuration used in this research. Given these
design constraints, a lattice constant of 1.5 λ or 545.7 nm is chosen. The values of the
resulting critical experimental configuration parameters are as follows: a/λ = 1.5, yM =
16.51 cm, zsp = 38.43 cm, xsp = 9.53 cm, xBS = 24.82 cm, and zBS = 7.62 cm. The
multi-beam-interference configuration is adjusted to reflect these parameters as an initial
alignment.
The fine adjustment of the recording beams is facilitated by the use of an alignment card
specifically designed and fabricated for the desired photonic crystal lattice. The alignment
card required for a hexagonal lattice (illustrated in Fig. 6.11) includes six alternating holes
(approximately the diameter of the laser beam) and alignment marks (cross) creating an
equilateral regular hexagon. Given the diameter of the circumscribed circle of the hexagon,
D, and the distance from the alignment card to the mirror (sample plane), zac, the lattice





D2 + 4z2ac . (6.7)
The fabrication and positioning of the alignment card is performed with the aid of Fig. 6.12.
This plot illustrates the relationship between the distance separating the mirror (sample
plane) and the alignment card (zac), the diameter of the circumcircle of the hexagon on
the alignment card (D), and the lattice constant (a). In this research a diameter of the
circumcircle of the hexagon on the alignment card of D = 5.08 cm was used resulting in a
distance separating the mirror (sample plane) and the alignment card of zac = 5.12 cm. All
relevant configuration and alignment parameters, including the angle of incidence on the
sample plane θair, are summarized in Table 6.1. After an initial alignment is performed by
positioning the optics and opto-mechanics using the values in Table 6.1, a fine adjustment
is performed by using the alignment card. A mirror is placed in the sample plane at the
sample plane spot height xsp. The alignment card is positioned at a distance of zac from
the mirror and mirrors M2, M3, and the beam steerer BS are adjusted such that each beam
passes through the appropriate hole on the alignment card, reflects off the mirror in the
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Figure 6.11: Alignment card used to facilitate fabrication of two-dimensional hexagonal
lattice. The multi-beam-interference configuration is adjusted such that the three separate
beams pass through holes H1, H2, and H3, reflect off the mirror and are projected onto
alignment marks AM1, AM2, and AM3, respectively. This procedure aids in positioning
the three beams to be rotationally symmetric about the normal of the mirror which lies in
the sample plane.
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Figure 6.12: Design plot for aligning the recording beams needed to create a two-
dimensional hexagonal interference pattern. The relationship between the critical exper-
imental configuration parameters zac, D, and a is illustrated. Highlighted is the area of
experimental feasibility. The design used in this research is marked with a dot on the plot.
Table 6.1: Critical Experimental Configuration and Alignment Parameters and Spherical











sample plane, and projects on an opposite alignment mark. This procedure guarantees three
rotationally symmetric beams with respect to the optic axis needed to create a hexagonal
lattice interference pattern.
In order to create an interference pattern with p6m plane group symmetry and high
contrast, the polarizations and intensities of the recording beams are adjusted accordingly.
Given the two fundamentally different types of interference patterns (+C(3)3 and
−C(3)3 ) and
the different indices of refraction of the two recording media (1.736 for the Shipley 1813
positive resist and 1.58 for the Futurrex NR7-1500P negative resist), there are four different
configurations of the polarizations and beam intensities. Though the angle of incidence on
the sample plane θair of the interfering beams are equal for each case, the beams refract at
different angles θPR depending on the index of refraction of the recording media nPR. Using
Snell’s Law
nair sin(θair) = nPR sin(θPR) , (6.8)
the angles of the recording beams within the photoresist are calculated. The beam inten-
sities and polarizations within the photoresist are calculated via the nonlinear optimization
outlined in Appendix A. While the beam intensities calculated within the photoresist are
used as the beam intensities in air, the calculated polarizations within the photoresist are
not used directly as the polarization of the beams in air. The polarization direction of each
recording beam must be adjusted correctly such that the resulting refracted beam within
the photoresist has the correct polarization direction. An additional experimentally useful
parameter, ψx,i, is extracted from this data to aid in correctly adjusting the polarization of
the recording beams in air. The polarization rotation angle, ψz,i, (described in Appendix A)
is first used to calculate the polarization needed in the recording beams propagating in air.
Since ψz,i is calculated with respect to ẑ × ki, the value of ψz,i does not change through re-
fraction at interfaces normal to ẑ (even though the Cartesian coordinates of the polarization
vector of the incident and refracted beams are not equal). While this is not true in general
due to different transmission coefficients for the TE and TM components, in the situations
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considered in this thesis, the difference in the intensities of the TE and TM components
is < 5% and is ignored. Next, a rotation angle ψx,i is calculated with respect to x̂ × ki in
the exact same fashion as ψz,i described in Appendix A. This is again a counter-clockwise
angular rotation (when looking anti-parallel to the wavevector ki) where when ψx,i = 0,
êx,i = x̂ × ki. This parameter is useful since the polarization direction of ψx,i = 0 is paral-
lel to the optics table, and thus straightforward to locate experimentally. Using this value,
a Glan-Thompson polarizer is placed in the path of each recording beam and the axis of
polarization is rotated to ψx,i +π/2. A power meter is used to monitor the beam after the po-
larizer and the appropriate half-wave plate (HWP2 for beam 1, HWP5 for beam 2, HWP4
for beam 3) is rotated until the beam intensity is minimized. The three input halfwave
plates are adjusted as well to the correct intensities.
The four solutions are summarized in Table 6.2. After alignment, the mirror is re-
moved, and the microscope objective is placed at the sample plane and adjusted to accept
the three interfering beams. Finally, the CCD camera is placed behind the objective and
illuminated by all three recording beams. As discussed in Chapter 2, two fundamentally
different types of interference patterns exist for C(3)3 . Figure 6.13(a) illustrates an interfer-
ence pattern for the configuration summarized in Table 6.2 for +C(3)3 , Shipley 1813. Also
included in Fig. 6.13(b) are the expected intensity contours of the given interference pat-
tern. The interference pattern has peaks of intensity located at the lattice points and a
very high absolute contrast apparent from the low intensity between lattice points. Figure
6.13(c) is a plot of a single row of pixel values for the magnified interference pattern in
Fig. 6.13(a). Ideally, the intensity along the dotted line in Fig. 6.13(a) is a sinusoid of the
form a(cos(2π/T x + 2φ) + cos(π/T x + φ)). However, due to imperfect states of polariza-
tion and the finite extent of the pixels on the CCD array, there is a DC component in the
experimental data. The pixel values fit extremely well to this curve with a DC component.
The second type of interference pattern is also verified using this method. The half-






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































control are adjusted accordingly. Figure 6.14(a) illustrates an interference pattern for the
configuration summarized in Table 6.2 for −C(3)3 , Shipley 1813. Also included in Fig.
6.14(b) are the expected intensity contours of the given interference pattern. The inter-
ference pattern has nulls of intensity located at the lattice points and a very high absolute
contrast apparent from the high level of intensity between lattice points. Figure 6.14(c)
is a plot of a single row of pixel values for the magnified interference pattern in Fig.
6.14(a). Ideally, the intensity along the dotted line in Fig. 6.14(a) is a sinusoid of the
form −a(cos(2π/T x + 2φ) + cos(π/T x + φ)). However, due to imperfect states of polariza-
tion and the finite extent of the pixels on the CCD array, there is a DC component in the
experimental data. The pixel values fit extremely well to this curve with a DC component.
6.4.3 Alignment for Two-Dimensional Square Lattice
For a two-dimensional square lattice, four critical experimental configuration parameters
are relevant. Beams 1 and 3 are adjusted to be parallel to the optics table by setting xsp = 0.
Again, a restriction is placed upon zBS . This is done because a is a function of yM, xBS , and
zBS . Since this four-dimensional relationship is difficult to visualize, the polarization optics
and beam steerer are placed as close as possible and the resulting value of zBS is used for the
design plots included here. Given a value of zBS = 7.62 cm, the relationships between the
remaining three critical experimental configuration parameters are illustrated in Figs. 6.15
and 6.16. Highlighted within each of these plots are areas of experimental feasibility for
the specific configuration used in this research. Given these design constraints, a lattice
constant of 1.5 λ or 545.7 nm is chosen. The values of the resulting critical experimental
configuration parameters are as follows: a/λ = 1.5, yM = 16.51 cm, zsp = 30.89 cm, xsp =
0 cm, xBS = 12.44 cm, and zBS = 7.62 cm. The multi-beam-interference configuration is
adjusted to reflect this parameters.
The fine adjustment of the recording beams is facilitated by the use of an alignment card
specifically designed and fabricated for the desired photonic crystal lattice. The alignment
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Figure 6.13: (a) Plot of calculated intensity contours. (b) Captured image of magnified
hexagonal interference pattern (C(3)3 , V > 0). (c) Plot of pixel values (dashed line) and fitted
sinusoidal curve in the form a(cos(2πx/T + 2φ) + cos(πx/T + φ)) + c where a = 0.1904,
T = 12.51, φ = 2.855, and c = 0.377 with an R-square value of 0.9433 and a RMSE of

























Figure 6.14: (a) Plot of calculated intensity contours. (b) Captured image of magnified
hexagonal interference pattern (C(3)3 , V > 0). (c) Plot of pixel values (dashed line) and fitted
sinusoidal curve in the form −a(cos(2πx/T + 2φ) + cos(πx/T + φ)) + c where a = 0.2670,
T = 18.33, φ = 2.601, and c = 0.6534 with an R-square value of 0.9418 and a RMSE of
6.651%. Note that saturated pixels in (b) are excluded in the curve fitting analysis in (c).
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Figure 6.15: Design plot for aligning the recording beams needed to create a two-
dimensional hexagonal interference pattern. The relationship between the critical exper-
imental configuration parameters yM, zsp, and a is illustrated. Highlighted is the area of
experimental feasibility. The design used in this research is marked with a dot on the plot.
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Figure 6.16: Design plot for aligning the recording beams needed to create a two-
dimensional hexagonal interference pattern. The relationship between the critical exper-
imental configuration parameters yM, xBS , and a is illustrated. Highlighted is the area of
experimental feasibility. The design used in this research is marked with a dot on the plot.
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Table 6.3: Critical Experimental Configuration and Alignment Parameters and Spherical










card required for a square lattice (illustrated in Fig. 6.17) includes three holes (approxi-
mately the diameter of the laser beam) and an alignment mark (cross) creating a square.
Given the diameter of the circumscribed circle of the square, D, and the distance from the
alignment card and the mirror (sample plane), zac, the lattice constant, a, of the interference






D2 + 4z2ac . (6.9)
The fabrication and positioning of the alignment card is performed with the aid of Fig. 6.18.
This plot illustrates the relationship between the distance separating the mirror (sample
plane) and the alignment card (zac), the diameter of the circumcircle of the hexagon on
the alignment card (D), and the lattice constant (a). In this research a diameter of the
circumcircle of the hexagon on the alignment card of D = 5.08 cm was used resulting in
a distance separating the mirror (sample plane) and the alignment card of zac = 4.75 cm.
All configuration and alignment parameters are summarized in Table 6.3. After an initial
alignment is performed by positioning the optics and opto-mechanics using the values in
Table 6.1, a fine adjustment is performed by using the alignment card. A mirror is placed
in the sample plane at the sample plane spot height xsp. The alignment card is positioned
at a distance of zac from the mirror and at the sample plane spot height xsp and mirrors
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Figure 6.17: Alignment card used to facilitate fabrication of two-dimensional square lat-
tice. The multi-beam-interference configuration is adjusted such that the three separate
beams pass through holes H1, H2, and H3, reflect off the mirror and are projected onto
alignment marks AM1, AM2, and AM3, respectively. This procedure aids in forming the
three beams such that the projection of each recording wavevector on the sample plane is
equal in magnitude and the projections of beams 1 and 3 are collinear of which the projec-
tion of beam 2 bisects the other two.
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Figure 6.18: Design plot for aligning the recording beams needed to create a two-
dimensional hexagonal interference pattern. The relationship between the critical exper-
imental configuration parameters zac, D, and a is illustrated. Highlighted is the area of
experimental feasibility. The design used in this research is marked with a dot on the plot.
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M1, M3, and the beam steerer BS are adjusted such that each beam passes through the
appropriate hole on the alignment card, reflects off the mirror in the sample plane, and
projects on an opposite alignment mark or hole. This procedure guarantees two properties
of the wavevectors needed to create a square lattice interference pattern with p4m plane
group symmetry. First, the projection of each recording wavevector on the sample plane is
equal in magnitude. Second, the projections of beams 1 and 3 are collinear of which the
projection of beam 2 is orthogonal the other two.
In order to create an interference pattern with p4m plane group symmetry and high
contrast, the polarizations and intensities of the recording beams are adjusted accordingly.
Given the one type of interference pattern and the different indices of refraction of the two
recording media (1.736 for the Shipley 1813 positive resist and 1.58 for Futurrex NR7-
1500P negative resist), there are two different configurations of the polarizations and beam
intensities. Similarly to the procedures discussed in Section 6.4.2, the two solutions are
calculated and summarized in Table 6.4. After alignment, the mirror is removed and the
microscope objective is placed at the sample plane and adjusted to accept the three interfer-
ing beams. Finally, the CCD camera is placed behind the objective and illuminated by all
three recording beams. As discussed in Chapter 2, only one type of interference patterns
exists for C(2)3 . Figure 6.19(a) illustrates an interference pattern which satisfies C
(2)
3 and has
been optimized. Also included in Fig. 6.19(b) are the expected intensity contours of the
given interference pattern. Figure 6.19(c) is a plot of a single row of pixel values for the
magnified interference pattern in Fig. 6.19(a). Ideally, the intensity along the dotted line
in Fig. 6.19(a) is a sinusoid of the form −a(cos(2π/T x + 2φ) + cos(π/T x + φ)). However,
due to imperfect states of polarization and the finite extent of the pixels on the CCD array,
there is a DC component in the experimental data. The pixel values fit extremely well to
this curve with a DC component.
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Table 6.4: Summary of Parameters for Square Interference Patterns with p4m Plane Group
Symmetry for Use in Defining Photoresists
Parameter +C(2)3 , Shipley 1813












































































Figure 6.19: (a) Plot of calculated intensity contours. (b) Captured image of magnified
square interference pattern (C(2)3 ). (c) Plot of pixel values (dashed line) and fitted sinusoidal
curve in the form a cos(2πx/T + φ) + c where a = 0.4532, T = 34.58, φ = 0.00, and
c = 0.4676 with an R-square value of 0.9473 and a RMSE of 7.499%. Note that saturated
pixels in (b) are excluded in the curve fitting analysis in (c).
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Figure 6.20: Custom sample mount used for alignment and exposure of multi-beam-
interference experiments.
6.5 Fabrication
A custom sample mount (illustrated in Fig. 6.20) is constructed to aid in both alignment
and fabrication. It includes height adjustment, substrate rotation and interchangeable sam-
ple chucks. These custom sample chucks for different substrate sizes are fabricated with
assistance from the ECE machine shop. During alignment and fabrication, both the mirror
and samples utilize the same type of substrate (3.175 cm × 3.175 cm × 1 mm, UV grade
fused silica). Once the configuration is aligned properly using the procedures provided in
the previous sections, the sample fixture and chuck are fixed in position. The mirror is then
replaced by a sample substrate. This assures proper exposure conditions on the sample and
minimizes repositioning of the optomechanics and the sample mount.
The sample is cleaned and prepared for exposure by
1. Ultrasonic Acetone bath for 1 min
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2. Ultrasonic DI water bath for 1 min
3. DI rinse and N2 blow dry
4. Dehydration bake in 110◦C oven for 30 min
5. Spin on 1 µm of photoresist
(a) Shipley 1813 - 500 rpm,100 rpm/s,5 sec; 5000 rpm,1000 rpm/s,45 sec
(b) Futurrex NR7-1500p - 500 rpm,100 rpm/s,5 sec; 5000 rpm,1000 rpm/s,45 sec
6. Softbake
(a) Shipley 1813 - 115◦C hotplate for 4 min
(b) Futurrex NR7-1500p - 150◦C hotplate for 4 min
Steps 1-6 are performed in the cleanroom environment provided by the Microelectronic
Research Center. Next, the sample is taken to room 260 in the MiRC where the multi-beam-
interference configuration is located. Multiple exposures are performed on a single sample
by adjusting the height of the sample mount between exposures. A range of exposure
dosages are given. The sum of intensities of the three interfering beams is adjusted to 65
mW.
7. MBIL exposure is performed at exposure times of 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.2,
0.5, 1, 2, and 4 sec on each sample
The sample is then taken back to the MiRC cleanroom for further processing.
8. Post-exposure bake
(a) Shipley 1813 - none
(b) Futurrex NR7-1500p - 100◦C hotplate for 4 min
9. Development
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(a) Shipley 1813 - Microposit 319 developer for 25 sec with agitation
(b) Futurrex NR7-1500p - RD6:water at 3:1 ratio for 90 sec with agitation
10. Descum in Vision RIE for 10 sec - 60mT, 400 W, O2 at 50 sccm
11. Oxide etch in Vision RIE for 10 min @ 350 Å/min - 20 mT, 200 W, CHF3 at 50 sccm,
O2 at 5 sccm
12. Sputter 150Å of Cu in Unifilm sputter
Following the development, etch and sputter steps, properly processed samples produce
diffraction of ambient light from the surface visible to the naked eye. While this does
not guarantee a successfully fabricated structure, it is a good indicator. To verify that the
process results in the desired structures, the sample is coated in a thin layer of copper to
facilitate imaging with the Zeiss SEM Ultra60.
The fabricated structures are verified at two stages of the fabrication process through
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM): the defined photoresist following development and
the completed structure following the etching process. Since the structures have nanoscale
attributes (periods on the order of 100’s of nm’s, features on the order of 10’s of nm’s), a
high resolution SEM is required. The Microelectronics Research Center cleanroom pro-
vides access to the Zeiss SEM Ultra60. The Zeiss SEM Ultra60 provides ultra high reso-
lution imaging at low accelerating voltage, an extra large 6-axis motorized fully eucentric
stage with fine stage control, and a high efficiency In-lens SE detector for high contrast
surface imaging. The company specifies a resolution as low as 1 nm. This is more than
adequate for this research.
This research also requires imaging of non-conductive structures. Better results are
achieved when SEM’s are used to image conductive samples such as silicon or metals.
These conductive materials minimize charge buildup which negatively affects image qual-
ity. This is circumvented by coating non-conductive samples (such as structures made of
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Figure 6.21: SEM image capture of a gold sputtered one-dimensional grating defined by
two-beam-interference lithography. Grating is fabricated in Futurrex NR7-1500P photore-
sist on fused silica substrate.
photoresist or fused silica) in metal. This is performed by sputtering a thin layer of copper
onto the sample.
A number of designs were fabricated using this procedure. First, a one-dimensional
grating is fabricated using the Futurrex NR7-1500p negative resist. From Sec. 6.4.1, a high
contrast interference pattern is produced using the multi-beam interference configuration,
viewed using the real-time monitoring system, and the processing procedures were applied
to the sample. In this case, an RIE etch is not performed (skipping steps 10 and 11) and
only the defined photoresist is Cu sputtered. Strong diffraction of ambient light is observed
with the naked eyed before and after the sample is coated with a 150 Å layer of copper.
Figure 6.21 shows the resulting SEM image.
Next, multiple hexagonal lattices of rods with p6m plane group symmetry are fabricated
with a lattice constant of 545.7 nm. From Sec. 6.4.2, a high contrast interference pattern
is produced using the multi-beam interference configuration (using the parameters in Table
6.1 and Table 6.2 for −C(2)3 Shipley 1813), and the processing procedures were applied to
the sample. Strong diffraction of ambient light is observed with the naked eyed before and
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Stage at T = 0.0° InLens WD = 7.0 mm5.00 kV 9.60 KXAperture Size = 30.00 µm
1 µm
545.7 nm
Figure 6.22: SEM of hexagonal photonic crystal of rods define by three-beam-interference
lithography. Shipley 1813 positive photoresist is defined by a −C(3)3 interference pattern,
developed, and copper sputtered. a = 545.7 nm, r ≈ 0.25a ≈ 136 nm
after the sample is coated with a thin layer of copper. Figure 6.22 shows the SEM of a
hexagonal photonic crystal of rods. Like the one-dimensional grating discussed previously,
step 10 and 11 are skipped, and the developed photoresist is sputter with copper. Figure
6.23 shows the SEM of a identically fabricated sample at a different location. An important
difference between Figs. 6.22 and 6.23 is the rod size within the lattice; r ≈ 0.25a ≈ 136 nm
and r ≈ 0.115a ≈ 63 nm, respectively. This highlights not only the resolution capabilities
of the resist but also the successful ability to fabricate identical lattices with different size
rods (or holes) by adjusting the exposure dosage only. Figure 6.24 shows an SEM of a
similarly fabricated sample, however, steps 10 and 11 are executed and the resulting fused
silica structure is copper sputtered and imaged.
Next, multiple hexagonal lattices of holes with p6m plane group symmetry are fabri-
cated with a lattice constant of 545.7 nm without changing the incidence of the recording
beams on the sample plane. From Sec. 6.4.2, a high contrast interference pattern is pro-
duced using the multi-beam interference configuration (using the parameters in Table 6.1
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Stage at T = 0.0° InLens WD = 3.1 mm5.00 kV 29.84 KXAperture Size = 30.00 µm
1 µm
545.7 nm
Figure 6.23: SEM of hexagonal photonic crystal of rods define by three-beam-interference
lithography. Shipley 1813 positive photoresist is defined by a −C(3)3 interference pattern,
developed, and copper sputtered. a = 545.7 nm, r ≈ 0.115a ≈ 63 nm
Stage at T = 0.0° InLens WD = 3.7 mm5.00 kV 71.67 KXAperture Size = 30.00 µm
100 nm
545.7 nm
Figure 6.24: SEM of hexagonal photonic crystal of rods define by three-beam-interference
lithography. Shipley 1813 positive photoresist is defined by a −C(3)3 interference pattern,
developed, substrate etched, resist removed and copper sputtered. a = 545.7 nm, r ≈
0.16a ≈ 87 nm
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Stage at T = 0.0° InLens WD = 1.9 mm5.00 kV 18.79 KXAperture Size = 30.00 µm
1 µm
545.7 nm
Figure 6.25: SEM of hexagonal photonic crystal of holes define by three-beam-
interference lithography. Shipley 1813 positive photoresist is defined by a +C(3)3 interference
pattern, developed, and copper sputtered. a = 545.7 nm, r ≈ 0.30a ≈ 166 nm
and Table 6.2 for +C(3)3 Shipley 1813), and the processing procedures were applied to the
sample. Strong diffraction of ambient light is observed with the naked eyed before and after
the sample is coated with a thin layer of copper. Figure 6.25 shows the SEM of a hexagonal
photonic crystal of holes. Like the one-dimensional grating discussed previously, step 10
and 11 are skipped, and the developed photoresist is sputter with copper. Figure 6.26 shows
an SEM of a similarly fabricated sample, however, steps 10 and 11 are executed and the
resulting fused silica structure is copper sputtered and imaged.
Finally, a hexagonal lattice of rods with p6m plane group symmetry are fabricated with
a lattice constant of 545.7 nm in a negative resist. From Sec. 6.4.2, a high contrast in-
terference pattern is produced using the multi-beam interference configuration (using the
parameters in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 for +C(3)3 Futurrex NR7-1500p), and the processing
procedures were applied to the sample. Strong diffraction of ambient light is observed with
the naked eyed before and after the sample is coated with a thin layer of copper. Figure
6.27 shows the SEM of a hexagonal photonic crystal of rods. Like the one-dimensional
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Stage at T = 37.0° InLens WD = 7.2 mm5.00 kV 20.30 KXAperture Size = 30.00 µm
1 µm
545.7 nm
Figure 6.26: SEM of hexagonal photonic crystal of holes define by three-beam-
interference lithography. Shipley 1813 positive photoresist is defined by a +C(3)3 interference
pattern, developed, substrate etched, resist removed and copper sputtered. a = 545.7 nm,
r ≈ 0.31a ≈ 171 nm
Stage at T = 0.0° InLens WD = 2.8 mm5.00 kV 10.22 KXAperture Size = 30.00 µm
1 µm
545.7 nm
Figure 6.27: SEM of hexagonal photonic crystal of holes define by three-beam-
interference lithography. Futurrex NR7-1500p negative photoresist is defined by a +C(3)3
interference pattern, developed, and copper sputtered. a = 545.7 nm, r ≈ 0.34a ≈ 188 nm
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Stage at T = 0.0° InLens WD = 2.0 mm5.00 kV 11.32 KXAperture Size = 30.00 µm
1 µm
545.7 nm
Figure 6.28: SEM of hexagonal photonic crystal of holes define by three-beam-
interference lithography. Futurrex NR7-1500p negative photoresist is defined by a +C(3)3
interference pattern, developed, and copper sputtered. a = 545.7 nm, r ≈ 0.40a ≈ 219 nm
grating discussed previously, step 10 and 11 are skipped, and the developed photoresist is
sputtered with copper. Figure 6.28 shows an SEM of a similarly fabricated sample. In this
case, a large area (≈ 1 cm2) photonic crystal is fabricated by expanding each of the record-
ing beams. This is facilitated by positioning a diverging lens (fused silica, plano-concave
lens with a -50 mm effective focal length) between mirror M2 and the sample for beam 1,
beam steerer BS and the sample plane for beam 2, and mirror M3 and the sample plane
for beam 3 such that each beam impinges a spot size with a diameter of ≈ 1.13 cm on
the sample plane and adjusting the exposure time to 2 seconds. This results in a photonic
crystal with approximately one billion rods.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, a configuration for performing three-beam-interference lithography was
described. Given the general configuration presented here, design plots illustrating the re-
lationships between critical experimental configuration parameters were presented. Within
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these plot, areas of experimental feasibility are highlighted to depict the extent of photonic
crystals possible. A real-time monitoring system was also described. By incorporating a
microscope objective and a CCD camera, interference patterns can be viewed in real time.
This ability facilitates stability analysis and allows designers to verify theoretical concepts
without having to perform a more time-consuming fabrication process. Multiple structures
were fabricated and imaged using SEM. It is proven that MBIL can be successfully used
in both positive and negative resists, both types of interference patterns can be used sim-
ilarly to light- and dark-field masks, and large photonic crystals are possible. Also, the
rod or hole diameter can be fine tuned by adjusted the exposure dosage. Finally, a brief
description of silicon double inversion is presented as a starting point for the integration of




The objective of this thesis has been to develop a multi-beam-interference-based method-
ology for the fabrication of photonic crystal structures. Using multi-beam-interference
lithography (MBIL), photonic crystal structures are defined lithographically in photosensi-
tive materials. The resulting structures are defined by the intensity contours of the interfer-
ence patterns. This has been accomplished in the context of the interference of three and
four monochromatic, linearly polarized plane waves including modeling of band structures
and fabricating photonic crystal structures. In this chapter, the main accomplishments are
summarized and potential areas of future research are discussed.
7.1 Summary of Results
7.1.1 Modeling Three-Beam Interference
An expression for the interference of N linearly polarized, monochromatic plane waves was
developed as a basis for analysis of both three- and four-beam interference. This detailed
derivation also clarified some discrepancies that have appeared in the literature. While the
functional form of the expressions in the literature and those in this thesis are the same,
the precise descriptions of the various terms has previously been ambiguous from source to
source. The derivation in this thesis begins with a description of a single plane wave, and
proceeds to two and multi-beam interference. In terms of three-beam interference, a proce-
dure for calculating the necessary recording wavevectors to produce an interference pattern
with a specified translational symmetry was given. This procedure clearly demonstrates
that the choice in primitive basis vectors can have a profound effect on the resulting inter-
ference pattern. In fact, given a lattice periodicity, there exists an infinite set of recording
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wavevectors that will produce an interference pattern with the given translational symme-
try. A clarified, unified terminology for the description of conditions for lithographically
useful interference patterns (high contrast and localized intensity extrema) as the condi-
tions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts was introduced. Based on the
present research, a symbolic designation C(m)n is introduced to differentiate between the
various conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts. The quantity n is
the total number of interfering beams and m the number of nonzero interference coeffi-
cients (number of interfering-beam pairs). Consequently, the resulting non-zero interfer-
ence coefficients Vi j are denoted by V
(m)
n similarly. By satisfying one of these conditions
during the optimization of absolute contrast, the plane wave parameters required to pro-
duce a lithographically useful interference pattern can be calculated. A detailed description
of the optimization method used to maximize contrast (using the method of Lagrangian
multipliers) is included in Appendix A. This Appendix describes two formulations of the
Lagrangian functions used to perform the optimizations in this thesis. An enhanced for-
mulation developed in this thesis was shown to improve significantly both processing time
and numerical stability. Within the scope of three-beam interference, it was found that two
conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts exist. Each results in in-
terference patterns with different intensity extrema locations which, in turn, have a direct
impact on the plane group symmetry of the interference pattern. Within the scope of the
conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts, two fundamentally differ-
ent interference patterns result. These types of interference patterns are determined by the
sign of the interference coefficient, V (m)n . The sign determines whether an intensity maxima
(V (m)n > 0) or minima (V
(m)
n < 0) is located at the r = 0 lattice point. Additionally, the
subordinate conditions for unity absolute contrast for each condition are specified. Within
the subordinate conditions for unity absolute contrast, it was found that for +C(3)3 interfer-
ence patterns, this condition cannot always be satisfied. In fact, it can only be satisfied if
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all three polarizations are collinear which equates to the three recording wavevectors be-
ing coplanar. Unfortunately, this arrangement is experimentally impractical in most cases.
However, for the −C(3)3 and C
(2)
3 interference patterns, the subordinate conditions for unity
absolute contrast can always be satisfied given an arbitrary configuration of the recording
wavevectors. The totality of constraints on the plane wave parameters to produce the five
of seventeen plane groups possible with three-beam interference was also given.
7.1.2 Modeling Four-Beam Interference
As in the three-beam case, a procedure for calculating the necessary recording wavevec-
tors to produce an interference pattern with a specified translational symmetry was given.
Again, a clarified, unified terminology for the description of lithographically useful inter-
ference patterns as the conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts was
introduced. By satisfying one of these conditions during the optimization of absolute con-
trast, the plane wave parameters required to produce a lithographically useful interference
pattern can be calculated. Within the scope of four-beam interference, it was found that
four conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts exist. Additionally,
the subordinate conditions for unity absolute contrast for each condition are specified. Un-
like the two-dimensional case, none of these subordinate conditions can always be satisfied;
however, for the lattices treated here, a few are satisfied. Specifically, these are the cubic
lattice defined by a −C(6)4 interference pattern, the body-centered cubic lattice defined by a
−C(6)4 interference pattern, and a face-centered cubic defined by a
+C(5)4 interference pattern.
For each condition, three different lattices are analyzed: the simple cubic, the face-centered
cubic, and the body-centered cubic. For each lattice and each condition, an example is
given, contrast is optimized, and the resulting plane wave parameters are calculated. For
the simple cubic lattice, the optimized absolute contrast ranges from 0.5 when satisfying
+C(6)4 to unity absolute contrast when satisfying
−C(6)4 . For the face-centered cubic lattice,
the optimized absolute contrast ranges from 0.2599 when satisfying −C(6)4 to unity absolute
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contrast when satisfying +C(5)4 . For the body-centered cubic lattice, the optimized absolute
contrast ranges from 0.5 when satisfying +C(6)4 to unity absolute contrast when satisfying
−C(6)4 .
7.1.3 Theoretical Performance of Two-Dimensional Photonic Crystal Structures
The method used to calculate the band structures within this thesis is introduced and ex-
plained. The modeling in this thesis utilized the MIT Photonic Bands software package to
perform these calculations. The convention for TE and TM polarizations in two-dimensions
is given in order to be consistent with the majority of literature and to clarify other polar-
ization notations that appear in the literature. Two different two-dimensional lattices are
analyzed: the square lattice and the hexagonal lattice. These lattices are modeled as circu-
lar holes/rods or are defined by the intensity contours of a three-beam-interference pattern.
Using the design parameters of the normalized radius or the normalized intensity contour
value, band gap maps are calculated and presented. These band gap maps are produced by
calculating the band structures of lattices using a range of normalized radii or normalized
intensity contours. Frequency ranges are highlighted within these ranges to illustrate when
lattices exhibit TE, TM, or complete band gaps.
There is no significant reduction in the size of the TE band gaps of lattices of circular
holes or rods when compared to similar structures fabricated via MBIL. Overall, there is no
more than a 5% reduction in band gap size. In fact, the band gap of a square lattice of rods
defined via multi-beam interference is 320% larger (from 3.86% to 16.22%) compared
to the band gap of the square lattice of circular rods. There is, however, a significant
reduction in the size of the TM band gap of a MBIL-defined square lattice of holes (39.61%)
compared to the square lattice circular holes (5.77%). A square lattice interference pattern
with p4m symmetry cannot replicate the larger radii that are required for the larger band
gaps. There is a significant improvement (31% larger) with an MBIL-defined hexagonal
lattice of holes (30.62%) compared to the hexagonal lattice of circular holes (23.37%).
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Complete band gaps were also found for both lattices of circular holes and those defined
by multi-beam interference for both the square and hexagonal lattices. The square lattice
of holes defined by multi-beam interference was 18% larger (from 4.80% to 5.66%) while
the hexagonal lattice of holes defined by multi-beam interference was 1% smaller (from
19.55% to 19.31%). Interestingly, while no complete band gap exists for a square lattice
of circular rods, a band gap of 5.66% exists when this lattice is defined by multi-beam
interference.
It has been noted that the MBIL-defined structures more closely resemble the circular
structures at relatively small values of normalized intensity. This is because the intensity
contours approach the circular case as Inrm approaches 0. There are four specific cases when
the lattices with the maximum band gap are made up of circular holes or rods with relatively
small normalized radii. The corresponding MBIL-defined lattices exhibit nearly identical
band gap sizes, area fill factors, and normalized mid gap frequencies. This occurs for the
square lattice of rods (TM), hexagonal lattice of rods (TE and TM), and the hexagonal
lattice of holes (TE).
7.1.4 Theoretical Performance of Three-Dimensional Photonic Crystal Structures
The band structures of three-dimensional photonic crystal structures were calculated in a
similar manner as was used to calculate the band structures of the two-dimensional pho-
tonic crystal structures. Three different lattices were analyzed: the simple cubic, the face-
centered cubic, and the body-centered cubic. Unlike the two-dimensional cases, there are
relatively few structures that can produce a complete band gap and even fewer that are di-
rectly experimentally feasible. For this reason, band gap maps for each lattice are modeled
as spherical masses/vacancies (6 band gap maps) and those defined by multi-beam interfer-
ence satisfying each of the conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts
(24 band gap maps). This amounts to the calculation of 30 band gaps maps, where the 24
band gap maps originate from the three lattices, the four different conditions (C(m)n ), and
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the two different types of interference patterns within each condition (±C(m)n ). Only five
combinations produced a band gap: the simple cubic lattice of spherical vacancies, the
simple cubic lattice of masses defined by a C(3)4 interference pattern, the face-centered cu-
bic lattice of spherical vacancies, the face-centered cubic lattice of masses defined by a C(3)4
interference pattern, and the body-centered cubic lattice of spherical vacancies. Unlike the
two-dimensional cases presented in this thesis, none of the MBIL-defined structures that
exhibit the maximum band gap size resemble those lattices composed of spherical masses
or vacancies that exhibit the maximum band gap size. While a body-centered cubic lattice
of spherical vacancies can posses a band gap (albeit a small one of 1.56%), the correspond-
ing MBIL-defined structures do not possess a band gap. The fact that the MBIL-defined
cubic lattice defined by a C(3)4 interference pattern has the same group symmetry as the cu-
bic lattice of spherical vacancies and the lattice of spherical vacancies possesses a band gap
(7.29%), it is expected that the corresponding MBIL-defined structure will possess a band
gap as well. Interestingly, an increase of ∼ 73% in band gap size from 7.29% to 12.6% was
found.
7.1.5 Fabrication of Photonic Crystals Defined by Multi-Beam-Interference Lithog-
raphy
The fabrication apparatus and procedures used to fabricate two-dimensional photonic crys-
tals via three-beam interference was presented. The three-beam-interference configuration
was designed and constructed with a focus on phase front quality, reduction of unwanted
reflections, stability, and design versatility. This was accomplished, in part, through a num-
ber of custom fabricated opto-mechanics, sample mount, and sample chucks. The operation
of the polarization optics required for complete control of the polarization and intensity of
each interfering beam is analyzed. By integrating the appropriate number of variable-ratio
beamslitters with output linear polarization control, a single linearly polarized laser beam
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can be split multiple times while maintaining individual control over the plane wave prop-
erties of each beam. A real-time monitoring capability was integrated within the multi-
beam-interference configuration, which enabled stability analysis and verification of the-
oretical concepts without fabrication. This is accomplished by placing an objective at the
sample plane such that the interfering beams enter at the front lens assembly. A digital
CCD camera is placed after the mounting threads some distance away such that the CCD
array is illuminated by all three recording beams. Specific alignment procedures for the
one-dimensional grating, two-dimensional square lattice, and two-dimensional hexagonal
lattice are presented. These procedures include design plots that illustrate the relationships
between critical experimental configuration parameters to aid in the rough alignment of the
optical components. Alignment cards, specific to the lattices, are then used for fine align-
ment of the recording beams. These are used in conjunction with a mirror placed in the
sample plane at the sample spot. The correct alignment is verified when reflected beams
are projected onto the corresponding alignment marks. After beam alignment, the intensi-
ties and polarizations of each beam are adjusted to correspond to the optimized plane wave
parameters given by the contrast maximization condition. For the square and hexagonal
lattices with lattice constants of a = 1.5λ, all experimental parameters are given for multi-
ple process conditions. These process conditions include both positive (Shipley 1813) and
negative (Futurrex NR-7 1500p) resists and, when applicable, both fundamental types of
interference patterns (V (m)n > 0 and V
(m)
n < 0). A number of hexagonal lattices were fab-
ricated. The required processing steps were presented for both negative and positive tone
photoresists. Resulting structures included copper sputtered photoresist and copper sput-
tered RIE etched fused silica. Hexagonal lattices fabricated using a positive resist (Shipley
1813) have rods and holes ranging in radius from 63 nm to 171 nm. Additionally a large
area photonic crystal was defined using a negative resist (Futurrex NR-7 1500p) with an
estimated area of ≈ 1 cm2 corresponding to 1 × 109 lattice points.
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7.2 Future Research
In order to realize the potential of multi-beam-interference lithography as a method for fab-
ricating photonic crystal structures, further research is required. Several potential avenues
of research are highlighted in the following sections.
7.2.1 Photo Mask
Research to date has not focused on methodologies for the large-scale, cost-effective inte-
gration of the PC-based devices into manufacturable dense integrated photonic circuits and
systems (DIPCS). Photonic crystal technology has the potential to provide smaller, faster,
less expensive, and higher-reliability devices. Additionally the processing required to fabri-
cate these devices will be more reproducible with single substrate, monolithic fabrication.
While multi-beam-interference lithography (MBIL) represents a promising methodology
for the fabrication of PC structures, it lacks in the ability to produce PC-based integrated
photonic circuits. The emphasis of future research should be to develop a methodology for
the fabrication and integration of a multiplicity of photonic crystal devices and structures,
in parallel, across an entire wafer based on a photo-mask implementation of multi-beam-
interference lithography. The present research targeted the needed description of MBIL
as an enabling initial step. By utilizing diffractive elements, a photo-mask would be able
to combine both MBIL and conventional lithography techniques into a single fabrication
technology while taking advantage of the inherent positive attributes of both.
This new approach for fabricating photonic crystal structures and devices would be
based on a unique interferometric photo-mask that produces customized beams at vari-
ous locations across a wafer to expose and define the desired two- and three-dimensional
interference patterns [99–101]. The new photo-mask would thus implement multi-beam-
interference lithography without the necessity of painstakingly aligning and maintaining
several laser beams while retaining the positive aspects and process options inherent with
MBIL. In this new methodology, a simple single collimated laser beam would generate
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the needed beams in a single step. In previously published research, only isolated in-
dividual photonic crystal structures were produced via MBIL. These include microring
resonators [12–15, 102], Mach-Zehnder interferometers [103], wavelength-division mul-
tiplexing [23], waveguides [10, 11], delay lines [104], filters [15–17], waveguide cou-
plers [18–21], directional couplers [22], antennas [24], switches [25], and sensors [26].
These individual devices can provide the functions needed in many optical-based circuits
and systems previously provided by the hybrid integration of bulk optical components. By
integrating these PC devices on a single wafer, the cost and size of these optical-based cir-
cuits can be drastically decreased. The physical configuration of such elementary devices
and how they could possibly be designed using photonic crystal technology is illustrated in
Fig. 7.1. However, there has been little effort to integrate multiple devices together, such as
those in Fig. 7.1 to make a practical PC circuit or system.
The future research described here would extend previous work by introducing a photo-
mask that produces a multiplicity of PC structures and devices over a large wafer-scale
size area. A schematic of such a photo-mask is shown in Fig. 7.2. The photo-mask, as
illustrated, incorporates both MBIL and conventional lithography by utilizing integrated
diffractive optics in the top layer. Each individual diffractive optic corresponds to a cus-
tomized beam used to perform MBIL. Using a commercial photopolymer such as InPhase
Technology’s Tapestry media, multiple diffractive elements can be multiplexed at a single
location to produce the required recording beams. Retardation and absorption layers can be
incorporated to control the polarization and intensity of each recording beam. Two or more
diffracted beams travel through the propagation layer of the mask and the resulting interfer-
ence pattern is projected onto the photosensitive material. A chrome (or similarly opaque
material) layer further defines the intensity pattern by extent and, if needed, individual com-
ponents. The components introduced by the photo-mask in Fig. 7.2 represents the DIPCS
of an optical arbitration network used in a dense wavelength division multiplexed-based
(DWDM-based) nanophotonic interconnect network for a high-performance many-core
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(a)  Waveguide (b)  Ninety-degree waveguide bend
(c)  Directional coupler (d)  Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(e)  Ring resonator (f )  Wavelength-selective grating
(g)  One-to-three splitter (h)  Resonant filter
Figure 7.1: Layout configurations of photonic crystal devices
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processor [105]. This particular DIPCS consists of many micro-ring resonators. Larger
DIPCS can be realized with this design by incorporating more sets of diffractive elements
and chrome mask areas within the same mask. Other DIPCS that could be potentially real-
ized using photonic crystal technology and fabricated using a photo-mask include an optical
network with interleaved waveband switching modulation [106], platform for wavelength-
hopping time-spreading optical code division multiple access (CDMA) network [107],
four-node 102-Gb/s fast frequency-hopping time-spreading optical CDMA network [108],
and an all optical CDMA code drop unit for transparent ring networks [109]. As the spatial
bandwidth of the diffractive layer is used, diffractive elements can be properly designed to
overlap each other if needed to produce the desired recording beams. The dynamic range
of most candidate recording materials is easily sufficient to accommodate the multiplexed
gratings. Less complex designs would incorporate fewer and larger diffractive elements to
illuminate larger areas of photosensitive material. Many more (or more complex) chrome
mask areas could be illuminated by just these few diffractive elements.
The process flow of such a photo-mask needs to be carefully considered. As the pairing
of light- and dark-field masks to positive- and negative-tone resists has a large impact on the
process parameters, so does the design of the photo-mask and the photosensitive material.
Given the design in Fig. 7.2, the bottom chrome mask layer can be considered a light-
field mask (meaning that the individual components are defined by areas of low intensity).
Given the discussion of the impact of the sign of the interference coefficient of the resulting
interference pattern, four different process conditions need to be considered. These are
defined by the type of interference pattern produced by the diffractive elements and the
tone of the photoresist. Figure 7.3 summarizes the four process conditions by illustrating a
waveguide introduced by the chrome mask to a two-dimensional interference pattern with
p6m plane group symmetry (hexagonal lattice). Given this simple example, the process
shown in Fig. 7.3(a), based on a positive photoresist coupled with a photo-mask capable of













Optical network structure fabricated 
via MBIL-based photo-mask
WaveguideResonator
Figure 7.2: (a) General structure of the MBIL-based photo-mask. Diffractive, retarda-
tion, and absorption layers control the recording beams (b) Resulting optical arbitration
network structure used in a DWDM-based nanophotonic interconnect network for a high-
performance many-core processor [105].
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Figure 7.3: Four different process combinations of photoresist and type of interference
pattern for use with photo-mask methodology for defining a waveguide in a hexagonal
lattice. Each subfigure depicts the defined photoresist and resulting structure after devel-
opment and etching into substrate. (a) Positive-tone photoresist exposed to a hexagonal
inference pattern with a positive interference coefficient (+C(3)3 ) (b) Positive-tone/negative
interference coefficient (−C(3)3 ) (c) Negative-tone/positive interference coefficient (
+C(3)3 ) (d)
Negative-tone/negative interference coefficient (−C(3)3 )
most published PC devices. However, the other processes may very well hold significance
in other areas. More complicated devices can be fabricated using this process and photo-
masks like that illustrated in Fig. 7.2.
Three-dimensional structures can be fabricated with a minimum of four diffractive el-
ements. Unlike the two-dimensional case, the three-dimensional structures defined in the
photosensitive material cannot simply be patterned into the substrate using common etch-
ing techniques. There exists impressive processing techniques that have been invented that
solve this very problem. Tetreault has demonstrated silicon single and double inversion
techniques [110]. After a three-dimensional (or two-dimensional) polymer template has
been fabricated, a silicon single or double inversion can be grown on the substrate. The
process involves the following steps:
1. Fabrication of the polymer template.
2. Full SiO2 infiltration by way of layer-by-layer chemical vapor deposition (CVD).
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3. Anisotropic reactive-ion etching (RIE) of the top SiO2 overlayer to uncover the poly-
mer template.
4. Removal of the polymer template by O2 plasma etching or calcination in air to obtain
the SiO2 inverse of the original polymer structure.
5. Re-infiltration of the SiO2 inverse by SiO2 CVD to fine-tune the filling fraction.
6. Si infiltration of the structure by low-pressure CVD.
7. Removal of SiO2 inverse by chemical etching in an aqueous HF solution to obtain
the Si replica.
Silicon double inversion is a CMOS compatible, versatile, and scalable method for the fab-
rication of high refractive index contrast replicas of three-dimensional polymer templates
made by the MBIL-based photo-mask.
The photo-mask described in this thesis can be integrated into systems very much like
conventional mask aligners. The mask aligner systems that will utilize the photo-mask
will need illumination systems that provide light with sufficiently high coherence lengths
(dependent upon the width of the propagation region). The light source can originate from
a number of sources including sufficiently large-cavity-length lasers and properly filtered
arc lamps. Regardless, very little will change in the mechanics and configuration of such a
mask-aligner making integration into existing CMOS processes seamless.
7.2.1.1 Proposed Statement of Future Work
The work in this thesis has been partially supported by the National Science Foundation
(NSF) and will continue to be supported under the same research grant in order to develop
a systematic methodology for the fabrication and integration of a multiplicity of photonic
crystal device structures, in parallel, across an entire wafer [111]. This will fulfill the need
for an increased design space for PC structures and the need for a fabrication and integration
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method to enable PC-based optoelectronic circuits to be manufactured massively in parallel
over a large area. The proposed work consists of
1. Development of models describing the contrast ratios and resulting interference pat-
terns as a function of wavevectors, polarizations, and intensities needed to produce all
five 2-D Bravais lattices and all seventeen 2-D crystallographic space groups (three
interfering beams).
2. Development of models describing the contrast ratios and resulting interference pat-
terns as a function of wavevectors, polarizations, and intensities needed to produce
all fourteen 3-D Bravais lattices and all 230 3-D crystallographic space groups (four
interfering beams).
3. Development of photo-mask diffractive element designs for selected 2-D Bravais lat-
tice PC’s.
4. Development of photo-mask diffractive element designs for selected 3-D Bravais lat-
tice PC’s.
5. Development of material response models describing the exposure and subsequent
development of candidate negative photoresist type materials.
6. Development of material response models describing the exposure and subsequent
development of candidate positive photoresist type materials.
7. Development of material response models describing the “double inversion” tech-
nique of transforming photosensitive material lattice into a silicon lattice.
8. Electromagnetic optical performance analysis (band structure calculation) of the above
PC structures.
9. Fabrication, testing, and demonstration of prototype photo-masks for producing 2-D
photonic crystal structures.
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10. Fabrication, testing, and demonstration of prototype photo-masks for producing 3-D
photonic crystal structures.
11. Fabrication, testing, and demonstration of photo-masks for producing high-confinement
2-D PC waveguides.
12. Fabrication, testing, and demonstration of photo-masks for producing high-confinement
2-D PC nanoresonators.
13. Development of designs for photo-masks, including a mask spatial allocation sys-
tem, for the fabrication of an integrated PC circuit (e.g. coupler, waveguide, nanores-
onator).
Statement number 1 has been completed. Statement number 2 has been partially com-
pleted in terms of describing the conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal con-
trasts and providing a procedure for calculating the required recording wavevectors for all
Bravais lattices. This is an important enabling step to to describe the interference patterns
in terms of the crystallographic space group. Statement 8 has been partially completed.
However, band structure modeling should be readdressed once material response models
are developed within statements 5-7.
7.3 Concluding Remarks
Optical-based circuits will continue to be an integral part of communication [94, 106, 107,
109, 112, 113], computation [114–117], interconnection [118, 119], and sensor systems
[120–134]. Traditionally these systems are built upon bulk optical components coupled
together to perform these functions. These bulk components can include fiber for routing,
microring resonators for optical add/drop, arrayed waveguide gratings for (de)multiplexing,
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fiber coils for delay lines, and Mach-Zehnder interferometers for sensing. Integrated ver-
sions of these systems into compact optical circuits and packages would produce less ex-
pense and higher reliability. Throughout microelectronic history, smaller size and integra-
tion has always produced these advantages. Photonic-crystal-based integrated circuits have
the potential to offer a platform for this integration. In fact, many of the optical circuits
used in these systems have already been designed, modeled, and fabricated using pho-
tonic crystal technology. These include microring resonators [12–15, 102], Mach-Zehnder
interferometers [103], wavelength-division multiplexing [23], waveguides [10, 11], delay
lines [104], filters [15–17], waveguide couplers [18–21], directional couplers [22], anten-
nas [24], switches [25], and sensors [26]. All of these components are possible because of
the unique phenomena that photonic crystals possess (photonic bandgap, superprism effect,
negative refraction, negative diffraction, slow light). In most cases, these result in smaller
devices sizes compared to their conventional counterparts, which, in turn, translates to
faster speeds. By integrating these photonic crystal-based devices into monolithically fab-
ricated photonic circuits, the communication, computations, interconnection, and sensor
systems will be less expensive and more reliable.
Utilizing a photo-mask to perform the fabrication offers a number of potential advan-
tages over conventional fabrication. These include the reduction of the number of masks in
a mask set due to the ease at which multi-beam interference can be interchanged between
“light-” and “dark-field” patterns and the ability to use conventional i-line mask aligners for
exposure. The proposed research increases the design space for PC structures and provides
a fabrication and integration method to enable PC-based optoelectronic circuits to be man-
ufactured massively in parallel. This will pave the way for truly dense integrated photonic
circuits and systems. In turn, DIPCS offer the potential to revolutionize functions such as
interconnection, communication, image acquisition, image processing, image recognition,
A-to-D conversion, control, and bio/chem-sensing. Further, the resulting DIPCS would be
very compact in size and could be integrated with conventional microelectronics.
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7.4 Summary
The main objectives and the major contributions of the research presented in this thesis
were reviewed and summarized. Potential avenues of research were highlighted for both
near- and long-term efforts.
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APPENDIX A
MAXIMIZATION OF CONTRAST VIA NONLINEAR
OPTIMIZATION
In order to maximize the absolute contrast, an objective function must be maximized (or
minimized) under constraints given by the physical problem and by each condition for
primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts. In the most general of terms, this prob-
lem will have 9 variables and 6 constraint equations for C(3)3 , 9 variables and 7 constraint




4 , and C
(4)
4 , and 12
variables and 11 constraint equations for C(3)4 . The 9 variables in three-beam interference
and 12 variables in four-beam interference are the Cartesian coordinates that describe each
of the polarization vectors as
êi = (ei,x, ei,y, ei,z) . (A.1)







i,z = 1 (A.2)
and be orthogonal to its corresponding wavevector. That is,
êi · ki = ei,xki,x + ei,yki,y + ei,zki,z = 0 (A.3)
where the wavevector is
ki = (ki,x, ki,y, ki,z) . (A.4)
Equations (A.2) and (A.3) constitute 6 of the constraint equations for three-beam inter-
ference and 8 of the constraint equations for four-beam interference (2 for each recording
wavevector). The remaining constraint equations are determined by the specific condition
for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts in Eq. (2.44) for C(2)3 , Eq. (3.14) for
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C(6)4 , Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) for C
(5)
4 , Eq. (3.35) for C
(4)
4 , and Eq. (3.47) for C
(3)
4 . The ob-
jective function is the absolute contrast. It is calculated in terms of these variables and
maximized under the constraint equations.
A.1 Lagrange Multipliers
A commonly used strategy for solving constrained optimization problems is the method of
Lagrange multipliers. Given the objective function to be minimized or maximized
f (x1, . . . , xn) (A.5)
subject to the constraint equations
g1 (x1, . . . , xn) = c1
... (A.6)
gm (x1, . . . , xn) = cm
the Lagrangian function is written as
Λ (x1, . . . , xn, λ1, . . . , λm) = f (x1, . . . , xn) +
m∑
k=1
λk (gk (x1, . . . , xn) − ck) (A.7)
with the introduction of m Lagrange multipliers (λi). A subset of the stationary points of
this unconstrained function, given by
∇Λ = 0, (A.8)
are the solutions to the constrained optimization problem given by Eqs. A.5 and A.6. As de-
scribed above, the constrained optimization for maximizing absolute contrast results in the
Lagrangian functions for each condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal con-
trasts given in the next sections.
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A.2 General Formulation of Lagrangian Functions for Conditions for
Primitive-Lattice-Vector-Direction Equal Contrasts
The following Lagrangian functions are a function of the Cartesian coordinates of the po-
larization vectors ei,x, ei,y, and ei,z and the Lagrangian multipliers λk. For simplicity, the po-
larization efficiency factors ei j are used to express these functions, however, the efficiency
factors are functions of the polarization vectors as well, given by
ei j = êi · ê j = ei,xe j,x + ei,ye j,y + ei,ze j,z . (A.9)
A.2.1 C(3)3
The formulation of the Lagragian function for maximizing absolute contrast for C(3)3 con-
sists of an objective function with 9 variables and 6 constraint equations. This yields a
Lagrangian function of 15 variables (constituting 6 Lagrange multipliers). The resulting
Lagrangian function, consequently, is as follows:
Λ
(












λk(|êi| − 1) +
3∑
k=1
λk+3êi · ki (A.10)
A.2.2 C(2)3
The formulation of the Lagragian function for maximizing absolute contrast for C(2)3 con-
sists of an objective function with 9 variables and 7 constraint equations. This yields a
Lagrangian function of 16 variables (constituting 7 Lagrange multipliers). The resulting
Lagrangian function, consequently, is as follows:
Λ
(










λk(|êi| − 1) +
3∑
k=1
λk+3êi · ki + λ7e23 (A.11)
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A.2.3 C(6)4
The formulation of the Lagragian function for maximizing absolute contrast for C(6)4 con-
sists of an objective function with 12 variables and 10 constraint equations. This yields a
Lagrangian function of 22 variables (constituting 10 Lagrange multipliers). The resulting
Lagrangian function, consequently, is as follows:
Λ
(






















+ λ9(e12e34 − e13e24) + λ10(e12e34 − e14e23) (A.12)
A.2.4 C(5)4
The formulation of the Lagragian function for maximizing absolute contrast for C(5)4 con-
sists of an objective function with 12 variables and 10 constraint equations. This yields a
Lagrangian function of 22 variables (constituting 10 Lagrange multipliers). The resulting
Lagrangian function, consequently, is as follows:
Λ
(






















+ λ9(e13e24 − e14e23) + λ10e34 (A.13)
A.2.5 C(4)4
The formulation of the Lagragian function for maximizing absolute contrast for C(4)4 con-
sists of an objective function with 12 variables and 10 constraint equations. This yields a
Lagrangian function of 22 variables (constituting 10 Lagrange multipliers). The resulting
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Lagrangian function, consequently, is as follows:
Λ
(






















+ λ9e24 + λ10e34 (A.14)
A.2.6 C(3)4
The formulation of the Lagragian function for maximizing absolute contrast for C(3)4 con-
sists of an objective function with 12 variables and 11 constraint equations. This yields a
Lagrangian function of 23 variables (constituting 11 Lagrange multipliers). The resulting
Lagrangian function, consequently, is as follows:
Λ
(






















+ λ9e23 + λ10e24 + λ11e34 (A.15)
A.3 Enhanced Formulation of Lagrangian Functions for Conditions for
Primitive-Lattice-Vector-Direction Equal Contrasts
The present work, however, utilizes a different approach that incorporates an objective
function of only 4 variables with no more than 3 constraint equations. The 4 variables are
counter-clockwise angular rotations (when looking anti-parallel to the wavevector ki), ψz,i,
of the vector
êz0,i = ẑ × ki (A.16)
about ki which describes the polarization vector, êi, for the wavevector ki. This is accom-
plished by applying 5 rotational transformations to êz0,i. This results in the vectors
êi = Rz(−φ)Ry(−θ)Rz(−ψz,i)Ry(θ)Rz(φ)êz0,i (A.17)
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The rotational matrices for the counter-clockwise rotations of the x-, y-, and z-axes as










cos β 0 − sin β
0 1 0





cos γ sin γ 0




By definition, êz0,i and êi satisfy the orthogonality and normalization conditions, eliminating
the need to incorporate the 8 constraint equations given by Eqs. A.2 and A.3. The objective
function is then calculated in terms of these 4 variables and maximized under no more than
3 constraint equations given by each condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal
contrasts. This results in a Lagrangian function with a significant reduction in the number
of variables. This approach resulted in a quicker and more stable implementation of the
nonlinear optimization.
The following Lagrangian functions are a function of the angular rotations ψz,i of the
polarizations and the Lagrangian multipliers λk. For simplicity, the polarization efficiency
factors ei j are used to express these functions, however, the efficiency factors are functions
of the angular rotations as well. This is accomplished by applying Eq. A.17 to all four
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polarization vectors in Eq. A.16 to calculate the Cartesian coordinates of the polarization
vectors. The efficiency factors are then calculated in the same manner as in the general
formulation of Lagrangian functions in Eq. A.9.
A.3.1 C(3)3
The enhanced formulation of the Lagragian function for maximizing absolute contrast for
C(3)3 consists of an objective function with 4 variables and 0 constraint equations. This
yields a Lagrangian function of 4 variables (constituting 0 Lagrange multipliers). The
resulting Lagrangian function, consequently, is as follows:
Λ
(
ψz,1, · · · , ψz,3) = 2e12e13e23e212 + e213 + e223
(A.23)
A.3.2 C(2)3
The enhanced formulation of the Lagragian function for maximizing absolute contrast for
C(2)3 consists of an objective function with 3 variables and 1 constraint equation. This yields
a Lagrangian function of 4 variables (constituting 1 Lagrange multiplier). The resulting
Lagrangian function, consequently, is as follows:
Λ
(






The enhanced formulation of the Lagragian function for maximizing absolute contrast for
C(6)4 consists of an objective function with 4 variables and 2 constraint equations. This
yields a Lagrangian function of 6 variables (constituting 2 Lagrange multipliers). The
resulting Lagrangian function, consequently, is as follows:
Λ
(













+ λ1(e12e34 − e13e24) + λ2(e12e34 − e14e23) (A.25)
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A.3.4 C(5)4
The enhanced formulation of the Lagragian function for maximizing absolute contrast for
C(5)4 consists of an objective function with 4 variables and 2 constraint equations. This
yields a Lagrangian function of 6 variables (constituting 2 Lagrange multipliers). The
resulting Lagrangian function, consequently, is as follows:
Λ
(
ψz,1, · · · , ψz,4, λ1, λ2) = 2e12e13e23e212 + e213 + e223 + e212e223/e224
+ λ1(e13e24 − e14e23) + λ2e34 (A.26)
A.3.5 C(4)4
The enhanced formulation of the Lagragian function for maximizing absolute contrast for
C(4)4 consists of an objective function with 4 variables and 2 constraint equations. This
yields a Lagrangian function of 6 variables (constituting 2 Lagrange multipliers). The
resulting Lagrangian function, consequently, is as follows:
Λ
(
ψz,1, · · · , ψz,4, λ1, λ2) = 2e12e13e23e212 + e213 + e223 + e212e213/e214
+ λ1e24 + λ2e34 (A.27)
A.3.6 C(3)4
The enhanced formulation of the Lagragian function for maximizing absolute contrast for
C(3)4 consists of an objective function with 4 variables and 3 constraint equations. This
yields a Lagrangian function of 7 variables (constituting 3 Lagrange multipliers). The
resulting Lagrangian function, consequently, is as follows:
Λ
(
















Fully-vectorial eigenmodes of Maxwell’s equations with periodic boundary conditions were
computed by preconditioned conjugate-gradient minimization of the block Rayleigh quo-
tient in a planewave basis, using a freely available software package [89]. The MIT
Photonic-Bands (MPB) package is a free program for computing the band structures (dis-
persion relations) and electromagnetic modes of periodic dielectric structures, on both se-
rial and parallel computers. It incorporates a flexible, scriptable user interface based upon
the GNU Guile extension and scripting language. GNU Guile is essentially an interpreter
for the Scheme programming language which, as an extension language, gives access to the
user-definable aspects of the MIT Photonic-Bands software such as the spatial permittivity
function and the Bloch wavevector at which modes are calculated.
Within the MIT Photonic-Bands (MPB) package, all program variables are written in
terms of specific units and specific bases. While all of this information is available in its
entirety on the MIT Photonic-Bands website, a few notable points will be discussed here.
All spatial distances are written in terms of a fundamental length scale a. In the study of
photonic crystals, it is convenient to use the lattice constant as this distance. The three
lattice directions of the crystal (basis1, basis2, basis3), are specified in the Cartesian ba-
sis. The lengths of these vectors are ignored; only their directions have significance. The
lengths are determined by the basis-size property (given in terms of a). The resulting basis
vectors (constituting these magnitudes and directions) are then used as a basis for all other
spatial 3-vectors in the ctl file. The Bloch wavevectors listed in k-points are specified in
the basis of the reciprocal lattice vectors of the lattice. Functions included with the software
[(lattice->cartesian x), (cartesian->lattice x), (reciprocal->cartesian x),
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(cartesian->reciprocal x), (reciprocal->lattice x), (lattice->reciprocal x)] are used to con-
vert back and forth between the lattice, Cartesian, and reciprocal bases. It must be noted
that when written in the Cartesian basis, spatial vectors are specified in terms of a and
reciprocal vectors are specified in terms of 2π/a.
The following program listings are used to calculate the dispersion relations of photonic
crystals fabricated via multi-beam-interference lithography. Scripts used to model the lat-
tices of cylindrical rods and holes in two-dimensions and spherical masses and vacancies in
three-dimensions are also included. Each script can be used to model a single structure and
are included as a guide. Plots (such as the bandgap maps) included in this thesis require
modeling hundreds of different structures. This can be done by modifying the included
Guile code or utilizing bash scripts (used by the author). This is left as an exercise to the
interested reader.
B.1 Two-Dimensional Photonic Crystal Structures
The following Guile scripts model both square and hexagonal two-dimensional photonic
crystals. The MBIL fabricated photonic crystal structures are modeled by the interference
of three linearly-polarized plane waves. The structures are defined by the intensity contour
of an interference pattern that satisfies one of two conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-
direction equal contrasts.
B.1.1 Square Lattice Defined via MBIL
Listing B.1: Guile script for calculating band structures of a square lattice fabricated via
multi-beam-interference lithography.
1 ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;






(define a (vector3 1 0 0))
(define b (vector3 0 1 0))
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;Specify basis vectors and lattice size of computational/primitive unit cell
11 ;Note: basis1,basis2,basis3 are DIRECTION ONLY, magnitudes are set in basis-size
(set! geometry-lattice
(make lattice
(size 1 1 no-size)
(basis1 a)
16 (basis2 b)
(basis-size (vector3 1 1 no-size))))
;Specifies the computational grid resolution , in pixels per lattice unit
(set-param! resolution 32)
;Number of bands (eigenvectors) to compute at each k point
21 (set-param! num-bands 10)
;Dielectric constant is averaged over a "mesh" of points
(set! mesh-size 3)
;Number of k-points to interpolate between specified k-points
(define num-k-points 10)




;Normalized intensity contour defining structure (Intensity is normalized (0<I<1))
31 (define Ith 0.5)
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
;MPB required definitions and calculations
;Required basis vector
(define z (vector3 0 0 1))
36 ;Constant PI
(define pi (* 4 (atan 1)))
;Defines substrate material
(define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
;Calculates reciprocal lattice vectors
41 (define A (vector3* 2 (vector3* pi (vector3*
(/ 1 (vector3* a (vector3-cross b z))) (vector3-cross b z)))))
(define B (vector3* 2 (vector3* pi (vector3*
(/ 1 (vector3* a (vector3-cross b z))) (vector3-cross z a)))))
;Calculates spatial cosine wavevectors
46 (define G21 A)
(define G31 B)
(define G32 (vector3- B A))
;Critical points of irreducible Brillouin Zone
;expressed in the basis of reciprocal lattice vectors!
51 (define k1 (vector3 0 0 0)) ;Gamma
(define k2 (vector3 0 0.5 0)) ;X
(define k3 (vector3 0.5 0.5 0)) ;M
(define k4 (vector3 0 0 0)) ;Gamma
;List of Bloch wavevectors to compute bands,
56 (set! k-points (interpolate num-k-points (list k1 k2 k3 k1)))
;Normalized intensity function - Cˆ{(2)}_3
(define I-uc2 (lambda (p)
(set! p (lattice- >cartesian p))
(/ (+ (cos (vector3* G21 p)) (cos (vector3* G31 p)) 2) 4)))
61 ;Dielectric calculator (depends on flags)
(define eps-func (lambda (p)
(define Ip 0)
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(set! Ip (I-uc2 p))
(if (= Ith 0)
66 (make dielectric (epsilon (+ Ip 1)))
(if (= pr-type 1)
(if (> Ip Ith) substrate air)
(if (> Ip Ith) air substrate)))))
;Sets spatial permittivity function
71 (set! default-material
(make material-function (material-func eps-func)))




B.1.2 Hexagonal Lattice Defined via MBIL
Listing B.2: Guile script for calculating band structures of a hexagonal lattice fabricated
via multi-beam-interference lithography.
1 ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
;Control file for simulation of MBIL define 2D hexagonal lattice.
;Adjust parameters accordingly.




(define a (vector3 1 0 0))
9 (define b (vector3 -0.5 (/ (sqrt 3) 2) 0))
;Specify basis vectors and lattice size of computational/primitive unit cell
;Note: basis1,basis2,basis3 are DIRECTION ONLY, magnitudes are set in basis-size
(set! geometry-lattice
(make lattice
14 (size 1 1 no-size)
(basis1 a)
(basis2 b)
(basis-size (vector3 1 1 no-size))))
;Specifies the computational grid resolution , in pixels per lattice unit
19 (set-param! resolution 32)
;Number of bands (eigenvectors) to compute at each k point
(set-param! num-bands 10)
;Dielectric constant is averaged over a "mesh" of points
(set! mesh-size 3)
24 ;Number of k-points to interpolate between specified k-points
(define num-k-points 10)
;Processing Type---1-dielectric rods in air, 2-holes in dielectric
(define pr-type 1)
;Dielectric permittivity
29 (define eps 13)
;Normalized intensity contour defining structure (Intensity is normalized (0<I<1))
(define Ith 0.5)
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
;MPB required definitions and calculations
34 ;Required basis vector
(define z (vector3 0 0 1))
;Constant PI
(define pi (* 4 (atan 1)))
;Defines substrate material
39 (define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
;Calculates reciprocal lattice vectors
(define A (vector3* 2 (vector3* pi (vector3*
(/ 1 (vector3* a (vector3-cross b z))) (vector3-cross b z)))))
(define B (vector3* 2 (vector3* pi (vector3*
44 (/ 1 (vector3* a (vector3-cross b z))) (vector3-cross z a)))))
;Calculates spatial cosine wavevectors
(define G21 A)
(define G31 B)
(define G32 (vector3- B A))
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49 ;Critical points of irreducible Brillouin Zone
(define k1 (vector3 0 0 0)) ;Gamma
(define k2 (vector3 0 0.5 0)) ;M
(define k3 (vector3 (/ 1 3) (/ 1 3) 0)) ;K
(define k4 (vector3 0 0 0)) ;Gamma
54 ;List of Bloch wavevectors to compute bands,
;expressed in basis of reciprocal lattice vectors!
(set! k-points (interpolate num-k-points (list k1 k2 k3 k1)))
;Normalized intensity function - Cˆ{3}_3
(define I-uc1 (lambda (p)
59 (set! p (lattice->cartesian p))
(/ (+ (cos (vector3* G21 p))
(cos (vector3* G31 p))
(cos (vector3* G32 p)) 1.5) 4.5)))
;Dielectric calculator
64 (define eps-func (lambda (p)
(define Ip 0)
(set! Ip (I-uc1 p))
(if (= Ith 0)
(make dielectric (epsilon (+ Ip 1)))
69 (if (= pr-type 1)
(if (> Ip Ith) substrate air)
(if (> Ip Ith) air substrate)))))
;Sets spatial permittivity function
(set! default-material
74 (make material-function (material-func eps-func)))




B.1.3 Square Lattice of Cylindrical Rods/Holes
Listing B.3: Guile script for calculating band structures of a square lattice of cylindrical
rods/holes.
1 ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;





7 ;Primitive Lattice Vectors
(define a (vector3 1 0 0))
(define b (vector3 0 1 0))
;Specify basis vectors and lattice size of computational/primitive unit cell
;Note: basis1,basis2,basis3 are DIRECTION ONLY, magnitudes are set in basis-size
12 (set! geometry-lattice
(make lattice
(size 1 1 no-size)
(basis1 a)
(basis2 b)
17 (basis-size (vector3 1 1 no-size))))
;Specifies the computational grid resolution , in pixels per lattice unit
(set-param! resolution 32)
;Number of bands (eigenvectors) to compute at each k point
(set-param! num-bands 10)
22 ;Dielectric constant is averaged over a "mesh" of points
(set! mesh-size 3)
;Number of k-points to interpolate between specified k-points
(define num-k-points 10)
;Processing Type---1-dielectric rods in air, 2-holes in dielectric
27 (define pr-type 1)
;Dielectric permittivity
(define eps 13)
;Define radius of cylindrical rods/holes
(define r 0.5)
32 ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
;MPB required definitions and calculations
;Defines substrate material
(define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
;Critical points of irreducible Brillouin Zone
37 (define k1 (vector3 0 0 0)) ;Gamma
(define k2 (vector3 0 0.5 0)) ;X
(define k3 (vector3 0.5 0.5 0)) ;M
(define k4 (vector3 0 0 0)) ;Gamma
;List of Bloch wavevectors to compute bands,
42 ;expressed in basis of reciprocal lattice vectors!
(set! k-points (interpolate num-k-points (list k1 k2 k3 k1)))
;Sets spatial permittivity function
(if (= pr-type 1)
(begin
47 (set! default-material air)








(set! geometry (list (make cylinder
(material air)
57 (center 0 0)
(radius r)
(height infinity))))))




B.1.4 Hexagonal Lattice of Cylindrical Rods/Holes
Listing B.4: Guile script for calculating band structures of a hexagonal lattice of cylindrical
rods/holes.
1 ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
;Control file for simulation of hexagonal lattice of cylindrical rods/holes.





8 (define a (vector3 1 0 0))
(define b (vector3 -0.5 (/ (sqrt 3) 2) 0))
;Specify basis vectors and lattice size of computational/primitive unit cell
;Note: basis1,basis2,basis3 are DIRECTION ONLY, magnitudes are set in basis-size
(set! geometry-lattice
13 (make lattice
(size 1 1 no-size)
(basis1 a)
(basis2 b)
(basis-size (vector3 1 1 no-size))))
18 ;Specifies the computational grid resolution , in pixels per lattice unit
(set-param! resolution 32)
;Number of bands (eigenvectors) to compute at each k point
(set-param! num-bands 10)
;Dielectric constant is averaged over a "mesh" of points
23 (set! mesh-size 3)
;Number of k-points to interpolate between specified k-points
(define num-k-points 10)




;Define radius of cylindrical rods/holes
(define r 0.5)
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
33 ;MPB required definitions and calculations
;Defines substrate material
(define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
;Critical points of irreducible Brillouin Zone
(define k1 (vector3 0 0 0)) ;Gamma
38 (define k2 (vector3 0 0.5 0)) ;M
(define k3 (vector3 (/ 1 3) (/ 1 3) 0)) ;K
(define k4 (vector3 0 0 0)) ;Gamma
;List of Bloch wavevectors to compute bands,
;expressed in basis of reciprocal lattice vectors!
43 (set! k-points (interpolate num-k-points (list k1 k2 k3 k1)))
;Sets spatial permittivity function
(if (= pr-type 1)
(begin
(set! default-material air)

















B.2 Three-Dimensional Photonic Crystal Structures
The following Guile scripts model FCC, BCC, simple cubic, and diamond three-dimensional
photonic crystals. The MBIL fabricated photonic crystal structures (FCC, BCC, and simple
cubic) are modeled by the interference of four linearly-polarized plane waves. The struc-
tures are defined by the intensity contour of an interference pattern that satisfies one of four
conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts.
B.2.1 Face-Centered Cubic Lattice Defined via MBIL
Listing B.5: Guile script for calculating band structures of an BCC lattice fabricated via
MBIL.
1 ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
;Control file for simulation of a MBIL defined BCC lattice.





8 (define a (vector3 -1 1 1))
(define b (vector3 1 -1 1))
(define c (vector3 1 1 -1))
(define La (sqrt .75))
(define Lb (sqrt .75))
13 (define Lc (sqrt .75))
;Specify basis vectors and lattice size of computational/primitive unit cell






(basis-size (vector3 La Lb Lc))))
;Specifies the computational grid resolution , in pixels per lattice unit
23 (set-param! resolution 32)
;Number of bands (eigenvectors) to compute at each k point
(set-param! num-bands 10)
;Dielectric constant is averaged over a "mesh" of points
(set! mesh-size 3)
28 ;Number of k-points to interpolate between specified k-points
(define num-k-points 10)
;Processing Type---1-dielectric rods in air, 2-holes in dielectric
(define pr-type 1)
;Dielectric permittivity
33 (define eps 13)






;MPB required definitions and calculations
;Constant PI
(define pi (* 4 (atan 1)))
;Defines substrate material
43 (define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
;Calculates reciprocal lattice vectors
(set! a (vector3* La (vector3* a (/ 1 (vector3-norm a)))))
(set! b (vector3* La (vector3* b (/ 1 (vector3-norm b)))))
(set! c (vector3* La (vector3* c (/ 1 (vector3-norm c)))))
48 (define A (vector3* 2 (vector3* pi (vector3* (/ 1 (vector3* a
(vector3-cross b c))) (vector3-cross b c)))))
(define B (vector3* 2 (vector3* pi (vector3* (/ 1 (vector3* a
(vector3-cross b c))) (vector3-cross c a)))))
(define C (vector3* 2 (vector3* pi (vector3* (/ 1 (vector3* a
53 (vector3-cross b c))) (vector3-cross a b)))))




58 (define G32 (vector3- B A))
(define G42 (vector3- C A))
(define G43 (vector3- C B))
;Normalized intensity function - Cˆ{(6)}_4
(define I-PLVEC-64 (lambda (p)
63 (set! p (lattice- >cartesian p))
(/ (+
(cos (vector3* G21 p))
(cos (vector3* G31 p))
(cos (vector3* G41 p))
68 (cos (vector3* G32 p))
(cos (vector3* G42 p))
(cos (vector3* G43 p))
2) 8)))
;Normalized intensity function - Cˆ{(5)}_4
73 (define I-PLVEC-54 (lambda (p)
(set! p (lattice->cartesian p))
(/ (+
(cos (vector3* G21 p))
(cos (vector3* G31 p))
78 (cos (vector3* G41 p))
(cos (vector3* G32 p))
(cos (vector3* G42 p))
3) 8)))
;Normalized intensity function - Cˆ{(4)}_4
83 (define I-PLVEC-44 (lambda (p)
(set! p (lattice- >cartesian p))
(/ (+
(cos (vector3* G21 p))
(cos (vector3* G31 p))
88 (cos (vector3* G41 p))
200
(cos (vector3* G32 p))
2.5) 6.5)))
;Normalized intensity function - Cˆ{(3)}_4
(define I-PLVEC-34 (lambda (p)
93 (set! p (lattice- >cartesian p))
(/ (+
(cos (vector3* G21 p))
(cos (vector3* G31 p))
(cos (vector3* G41 p))
98 3) 6)))
;Critical points of Brillouin Zone
;expressed in basis of reciprocal lattice vectors!
(define k1 (vector3 0 0 0 )) ; Gamma
(define k2 (vector3 0.25 0.25 0.25 )) ; Pabc
103 (define k3 (vector3 0.75 -0.25 -0.25 )) ; Pa
(define k4 (vector3 -0.25 0.75 -0.25 )) ; Pb
(define k5 (vector3 -0.25 -0.25 0.75 )) ; Pc
(define k6 (vector3 0.5 0.5 -0.5 )) ; Hab
(define k7 (vector3 0.5 -0.5 0.5 )) ; Hac
108 (define k8 (vector3 -0.5 0.5 0.5 )) ; Hbc
(define k9 (vector3 0.625 -0.375 -0.375)) ; Fa
(define k10 (vector3 -0.375 0.625 -0.375)) ; Fb
(define k11 (vector3 -0.375 -0.375 0.625)) ; Fc
(define k12 (vector3 0.375 0.375 -0.125)) ; Fab
113 (define k13 (vector3 -0.125 0.375 0.375)) ; Fbc
(define k14 (vector3 0.375 -0.125 0.375)) ; Fac
(define k15 (vector3 0.375 0.375 -0.625)) ; F_ab
(define k16 (vector3 0.375 -0.625 0.375)) ; F_ac
(define k17 (vector3 -0.625 0.375 0.375)) ; F_bc
118 (define k18 (vector3 0.625 0.125 -0.375)) ; Faab
(define k19 (vector3 0.625 -0.375 0.125)) ; Faac
(define k20 (vector3 -0.375 0.625 0.125)) ; Fbbc
(define k21 (vector3 0.125 0.625 -0.375)) ; Fbba
(define k22 (vector3 -0.375 0.125 0.625)) ; Fccb
123 (define k23 (vector3 0.125 -0.375 0.625)) ; Fcca
(define k24 (vector3 0 0 0.5 )) ; Nc
(define k25 (vector3 0.5 0 0 )) ; Na
(define k26 (vector3 0 0.5 0 )) ; Nb
(define k27 (vector3 0.5 -0.5 0 )) ; Naac
128 (define k28 (vector3 -0.5 0.5 0 )) ; Nbbc
(define k29 (vector3 0 -0.5 0.5 )) ; Ncca
(define k30 (vector3 -0.5 0 0.5 )) ; Nccb
(define k31 (vector3 0.5 0 -0.5 )) ; Naab
(define k32 (vector3 0 0.5 -0.5 )) ; Nbba
133 ;List of Bloch wavevectors to compute bands,
(set! k-points (interpolate num-k-points (list k1 k2 k3 k4 k5
k6 k7 k8 k9 k10 k11 k12 k13 k14 k15 k16 k17 k18 k19 k20
k21 k22 k23 k24 k25 k26 k27 k28 k29 k30 k31 k32)))
;Dielectric calculator
138 (define eps-func (lambda (p)
(define Ip 0)
(cond
((= uc-type 64) (set! Ip (I-PLVEC-64 p)))
((= uc-type 54) (set! Ip (I-PLVEC-54 p)))
201
143 ((= uc-type 44) (set! Ip (I-PLVEC-44 p)))
((= uc-type 34) (set! Ip (I-PLVEC-34 p))))
(if (= Ith 0)
(make dielectric (epsilon (+ 1 Ip)))
(if (= pr-type 1)
148 (if (> Ip Ith) substrate air)
(if (> Ip Ith) air substrate)))))
;Sets spatial permittivity function
(set! default-material
(make material-function (material-func eps-func)))
153
;Run and calculate modes for each Bloch wavevector
(run)
202
B.2.2 Body-Centered Cubic Lattice Defined via MBIL
Listing B.6: Guile script for calculating band structures of an FCC lattice fabricated via
MBIL.
1 ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;






(define a (vector3 1 1 0))
(define b (vector3 0 1 1))
10 (define c (vector3 1 0 1))
(define La (sqrt .5))
(define Lb (sqrt .5))
(define Lc (sqrt .5))
;Specify basis vectors and lattice size of computational/primitive unit cell






(basis-size (vector3 La Lb Lc))))
;Specifies the computational grid resolution , in pixels per lattice unit
(set-param! resolution 16)
;Number of bands (eigenvectors) to compute at each k point
25 (set-param! num-bands 10)
;Dielectric constant is averaged over a "mesh" of points
(set! mesh-size 3)
;Number of k-points to interpolate between specified k-points
(define num-k-points 10)




;Normalized intensity contour defining structure (Intensity is normalized (0<I<1))




;MPB required definitions and calculations
40 ;Constant PI
(define pi (* 4 (atan 1)))
;Defines substrate material
(define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
;Calculates reciprocal lattice vectors
45 (set! a (vector3* La (vector3* a (/ 1 (vector3-norm a)))))
(set! b (vector3* La (vector3* b (/ 1 (vector3-norm b)))))
(set! c (vector3* La (vector3* c (/ 1 (vector3-norm c)))))
(define A (vector3* 2 (vector3* pi (vector3* (/ 1 (vector3* a
203
(vector3-cross b c))) (vector3-cross b c)))))
50 (define B (vector3* 2 (vector3* pi (vector3* (/ 1 (vector3* a
(vector3-cross b c))) (vector3-cross c a)))))
(define C (vector3* 2 (vector3* pi (vector3* (/ 1 (vector3* a
(vector3-cross b c))) (vector3-cross a b)))))
;Calculates spatial cosine wavevectors
55 (define G21 A)
(define G31 B)
(define G41 C)
(define G32 (vector3- B A))
(define G42 (vector3- C A))
60 (define G43 (vector3- C B))
;Normalized intensity function - Cˆ{(6)}_4
(define I-PLVEC-64 (lambda (p)
(set! p (lattice->cartesian p))
(/ (+
65 (cos (vector3* G21 p))
(cos (vector3* G31 p))
(cos (vector3* G41 p))
(cos (vector3* G32 p))
(cos (vector3* G42 p))
70 (cos (vector3* G43 p))
2) 8)))
;Normalized intensity function - Cˆ{(5)}_4
(define I-PLVEC-54 (lambda (p)
(set! p (lattice- >cartesian p))
75 (/ (+
(cos (vector3* G21 p))
(cos (vector3* G31 p))
(cos (vector3* G41 p))
(cos (vector3* G32 p))
80 (cos (vector3* G42 p))
3) 8)))
;Normalized intensity function - Cˆ{(4)}_4
(define I-PLVEC-44 (lambda (p)
(set! p (lattice->cartesian p))
85 (/ (+
(cos (vector3* G21 p))
(cos (vector3* G31 p))
(cos (vector3* G41 p))
(cos (vector3* G32 p))
90 2.5) 6.5)))
;Normalized intensity function - Cˆ{(3)}_4
(define I-PLVEC-34 (lambda (p)
(set! p (lattice- >cartesian p))
(/ (+
95 (cos (vector3* G21 p))
(cos (vector3* G31 p))
(cos (vector3* G41 p))
3) 6)))
;Critical points of Brillouin Zone
100 ;expressed in basis of reciprocal lattice vectors!
(define k1 (vector3 0 0 0 )) ; Gamma
(define k2 (vector3 0.5 0.5 0 )) ; Xab
204
(define k3 (vector3 0 0.5 0.5 )) ; Xbc
(define k4 (vector3 0.5 0 0.5 )) ; Xac
105 (define k5 (vector3 0.25 -0.375 -0.375)) ; Ua
(define k6 (vector3 -0.375 0.25 -0.375)) ; Ub
(define k7 (vector3 -0.375 -0.375 0.25 )) ; Uc
(define k8 (vector3 0.625 0.625 0.25 )) ; Uab
(define k9 (vector3 0.25 0.625 0.625)) ; Ubc
110 (define k10 (vector3 0.625 0.25 0.625)) ; Uac
(define k11 (vector3 0.375 0.375 -0.25 )) ; U_ab
(define k12 (vector3 -0.25 0.375 0.375)) ; U_bc
(define k13 (vector3 0.375 -0.25 0.375)) ; U_ac
(define k14 (vector3 0.625 0.375 0 )) ; Uaab
115 (define k15 (vector3 0.375 0.625 0 )) ; Ubba
(define k16 (vector3 0 0.625 0.375)) ; Ubbc
(define k17 (vector3 0 0.375 0.625)) ; Ubcc
(define k18 (vector3 0.375 0 0.625)) ; Ucca
(define k19 (vector3 0.625 0 0.375)) ; Uaac
120 (define k20 (vector3 0.5 0.5 0.5 )) ; Labc
(define k21 (vector3 0.5 0 0 )) ; La
(define k22 (vector3 0 0.5 0 )) ; Lb
(define k23 (vector3 0 0 0.5 )) ; Lc
(define k24 (vector3 0.75 0.5 0.25 )) ; Waab
125 (define k25 (vector3 0.5 0.75 0.25 )) ; Wbba
(define k26 (vector3 0.25 0.75 0.5 )) ; Wbbc
(define k27 (vector3 0.25 0.5 0.75 )) ; Wccb
(define k28 (vector3 0.75 0.25 0.5 )) ; Waac
(define k29 (vector3 0.5 0.25 0.75 )) ; Wcca
130 (define k30 (vector3 0.5 0.25 -0.25 )) ; W_aab
(define k31 (vector3 0.25 0.5 -0.25 )) ; W_bba
(define k32 (vector3 0.25 -0.25 0.5 )) ; W_cca
(define k33 (vector3 0.5 -0.25 0.25 )) ; W_aac
(define k34 (vector3 -0.25 0.25 0.5 )) ; W_ccb
135 (define k35 (vector3 -0.25 0.5 0.25 )) ; W_bbc
(define k36 (vector3 0.75 0.375 0.375)) ; Ka
(define k37 (vector3 0.375 0.75 0.375)) ; Kb
(define k38 (vector3 0.375 0.375 0.75 )) ; Kc
(define k39 (vector3 0.375 0 -0.375)) ; Kaab
140 (define k40 (vector3 0 0.375 -0.375)) ; Kbba
(define k41 (vector3 -0.375 0.375 0 )) ; Kbbc
(define k42 (vector3 -0.375 0 0.375)) ; Kccb
(define k43 (vector3 0 -0.375 0.375)) ; Kcca
(define k44 (vector3 0.375 -0.375 0 )) ; Kaac
145 ;List of Bloch wavevectors to compute bands,
(set! k-points (interpolate num-k-points (list k1 k2 k3 k4 k5
k6 k7 k8 k9 k10 k11 k12 k13 k14 k15 k16 k17 k18 k19 k20
k21 k22 k23 k24 k25 k26 k27 k28 k29 k30 k31 k32 k33 k34
k35 k36 k37 k38 k39 k40 k41 k42 k43 k44)))
150 ;Dielectric calculator
(define eps-func (lambda (p)
(define Ip 0)
(cond
((= uc-type 64) (set! Ip (I-PLVEC-64 p)))
155 ((= uc-type 54) (set! Ip (I-PLVEC-54 p)))
((= uc-type 44) (set! Ip (I-PLVEC-44 p)))
205
((= uc-type 34) (set! Ip (I-PLVEC-34 p))))
(if (= Ith 0)
(make dielectric (epsilon (+ 1 Ip)))
160 (if (= pr-type 1)
(if (> Ip Ith) substrate air)
(if (> Ip Ith) air substrate)))))
;Sets spatial permittivity function
(set! default-material
165 (make material-function (material-func eps-func)))
;Run and calculate modes for each Bloch wavevector
(run)
206
B.2.3 Simple Cubic Lattice Defined via MBIL
Listing B.7: Guile script for calculating band structures of a simple cubic lattice fabricated
via MBIL.
1 ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;





7 ;Primitive Lattice Vectors
(define a (vector3 1 0 0))
(define b (vector3 0 1 0))
(define c (vector3 0 0 1))
(define La 1)
12 (define Lb 1)
(define Lc 1)
;Specify basis vectors and lattice size of computational/primitive unit cell






(basis-size (vector3 La Lb Lc))))
22 ;Specifies the computational grid resolution , in pixels per lattice unit
(set-param! resolution 32)
;Number of bands (eigenvectors) to compute at each k point
(set-param! num-bands 10)
;Dielectric constant is averaged over a "mesh" of points
27 (set! mesh-size 3)
;Number of k-points to interpolate between specified k-points
(define num-k-points 10)




;Normalized intensity contour defining structure (Intensity is normalized (0<I<1))
(define Ith 0.5)
;Contrast condition type
37 (define uc-type 64)
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
;MPB required definitions and calculations
;Constant PI
(define pi (* 4 (atan 1)))
42 ;Defines substrate material
(define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
;Calculates reciprocal lattice vectors
(set! a (vector3* La (vector3* a (/ 1 (vector3-norm a)))))
(set! b (vector3* La (vector3* b (/ 1 (vector3-norm b)))))
47 (set! c (vector3* La (vector3* c (/ 1 (vector3-norm c)))))
(define A (vector3* 2 (vector3* pi (vector3* (/ 1 (vector3* a
207
(vector3-cross b c))) (vector3-cross b c)))))
(define B (vector3* 2 (vector3* pi (vector3* (/ 1 (vector3* a
(vector3-cross b c))) (vector3-cross c a)))))
52 (define C (vector3* 2 (vector3* pi (vector3* (/ 1 (vector3* a
(vector3-cross b c))) (vector3-cross a b)))))
;Calculates spatial cosine wavevectors
(define G21 A)
(define G31 B)
57 (define G41 C)
(define G32 (vector3- B A))
(define G42 (vector3- C A))
(define G43 (vector3- C B))
;Normalized intensity function - Cˆ{(6)}_4
62 (define I-PLVEC-64 (lambda (p)
(set! p (lattice->cartesian p))
(/ (+
(cos (vector3* G21 p))
(cos (vector3* G31 p))
67 (cos (vector3* G41 p))
(cos (vector3* G32 p))
(cos (vector3* G42 p))
(cos (vector3* G43 p))
2) 8)))
72 ;Normalized intensity function - Cˆ{(5)}_4
(define I-PLVEC-54 (lambda (p)
(set! p (lattice->cartesian p))
(/ (+
(cos (vector3* G21 p))
77 (cos (vector3* G31 p))
(cos (vector3* G41 p))
(cos (vector3* G32 p))
(cos (vector3* G42 p))
3) 8)))
82 ;Normalized intensity function - Cˆ{(4)}_4
(define I-PLVEC-44 (lambda (p)
(set! p (lattice->cartesian p))
(/ (+
(cos (vector3* G21 p))
87 (cos (vector3* G31 p))
(cos (vector3* G41 p))
(cos (vector3* G32 p))
2.5) 6.5)))
;Normalized intensity function - Cˆ{(3)}_4
92 (define I-PLVEC-34 (lambda (p)
(set! p (lattice- >cartesian p))
(/ (+
(cos (vector3* G21 p))
(cos (vector3* G31 p))
97 (cos (vector3* G41 p))
3) 6)))
;Critical points of Brillouin Zone
(define k1 (vector3 0 0 0 )) ; Gamma
(define k2 (vector3 0.5 0 0 )) ; Xa
102 (define k3 (vector3 0 0.5 0 )) ; Xb
208
(define k4 (vector3 0 0 0.5)) ; Xc
(define k5 (vector3 0.5 -0.5 -0.5)) ; Ra
(define k6 (vector3 -0.5 0.5 -0.5)) ; Rb
(define k7 (vector3 -0.5 -0.5 0.5)) ; Rc
107 (define k8 (vector3 0.5 0.5 -0.5)) ; Rab
(define k9 (vector3 -0.5 0.5 0.5)) ; Rbc
(define k10 (vector3 0.5 -0.5 0.5)) ; Rac
(define k11 (vector3 0.5 0.5 0.5)) ; Rabc
(define k12 (vector3 0.5 0.5 0 )) ; Mab
112 (define k13 (vector3 0.5 0 0.5)) ; Mca
(define k14 (vector3 0 0.5 0.5)) ; Mbc
(define k15 (vector3 0.5 0 -0.5)) ; Maab
(define k16 (vector3 0.5 -0.5 0 )) ; Maac
(define k17 (vector3 0 0.5 -0.5)) ; Mbba
117 (define k18 (vector3 -0.5 0.5 0 )) ; Mbbc
(define k19 (vector3 -0.5 0 0.5)) ; Mccb
(define k20 (vector3 0 -0.5 0.5)) ; Mcca
;List of Bloch wavevectors to compute bands,
;expressed in basis of reciprocal lattice vectors!
122 (set! k-points (interpolate num-k-points (list k1 k2 k3 k4 k5
k6 k7 k8 k9 k10 k11 k12 k13 k14 k15 k16 k17 k18 k19 k20)))
;Dielectric calculator
(define eps-func (lambda (p)
(define Ip 0)
127 (cond
((= uc-type 64) (set! Ip (I-PLVEC-64 p)))
((= uc-type 54) (set! Ip (I-PLVEC-54 p)))
((= uc-type 44) (set! Ip (I-PLVEC-44 p)))
((= uc-type 34) (set! Ip (I-PLVEC-34 p))))
132 (if (= Ith 0)
(make dielectric (epsilon (+ 1 Ip)))
(if (= pr-type 1)
(if (> Ip Ith) substrate air)
(if (> Ip Ith) air substrate)))))
137 ;Sets spatial permittivity function
(set! default-material
(make material-function (material-func eps-func)))
;Run and calculate modes for each Bloch wavevector
142 (run)
209
B.2.4 Face-Centered Cubic Lattice of Spherical Masses/Vacancies
Listing B.8: Guile script for calculating band structures of a FCC lattice of spherical rod-
s/holes.
1 ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
;Control file for simulation of FCC lattice of spherical balls/holes.





8 (define a (vector3 0 1 1))
(define b (vector3 1 0 1))
(define c (vector3 1 1 0))
(define La (sqrt 0.5))
(define Lb (sqrt 0.5))
13 (define Lc (sqrt 0.5))
;Specify basis vectors and lattice size of computational/primitive unit cell
;Note: basis1,basis2,basis3 are DIRECTION ONLY, magnitudes are set in basis-size
(set! geometry-lattice (make lattice




;Specifies the computational grid resolution , in pixels per lattice unit
(set-param! resolution 16)
23 ;Number of bands (eigenvectors) to compute at each k point
(set-param! num-bands 10)
;Dielectric constant is averaged over a "mesh" of points
(set! mesh-size 3)
;Number of k-points to interpolate between specified k-points
28 (define num-k-points 10)




33 ;Define radius of cylindrical rods/holes
(define r 0.5)
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
;MPB required definitions and calculations
;Defines substrate material
38 (define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
;Critical points of irreducible Brillouin Zone
;expressed in basis of reciprocal lattice vectors!
(define k1 (vector3 0 0.5 0.5 )) ; X
(define k2 (vector3 0 0.625 0.375)) ; U
43 (define k3 (vector3 0 0.5 0 )) ; L
(define k4 (vector3 0 0 0 )) ; Gamma
(define k5 (vector3 0 0.5 0.5 )) ; X
(define k6 (vector3 0.25 0.75 0.5 )) ; W
(define k7 (vector3 0.375 0.75 0.375)) ; K
48 ;List of Bloch wavevectors to compute bands,
210
(set! k-points
(interpolate num-k-points (list k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 k6 k7)))
(define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
;Sets spatial permittivity function
53 (if (= pr-type 1)
(begin
(set! default-material air)
(set! geometry (list (make sphere
(center 0 0 0) (radius r) (material substrate)))))
58 (begin
(set! default-material substrate)
(set! geometry (list (make sphere
(center 0 0 0) (radius r) (material air))))))
;Run and calculate modes for each Bloch wavevector
63 (run)
211
B.2.5 Body-Centered Cubic Lattice of Spherical Masses/Vacancies
Listing B.9: Guile script for calculating band structures of a BCC lattice of spherical
rods/holes.
1 ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;





7 ;Primitive Lattice Vectors
(define a (vector3 -1 1 1))
(define b (vector3 1 -1 1))
(define c (vector3 1 1 -1))
(define La (sqrt 0.75))
12 (define Lb (sqrt 0.75))
(define Lc (sqrt 0.75))
;Specify basis vectors and lattice size of computational/primitive unit cell
;Note: basis1,basis2,basis3 are DIRECTION ONLY, magnitudes are set in basis-size
(set! geometry-lattice (make lattice




;Specifies the computational grid resolution , in pixels per lattice unit
22 (set-param! resolution 16)
;Number of bands (eigenvectors) to compute at each k point
(set-param! num-bands 10)
;Dielectric constant is averaged over a "mesh" of points
(set! mesh-size 3)
27 ;Number of k-points to interpolate between specified k-points
(define num-k-points 10)
;Processing Type---1-dielectric rods in air, 2-holes in dielectric
(define pr-type 1)
;Dielectric permittivity
32 (define eps 13)
;Define radius of cylindrical rods/holes
(define r 0.5)
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
;MPB required definitions and calculations
37 ;Defines substrate material
(define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
;Critical points of irreducible Brillouin Zone
;expressed in basis of reciprocal lattice vectors!
(define k1 (vector3 0 0 0.5 )) ;N
42 (define k2 (vector3 0.25 0.25 0.25)) ;P
(define k3 (vector3 0 0 0 )) ;Gamma
(define k4 (vector3 0 0 0.5 )) ;N
(define k5 (vector3 0.5 -0.5 0.5 )) ;H
(define k6 (vector3 0.25 0.25 0.25)) ;P
47 (define k7 (vector3 0 0 0 )) ;Gamma
(define k8 (vector3 0.5 -0.5 0.5 )) ;H
212
;List of Bloch wavevectors to compute bands,
(set! k-points
(interpolate num-k-points (list k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 k6 k7 k8)))
52 (define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
;Sets spatial permittivity function
(if (= pr-type 1)
(begin
(set! default-material air)
57 (set! geometry (list (make sphere
(center 0 0 0) (radius r) (material substrate)))))
(begin
(set! default-material substrate)
(set! geometry (list (make sphere
62 (center 0 0 0) (radius r) (material air))))))
;Run and calculate modes for each Bloch wavevector
(run)
213
B.2.6 Simple Cubic Lattice of Spherical Masses/Vacancies
Listing B.10: Guile script for calculating band structures of a simple cubic lattice of spher-
ical rods/holes.
1 ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;






(define a (vector3 1 0 0))
(define b (vector3 0 1 0))
(define c (vector3 0 0 1))
11 ;Specify basis vectors and lattice size of computational/primitive unit cell
;Note: basis1,basis2,basis3 are DIRECTION ONLY, magnitudes are set in basis-size
(set! geometry-lattice (make lattice




;Specifies the computational grid resolution , in pixels per lattice unit
(set-param! resolution 16)
;Number of bands (eigenvectors) to compute at each k point
21 (set-param! num-bands 10)
;Dielectric constant is averaged over a "mesh" of points
(set! mesh-size 3)
;Number of k-points to interpolate between specified k-points
(define num-k-points 10)




;Define radius of cylindrical rods/holes
31 (define r 0.5)
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
;MPB required definitions and calculations
;Defines substrate material
(define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
36 ;Critical points of irreducible Brillouin Zone
(define k1 (vector3 0.5 0 0 )) ; X
(define k2 (vector3 0.5 0.5 0 )) ; M
(define k3 (vector3 0 0 0 )) ; Gamma
(define k4 (vector3 0.5 0.5 0.5)) ; R
41 ;List of Bloch wavevectors to compute bands,
;expressed in basis of reciprocal lattice vectors!
(set! k-points (interpolate num-k-points (list k1 k2 k3 k4)))
(define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
;Sets spatial permittivity function




(set! geometry (list (make sphere
(center 0 0 0) (radius r) (material substrate)))))
51 (begin
(set! default-material substrate)
(set! geometry (list (make sphere
(center 0 0 0) (radius r) (material air))))))
;Run and calculate modes for each Bloch wavevector
56 (run)
215
B.2.7 Diamond Lattice of Spherical Masses/Vacancies
Listing B.11: Guile script for calculating band structures of a diamond lattice of spherical
rods/holes.
1 ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
;Control file for simulation of diamond lattice of spherical balls/holes.
;Adjust parameters accordingly.




(define a (vector3 0 1 1))
9 (define b (vector3 1 0 1))
(define c (vector3 1 1 0))
(define La (sqrt 0.5))
(define Lb (sqrt 0.5))
(define Lc (sqrt 0.5))
14 ;Specify basis vectors and lattice size of computational/primitive unit cell
;Note: basis1,basis2,basis3 are DIRECTION ONLY, magnitudes are set in basis-size
(set! geometry-lattice (make lattice




;Specifies the computational grid resolution , in pixels per lattice unit
(set-param! resolution 16)
;Number of bands (eigenvectors) to compute at each k point
24 (set-param! num-bands 10)
;Dielectric constant is averaged over a "mesh" of points
(set! mesh-size 3)
;Number of k-points to interpolate between specified k-points
(define num-k-points 10)




;Define radius of cylindrical rods/holes
34 (define r 0.5)
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
;MPB required definitions and calculations
;Defines substrate material
(define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
39 ;Critical points of irreducible Brillouin Zone
(define k1 (vector3 0 0.5 0.5 )) ; X
(define k2 (vector3 0 0.625 0.375)) ; U
(define k3 (vector3 0 0.5 0 )) ; L
(define k4 (vector3 0 0 0 )) ; Gamma
44 (define k5 (vector3 0 0.5 0.5 )) ; X
(define k6 (vector3 0.25 0.75 0.5 )) ; W
(define k7 (vector3 0.375 0.75 0.375)) ; K
;List of Bloch wavevectors to compute bands,
;expressed in basis of reciprocal lattice vectors!
216
49 (set! k-points
(interpolate num-k-points (list k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 k6 k7)))
(define substrate (make dielectric (epsilon eps)))
;Sets spatial permittivity function




(make sphere (center 0.125 0.125 0.125)
(radius r) (material substrate))
59 (make sphere (center -0.125 -0.125 -0.125)




64 (make sphere (center 0.125 0.125 0.125)
(radius r) (material air))
(make sphere (center -0.125 -0.125 -0.125)
(radius r) (material air))))))




THREE DIMENSIONAL BAND GAP MAPS





































Figure C.1: Band gap map for BCC lattice of spherical masses.
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Figure C.2: Band gap map for FCC lattice of spherical masses.





































Figure C.3: Band gap map for cubic lattice of spherical masses.
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Figure C.4: Band gap map for BCC lattice of masses defined via MBIL satisfying C(3)4 .
































Figure C.5: Band gap map for BCC lattice of vacancies defined via MBIL satisfying C(3)4 .
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Figure C.6: Band gap map for BCC lattice of masses defined via MBIL satisfying C(4)4 .
































Figure C.7: Band gap map for BCC lattice of vacancies defined via MBIL satisfying C(4)4 .
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Figure C.8: Band gap map for BCC lattice of masses defined via MBIL satisfying C(5)4 .
































Figure C.9: Band gap map for BCC lattice of vacancies defined via MBIL satisfying C(5)4 .
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Figure C.10: Band gap map for BCC lattice of masses defined via MBIL satisfying C(6)4 .
































Figure C.11: Band gap map for BCC lattice of vacancies defined via MBIL satisfying C(6)4 .
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Figure C.12: Band gap map for cubic lattice of masses defined via MBIL satisfying C(4)4 .
































Figure C.13: Band gap map for cubic lattice of vacancies defined via MBIL satisfying
C(4)4 .
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Figure C.14: Band gap map for cubic lattice of masses defined via MBIL satisfying C(5)4 .
































Figure C.15: Band gap map for cubic lattice of vacancies defined via MBIL satisfying
C(5)4 .
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Figure C.16: Band gap map for cubic lattice of masses defined via MBIL satisfying C(6)4 .
































Figure C.17: Band gap map for cubic lattice of vacancies defined via MBIL satisfying
C(6)4 .
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Figure C.18: Band gap map for FCC lattice of masses defined via MBIL satisfying C(4)4 .
































Figure C.19: Band gap map for FCC lattice of vacancies defined via MBIL satisfying C(4)4 .
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Figure C.20: Band gap map for FCC lattice of masses defined via MBIL satisfying C(5)4 .
































Figure C.21: Band gap map for FCC lattice of vacancies defined via MBIL satisfying C(5)4 .
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Figure C.22: Band gap map for FCC lattice of masses defined via MBIL satisfying C(6)4 .






















































(c) Simple Cubic (a) Face-Centered Cubic

















Figure D.1: Irreducible first Brillouin zones for the (a) face-centered cubic and diamond
lattices, (b) body-centered cubic lattice, (c) cubic lattice and (d) face-centered cubic lattice
defined by a C(3)4 interference pattern.
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